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 Adsorbates such as sulfur and oxygen can strongly affect metal transport on coinage 
metal surfaces.  It has been proposed that the formation of metal-additive complexes aid in the 
enhancement of metal island coarsening. Our focus is solely on additive sulfur. We examined the 
interactions between sulfur and three different coinage metal surfaces at a very low temperature 
(5K) and low sulfur coverages to determine if M-S complexes formed under specific conditions. 
Our primary experimental technique is scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). The three surface 
studied were Ag(100), Ag(110), and Cu(110). On Ag(100) and Cu(110), only sulfur atoms were 
present at all experimental coverages. S atoms and linear independent AgS2 complexes were 
observed on the Ag(110) surface depending on the sulfur coverage. MS2 is a common motif 
observed in other coinage metal-sulfur complexes, and this is the first time that a MS2 complex 
has been directly observed isolated. Extensive DFT analysis supports the experimental 
observations. 
We have found that sulfur accelerates the coarsening of Au islands on Au(111) at room 
temperature (300K) under 0.31 ML S. The enhancement in the Au island decay rate was an order 
of magnitude, which is less of an enhancement compared to the Cu(111) and Ag(111) systems. A 
stabilization of the Au islands occurred at a higher sulfur coverage (0.56 ML), where the surface 
was covered by an 2D Au-S phase.  
In this dissertation, we describe work in which we have expanded the understanding of 
M-S complexes, and the role they play in mass transport. We believe this data will provide a 
better understanding of sulfur coinage metal interactions. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1. Motivation 
Nanoscience is a frontier for emerging technologies. As particle size is reduced to the 
nanoscale region, surface effects start to become crucial and can change properties relative to the 
bulk material. Catalytic nanoparticles have far larger surface areas than the respective bulk size 
materials, therefore a greater amount of the particle area can contact surrounding material 
improving the reactivity. An issue that arises in nanomaterials is the energy requirement to 
maintain the high surface area. Processes can occur that reduce the free surface area through 
morphological changes.1-2 The reduction of surface area induces a loss in catalytic activity.3-4 
 Clusters, or nanoparticles, naturally coarsen (also called ripening or sintering). The 
coarsening process involves an increase in the mean size of the clusters while the total number of 
clusters decreases. Coarsening reduces the total interfacial area of the clusters, thus decreasing 
the energy cost associated with the interfaces. The process is generally described by two 
different mechanism: Ostwald ripening (OR) and Smoluchowski ripening (SR). OR results from 
mass transfer between clusters of two different sizes, and manifests itself by the growth of large 
clusters at the expense of smaller clusters. This is due to the smaller cluster having a higher 
chemical potential compared to the larger cluster creating a concentration gradient of mobile 
mass carriers, which results in a mass transfer from smaller clusters to larger clusters. For 
homoepitaxial systems, and in the absence of adsorbates, the mobile mass carriers are single 
atoms that diffusing across the surface. Through SR, entire cluster diffuse and coalesce upon 
contact resulting in larger clusters. 
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1.1 Coinage metals 
Our interest in the coinage metals, copper, silver, and gold arise due to their catalytic5-9 
and plasmonic properties.10-13 For example, silver substrates play a crucial role in many catalytic 
reactions,14-16 mainly with oxygen, and are employed in techniques like surface enhance Raman 
spectroscopy.11, 17 Gold nanoparticles have attracted a wide interest in the field of medicine, from 
drug delivery,18-20 to supports for biomarkers.21-22 Adsorbates on metal surfaces may induce 
morphological changes such as coarsening of metal nanostructures,23-28 reconstructions,29-36 and 
surface pitting.37 One adsorbate that has been shown to induce morphological changes of coinage 
metal surfaces is sulfur. 
 
1.2 Metal-sulfur complexes 
 Previous coarsening studies of adsorbed sulfur on both Cu(111)23 and Ag(111)27 have 
shown that even trace amounts of sulfur (< 0.1 monolayers of sulfur, where monolayers are 
defined by the ratio of sulfur to metal substrate atoms) leads to an accelerated destabilization of 
the metal islands on the surface. Sulfur induced destabilization of islands is accreted to the 
formation of metal-sulfur complexes that aid metal atom transport.23, 26-28, 38-40 The complexes are 
predicted to have a higher stability than metal adatoms, therefore a higher population to aid in 
mass transport. Metal-sulfur complexes were observed with low-temperature scanning tunneling 
microscopy (LT-STM) on Cu(111),38 Ag(111),41 and Au(100).42  A structure for each complex 
has been proposed, determined by energetics and simulated STM images from DFT that match 
experimental observations. These metal-sulfur complexes have not been extensively studied due 
to the small size of the complexes (generally only a few atoms in size), and are mobile on the 
surface at room temperature. Other metal substrates, Cu(100)43 and Au(111),44 only sulfur 
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adatoms were observed under similar experimental conditions. All previous LT-STM studies 
mention in this section were conducted at low sulfur coverages and at 5K. One study of sulfur on 
Au(111) at 77K observed features that were identified as a gold-sulfur complex.45 
One goal of this dissertation is to investigate which coinage metal surfaces support and 
form metal-sulfur complexes at low sulfur coverages. We explored low coverages of sulfur on 
multiple substrates, Ag(100), Ag(110), and Cu(110). Dr. Da-Jiang Liu of the Ames Laboratory 
collaborated with us, performing calculations with the primary goal of explaining the 
experimental result. The other goal is to explore the effects that sulfur has on gold nanoislands 
on a Au(111) substrate. This result can then be compared with coarsening studies of other 
coinage metal substrates. 
 
2. Experimental details and methods 
2.1 Equipment 
 We used ultra-high vacuum (UHV, P < 10-9 Torr/mbar or 10-7 Pa) steel chambers for our 
investigations of sulfur on coinage metal surfaces. The Ag(100) (Chapter II), Ag(110) (Chapter 
III),  and Cu(110) (Appendix II) studies were conducted in a low-temperature scanning tunneling 
microscopy (LT-STM) UHV chamber at the RIKEN Advanced Science Institute in Wako, 
Saitama, Japan. Fig. 1 shows the vacuum chamber at RIKEN with all the equipment that was 
used labelled. The UHV chamber is composed of two separate components, a preparation 
chamber and an LT-STM chamber, separated by a gate valve. The Au(111) (Chapter IV and 
Chapter V) studies were conducted in a variable-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy 
(VT-STM) UHV chamber at Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa. Fig. 2 shows that chamber 
with equipment labelled. 
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Figure 1. Picture of UHV chamber at RIKEN. LT-STM chamber, preparation chamber, Ar+ gun, 
manipulator, and sulfur evaporator are labelled in figure.  
 
 
Figure 2. Picture of UHV chamber at ISU. Ar+ gun, sulfur evaporator, VT-STM, Au evaporator, 
LEED/AES, and manipulator are labelled. Also labelled is the gate valve that separates the sulfur 
evaporator from the UHV chamber. 
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UHV is required for surface analysis for two main reasons: it allows for the use of 
electron-based characterization techniques and provides a well-defined “clean” environment. As 
pressure decreases from ambient to UHV, the free mean path of an electron increases from 
nanometers to kilometers, which allows electrons to be used to probe the sample.46 The reduction 
is pressure also limits the number of variables that may affect the surface, particularly 
contaminants. The instruments used in our investigations are scanning tunneling microscopy 
(low-temperature and variable-temperature), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), Au evaporator, 
and sulfur evaporator. The UHV chamber at RIKEN, only contained LT-STM and a sulfur 
evaporator, while the UHV chamber at ISU contained all the instruments previously mentioned. 
Both UHV chambers contain Ar+ ion guns, vibration isolation table legs, along with a standard 
UHV pumping system. Ar+ ion guns, vibration isolation table legs, and UHV pumping systems 
are not discussed here and details about those systems can be found in Ref. 46-48. 
The primary tool for experimental analysis is STM. In STM, an atomically sharp metal 
tip (W or PtIr) is brought within a sub-nanometer distance49 of an electrically conductive sample, 
increasing the overlap of the electron wavefunctions of the tip apex and sample. A potential bias 
is applied to the tip creating a potential difference, resulting in a current of electrons tunneling in 
one direction between the tip apex and the sample. The bias is applied to the tip due to the 
sample being held at electrical ground; here we report biases as the sample bias (VS). A positive 
Vs means the direction of electron flow is from tip to sample, imaging empty states of the 
sample, while a negative Vs indicates electrons flow is the exact opposite (sample to tip), 
imaging the filled states of the sample. If the nature (shape, height, size, etc.) of a feature appear 
different at various sample biases, that feature is described as having a bias dependence. An 
electronic feedback loop maintains a constant current between the tip and sample as the tip scans 
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laterally, with the tip moving vertically as it images different surface features. This results in a 
constant tip-sample separation producing a 3D map of the contour of electron density at the 
surface. Low-temperature STM (LT-STM) and variable-temperature (VT-STM) operate in the 
same fashion, except liquid helium and liquid nitrogen cool the sample in the LT-STM stage 
making it possible to image at 5K. VT-STM experiments were imaged only at room temperature 
(RT). Both STMs are from Omicron GmbH, Germany. 
The AES instrument is from OCI Vacuum Microengineering Inc., Canada. AES is a 
three-electron spectroscopic technique that provides chemical information of adsorbates and the 
first few layers of a sample (top 3-10 nm). AES was used for elemental analysis in our studies. In 
AES, high energy electrons (1-5 keV) bombard the sample creating core hole in the surface 
atoms. An electron at a higher energy state relaxes to fill the hole, which provides energy for an 
electron at a higher energy state to escape.  The energy of the escaped electron is characteristic of 
the element from which it escaped. Our instrument used ThO2-W filament, and a retarding field 
analyzer for AES electron detection. An Omicron EFM3 UHV metal evaporator was used for 
physical vapor deposition of a specific metal onto the sample. In our investigations, our 
evaporant was Au which was deposited on a Au(111) sample at RT. Sulfur evaporator details are 
provided in Appendix III. 
 
2.2 Sample materials 
Our experiments were conducted using single crystal samples, mounted on a single Ta 
plate or a variable temperature sample plate. Experiments conducted at RIKEN used only single 
plates, while experiments conducted at ISU used both a single plate and a variable temperature 
sample plate. 
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Unreconstructed face centered cubic (FCC) metals, like Cu and Ag, when cut along 
primary crystallographic planes present the following low-index faces: (100), (110), and (111) 
surfaces. Fig. 3 illustrates the fcc planes and the atomic surfaces that arise from those planes. 
(100) surface terraces have a square geometry with equivalent surface terrace atoms. The terrace 
presents various adsorption sites which are four-fold hollow (4-fh) sites, bridge sites, and on-top 
sites (Fig. 3d). In addition, the surface present a (111)-micro facet of pseudo three-fold hollow 
sites along a closed-packed step edge. (110) surface terraces are anisotropic which has a 
rectangle geometry and is described as a hill and valley, or row and trough structure. The 
adsorption sites on a (110) terrace are two-fold hollow sites (2-fh), on-top sites, short bridge 
sites, and long bridge sites (Fig. 3e). The step edges of the (110) surface present pseudo 3-fh sites 
along the close-packed direction and a pseudo 4-fh sites at the kinks along an open step edge. 
The terrace of a (111) surface has hexagonal symmetry with terrace surface atoms being 
equivalent. The terraces of a (111) surfaces present two different three-fold hollow (3-fh) sites, a 
“fcc” and a “hcp”, based on their stacking relative to the direct layer beneath the surface. On-top 
sites and bridge sites are also available adsorption sites on the terrace (Fig. 3f). There are two 
types of closed packed steps on a (111) surface, a pseudo (100)-microfacet of 4-fh sites, and the 




Figure 3. Top row: Low-index planes of a face centered cubic crystal, indicated in yellow. 
Atoms that are transected by the plane are colored red. (a) (100) plane, (b) (110) plane, (c) (111) 
plane. Bottom row: Scheme of surface structures corresponding to surface plane above, (d) (100) 
surface, (e) (110) surface, (f) (111) surface with labelled binding sites. Binding sites 
abbreviations are: 4-fh: four-fold hollow site, 3-fh: three-fold hollow site, 2-fh: two-fold hollow 
site, p 4-fh: pseudo four-fold hollow site,  p 3-fh: pseudo three-fold hollow site, B: bridge site 
(when all bridge sites are equivalent), LB: long bridge site, SB: short bridge site, OT: on-top site. 
 
 Au, when cut along the same directions present reconstructions on all three surfaces in 
UHV. Au(111) presents the well-known (22 x √3) herringbone reconstruction (Fig. 4).50-51 The 
reconstruction is a result of an excess of Au surface atoms (4%) relative the bulk, and contains a 
pseudo-hexagonal structure on the atomic scale. The herringbone reconstruction consists of 
wider fcc and narrower hcp regions separated by soliton walls. The bight stripes in Fig. 4 are the 
soliton walls. It has been shown that adsorbates can lift the herringbone, restoring the bulk 
terminated surface by removing the excess gold which can migrate to step edges.44, 52-53   
Information regarding structures of the (100) and (110) reconstruction on Au can be found in 





Figure 4. STM image of Au(111) herringbone reconstruction. Examples of fcc and hcp regions 
are highlighted. 
 
2.3 Data analysis 
STM images were collected using Omicron Scala and Matrix software and were 
processed and analyzed with the open access software, WSxM.59 Microsoft Excel was used for 
numerical analysis and graphing.  
All topographic images that are presented are either locally or globally planed. The 
planing process fits a selected portion (local) or the entire area (global) of the image to a plane, 
which it then subtracts. Most unprocessed images collected are at a slight tilt, resulting in a 
height gradient for a single terrace. The planing process make a terrace uniform in height, while 
preserving the height information of features. Fig. 5 shows a raw STM image and the STM 
image planed. If the image contains a step edge, each terrace must individually local planed. The 
shape of features that are located at or adjacent to step edges are generally hard to discern in 
topographic images due to contrast issues. Derivative images are created by calculating the 
derivative of the vertical displacement (z-axis, perpendicular to the surface) along the lateral 
scanning axis. Two terraces that are separated by a step edge will appear similar in height in a 
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derivative image thus enhancing features that are located at a step edge. Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) filtering is used to subtract periodic noise. 
 
 
Figure 5. (a) Raw STM of p(2x2) S overlayer on Ag(100). (b) Planed STM image of 5a. Both 
images are 8 x 8 nm2, I = 2.5 nA, VS = -1.1 V. 
 
 Sulfur coverages, in units of monolayers (ML), were determined by counting the number 
of sulfur atoms in a group of representative images and dividing by the calculated number of 
metal surface atoms in the corresponding image. This method was used in Chapter II and 
Chapter III, along with Appendix II. In the S/Au/Au(111) study, Chapter V, the sulfur coverages 
was determined using a calibration curve created from the AES S152/Au79 signal. Information 
regarding the calibration curve is presented in Appendix 1 of Chapter V. 
 
3. Dissertation organization 
This dissertation includes one published paper: Chapter II: “Characteristics of Sulfur 
Atoms Adsorbed on Ag(100), Ag(110), and Ag(111) as Probed with Scanning Tunneling 
Microscopy: Experiment and Theory”. We have submitted Chapter III: “Identification of a AgS2 
complex on Ag(110)” for review. 
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Chapter II and III describe results of the LT-STM studies of adsorbed sulfur on Ag(100) 
and Ag(110) respectively. Appendix II presents LT-STM experimental observations of sulfur 
adsorption on Cu(110). Chapter IV and V describe clean coarsening and sulfur induced 
coarsening of Au(111) islands on Au(111) substrate respectively. General conclusions can be 
found in Chapter VI.  
A limited summary of adsorbed sulfur on coinage metal studies is presented in Appendix 
I. Appendix III details the sulfur evaporator used in the studies reported in this dissertation, 
issues that arose, and any modifications made to the evaporator. Appendix IV contains the 
experimental database, detailing each experiment performed at RIKEN and ISU, including 
experimental conditions and data file names. 
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1. Abstract 
In this paper, we report that S atoms on Ag(100) and Ag(110) exhibit a distinctive range of 
appearances in scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images, depending on the sample bias 
voltage, VS. Progressing from negative to positive VS, the atomic shape can be described as a 
round protrusion surrounded by a dark halo (sombrero) in which the central protrusion shrinks, 
leaving only a round depression. This progression resembles that reported previously for S atoms 
on Cu(100)1. We test whether DFT can reproduce these shapes and the transition between them, 
using a modified version of the Lang-Tersoff-Hamann method to simulate STM images. The 
sombrero shape is easily reproduced, but the sombrero-depression transition appears only for 
relatively low tunneling current and correspondingly realistic tip-sample separation, dt, of 0.5-0.8 
nm. Achieving these conditions in the calculations requires sufficiently large separation 
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(vacuum) between slabs, together with high energy cutoff, to ensure appropriate exponential 
decay of electron density into vacuum. From DFT, we also predict that an analogous transition is 
not expected for S atoms on Ag(111) surfaces. The results are explained in terms of the through-
surface conductance, which defines the background level in STM, and through-adsorbate 
conductance, which defines the apparent height at the point directly above the adsorbate. With 
increasing VS, for Ag(100) and Ag(110), we show that through-surface conductance increases 
much more rapidly than through-adsorbate conductance, so the apparent adsorbate height drops 
below background. In contrast, for Ag(111) the two contributions increase at more comparable 
rates, so the adsorbate level always remains above background and no transition is seen. 
 
2. Introduction 
Scanning tunneling microscopy, at constant current, is a powerful tool for imaging 
surfaces, often with atomic resolution. However, there are ambiguities in its interpretation. 
Perhaps the main one is due to the fact that the image shows charge density contours 
perpendicular to the surface, which may reflect either electronic effects or nuclear positions 
(topography). Often, features due to electronic effects are identified on the basis of a bias-
voltage-dependence, whereas topographic features are expected to be invariant. There are many 
examples of electronic effects identified in this way, ranging from features on clean terraces of 
intermetallic surfaces,2-5 to adsorbates on metals1, 6-13 and on semiconductors,14-17 to 
superstructures on oxide surfaces.18-20 There has also been considerable theoretical work to 
predict and interpret such effects.21-23 
It has been proposed recently that such voltage-dependent imaging can be used as a tool 
to differentiate between adsorbates on surfaces.10 To this end, one must either have a basis of 
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past experimental work for comparison, or confidence that theoretical work can make reliable 
predictions. In this paper we focus on STM images of S atoms on the three low-index surfaces of 
Ag. Our goal is both to report their characteristics in STM (for two of the surfaces), and to 
determine the extent to which density functional theory (DFT) is a reliable predictor of these 
features. DFT is a powerful and accessible theoretical tool, but surprisingly, systematic studies of 
the voltage dependence of STM images of an adsorbate based on ab-initio atomistic DFT are 
limited.  Most past theoretical work has used other techniques.7, 21-24 However, a recent study of 
O/Ag(110) uses a methodology similar to ours.9 We also note that effects of tip-sample 
separation have been studied previously by DFT and experimentally for O/Pd(111).25 
Recently, we reported that isolated adsorbed S atoms on a related surface, Cu(100), are 
imaged as sombreros—protrusions surrounded by a dark ring—at negative sample bias (filled 
states images), but with increasing bias voltage the central protrusions sink and disappear, 
converting into an inverted cone-shaped depression at positive sample bias (empty states 
images).1 At the time, we were unable to reproduce this progression using DFT. In the present 
paper we report a similar progression in STM images of S atoms on Ag(100) and Ag(110). We 
now find that these progressions can be reproduced with DFT, but only if the tunneling current is 
sufficiently small, corresponding to realistic tip-sample separations. The DFT also allows us to 
interpret the origin of the transition, and to predict its absence for S atoms on Ag(111). To our 
knowledge, no comparison of bias-dependent atomic adsorbate imaging on the three low-index 
surfaces of a given metal has been reported previously, either in theory or experiment. 
Unfortunately, experimental observations of isolated S atoms on Ag(111) are not available for 
comparison with our predictions because, even at lowest coverage, S is sequestered in the form 
of complexes with Ag atoms on the (111) surface, under the conditions of our experiments.26 
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Similarly, S is totally captured by complexation with Cu atoms on Cu(111) terraces and step 
edges, even at a S coverage of a few thousandths of a monolayer.27-28 
 
3. Methods 
3.1 Experimental details 
Single crystals of Ag(100) and Ag(110) were cleaned in ultrahigh vacuum via Ar+ 
sputtering (10 - 14 μA, 2 kV, 10 min) and annealing (700K for Ag(100) and 800K for Ag(110), 
10 min) cycles. The final sputtering was followed by flashing the sample to 600K for Ag(100) 
and 700K for Ag(110). Exposure to S2(gas) was performed with the sample held at room 
temperature. The sulfur source was an in situ electrochemical evaporator following the design by 
Wagner,29 which has been characterized in detail by Detry et al.30 and Heegemann et al.31 Sulfur 
coverage (θS) was taken as the ratio of adsorbed S atoms to the number of Ag atoms in the 
surface plane, and was determined by counting individual S atoms in a given area. It is assigned 
units of monolayers (ML).  
 Low temperature STM was the primary experimental technique, and the imaging 
temperature was 5K. The XY (in-plane) piezoelectric calibration was checked using the p(2x2) 
adlayer structure of S on Ag(100), and using p(1x1) images of the clean substrate for Ag(110). 
Experiment agreed with reference values to within 1.7% of the reference value for Ag(100). For 
Ag(110), the experimental error in the [0 0 1] crystallographic direction was 1.5%, and 23.2% in 
the [1-1 0] direction. Hence, one expects significant elongation in the [1 -1 0] direction, i.e. 
perpendicular to the rows, in the STM images of Ag(110). The Z (vertical) calibration was 
checked using step heights, and agreement was within 5.9% of the reference value for Ag(100), 
and 1.4% for Ag(110). Typical imaging currents (I) were in the range 0.8-1.5 nA. In the 
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sequences of STM images shown in this paper, I was held constant while sample bias (VS) was 
varied. Therefore, the tip-sample separation dt also varied, being largest at most positive VS, 
though we cannot determine its value quantitatively. The tip was tungsten. It was cleaned to 
optimize image quality as needed, via pulsing to | VS | = 5 - 10 V for several minutes over the Ag 
surface. 
 
3.2 Computational methodology 
3.2.1 General theory  
The starting point of theoretical studies of STM images is typically the wave function of 
the unperturbed sample 𝜓𝑆 and that of the STM tip 𝜓𝑇. The transition rate of an electron from a 
state in 𝜓𝜇
𝑇 to a final state in 𝜓𝑣








 ,  (1) 
  
where E denotes the energy of the respective quantum state. The transition matrix 𝑀𝜇𝑣 was 












where the integral is over any surface Ω̅ in the vacuum that divides the tip and the sample. 
Considering the tunneling from all the occupied states of the tip to unoccupied states of the 
sample with bias voltage V, the tunneling current can be written as  
𝐼 =  
2𝜋𝑒
ℏ
∑ 𝑓𝑇(𝐸𝜇)[1 − 𝑓
𝑆(𝐸𝑣)]|𝑀𝜇𝑣|
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Where 𝑓𝑆(𝑇)(𝐸) is the Fermi function of the sample (tip). The bias voltage V is reflected in the 
relationship 𝐸𝐹
𝑇 = 𝐸𝐹
𝑆 + 𝑒𝑉 where 𝐸𝐹
𝑆(𝑇)
 is the Fermi energy of the sample (tip). 
So far we have treated the tip and sample equally. However, the structure of the tip is 
generally poorly understood, and many STM observations are not tip dependent. Thus there is a 
strong motivation to eliminate the tip in STM theory, even though the tip can have significant 
effects on the image33. Tersoff and Hamann (TH) assumed that the tip was spherical and centered 
at RT.
34 By describing the tip with an s-wave, after some derivations, they arrived at a 











𝑣 𝛿(𝐸𝑣 − 𝐸𝐹
𝑆) = 𝜌𝑆(𝑹𝑇; 𝐸𝐹
𝑆). (5) 
 
Thus the STM image acquired in constant current mode can be modeled by the iso-density 
surface of the sample near the Fermi level. 
A crude extension of the TH method for large bias voltage is to assume that the 
coefficient C in Eq. (4) is energy independent, so one has from Eq. (3) that 





The partial charge density is obtained from integration over all states with energy between the 
Fermi energy and the level shifted by the bias voltage. This is the view that Lang adopted in his 
pioneering work on the bias dependence of STM images of single atoms on surfaces.21-22 
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However, in Lang’s work, the tip is put back in the system using a jellium model. In this work, 
we assume the tip is featureless in the sense that ρT is a constant. 
An alternative viewpoint is that the integration of the tunneling matrix 𝑀𝜇𝑣 is dominated 
by the highest energy levels. Being closer to the energy barrier between the tip and sample, they 
have the longest decay lengths, and thus the largest |𝑀| values. The differentiated partial charge 
density 𝜌𝑆(𝑹𝑇; 𝐸𝐹 + 𝑉) can be more useful in interpreting STM images. In this paper, we adopt 
the “crude” approximation of Eq. (6) in our STM simulations, assuming that the work function 
of the surface is much higher than the bias voltage. 
 
3.2.2 Numerical implementation 
Density functional calculations were carried out using the VASP package,35 with PBE 
exchange correlation functional36-37 and the PAW potential.38 To simulate STM images that can 
be compared with experiments, there are several considerations that impose higher 
computational demands than a more typical surface calculation. 
 
1. Typical tip-sample separation is in the range 0.4-0.7 nm.39 This means that the distance 
between the slabs should be significantly larger than twice the highest value, 1.4 nm. For plane-
wave based DFT code, calculations of the wave function in the vacuum are expensive, and 
typically a much thinner vacuum (e.g., 1.2 nm) is sufficient for accurate energy calculations. In 
the present work, all STM images were obtained from calculations with slabs separated by 2.1 
nm of vacuum. 
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2. Accurate treatment of the wave function in the vacuum requires higher energy cut-off for the 
plane wave basis sets. A finite energy cutoff introduces oscillatory behavior for the charge 
density in the vacuum; the effect becomes more severe with lower energy cut-off. In this work, 
we used 600 eV as the energy cut-off. 
 
3. The simulated STM image is also very sensitive to slab thicknesses. In order to obtain reliable 
data, we calculated the simulated STM image using L = 7 to 12, and averaged over all images, 
using the adsorbate as the center. More detail about the averaging procedure is given in Sec. 
2.2.4. 
 
Codes for generating and processing simulated STM images from VASP PARCHG files were 
written in Interactive Data Language (IDL). 
 
3.2.3 Definitions 
Some basic parameters are defined in Fig. 1. The corrugation, dC, is the difference 
between the maximum and the minimum heights in the simulated STM image or the measured 
STM profile. The apparent height of the adsorbate, dH, is measured with respect to the 
surrounding surface. In simulations, for a specified scanning direction, one obtains a one-
dimensional profile ℎ(𝑥). We then define dH as 𝑑𝐻 = ℎ(0) − ℎ(𝑥𝑚) where x = 0 is the position 
of the S atom, and 𝑥 = 𝑥𝑚 is the midpoint between two repeated S atoms related by periodic 
boundary conditions.  
With these definitions, the corrugation dC is always positive. The central position, 
representing the S atom, protrudes above the surface plane only if dH > 0. The profile has a 
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sombrero shape when |dH/dC| < 1, and a pure depression (pure protrusion) shape when dH/dC = -
1(+1).  
Finally, the tip-sample distance, dT, is defined as the vertical height difference between 
the center of the tip and the S nucleus. 
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic of dimensions defined for measuring shapes of STM features induced by S 
atoms.  
 
3.2.4 Slab thickness dependence and the averaging procedure 
Table 1 shows the main characteristics of the simulated STM images for S/Ag(100) as the 
slab thickness varies. Both dC and dH increase sharply as L increases from 4 to 5, and again from 
10 to 11.  This is clearly due to confinement of the nearly free electrons in the Ag slab, which has 
a finite dimension perpendicular to the surface, since the behavior of dC and dH has the same 
oscillatory behavior as the surface energy and adatom formation energy.40 In fact, the quantum 
size effect (QSE) is even more dramatic for STM simulations. For example, dH changes from 
0.028 to 0.064 nm as L changes from 10 to 11, which indicates that STM simulations using just 
one slab thickness are not useful for quantitative analysis. 
Of course, choosing a very large L should mitigate the QSE, but due to the slow decay, a 
more efficient method is to average over different L’s.41 There are two ways of doing this. 
Perhaps the simpler way is to obtain di(L) values for each L, and find the average values of di(L). 










Then the di are obtained from this average image.  
As shown at the bottom of Table 1, the two procedures produce mostly similar results. 
The corrugation dC is slightly different. Our goal is to simulate STM images for real systems, 
which are both very thick (almost semi-infinite) and have boundaries that are irregular (with 
steps and kinks). Thus many features seen in simulated STM images using idealized boundaries 
are not physical. The second procedure, which smooths out these artificial features, is perhaps 
better. We use the second averaging procedure in Sec. 4. 
 
Table 1. Effects of slab thickness in terms of layers L on the parameters di (in units of nm) in 
simulated STM images, for S/Ag(100) with a (3√2 x 3√2)𝑅45°supercell. Tunneling current is 1 
x 10-4 in arbitrary units. Low bias with integration over EF ± 0.1 eV. Results for two averaging 
procedures are shown. 
                                                       
L dT dC dH 
1 0.507 0.100 0.090 
2 0.586 0.058 0.054 
3 0.649 0.057 0.021 
4 0.654 0.040 0.025 
5 0.584 0.112 0.095 
6 0.619 0.075 0.074 
7 0.622 0.064 0.039 




Table 1. Continued 
L dT dC dH 
9 0.650 0.048 0.029 
10 0.640 0.042 0.028 
11 0.643 0.074 0.063 
12 0.641 0.057 0.045 
Average of di 
7-12 0.640 0.053 0.038 
Average of ℎ̅(𝒓) 
7-12 0.640 0.050 0.038 
 
4. Experimental results 
STM studies have shown that a modified tip (tip that has an extrinsic molecule/atom at 
the apex) can alter the appearance of atoms or molecules on a surface.8, 42-43 Species that appear 
as protrusions for a bare tip may appear as depressions when a tip is modified, at a constant or 
similar VS. However, tips can be cleaned through multiple high voltage pulses. Our experimental 
results are reproducible, and are unaffected by tip cleaning. The protrusion/depression transitions 
only occur when VS is changed. We conclude that the changes in the appearance of S atoms 
reported below result from changes in VS and not from chemical modifications of the STM tip. 
 
4.1 S/Ag(100): STM results 
Typical STM images are shown in the top two rows of Fig. 2, for θS = 0.03 ML on 
Ag(100). Bias voltage VS ranges from -3 V to + 3 V, with negative voltages generating images 
based on filled states and positive voltages based on empty states. We identify the round features 
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as sulfur atoms, based on characteristics to be discussed in this section. Using I ~ 1.0 nA and 
voltages VS < +0.5 V the features appear as protrusions surrounded by a dark ring. At VS > +1.0 V 
the protrusion is lost, resulting in a smooth depression. These visual impressions of the images 
are reinforced by the line profiles shown in the bottom row. A transition from sombreros to 
depressions was observed also for S/Cu(100) at low coverage, θS < 0.1 ML, under very similar 
experimental conditions, but the transition occurred at slightly lower voltage, between +0.2 and 
+0.4 V.  
Using dimensions as defined in Fig. 1, the corrugation, height, ratio dH/dC, and FWHM 
are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of bias voltage, at θS = 0.01-0.09 ML, with data from four 
separate experiments. dH is positive at negative VS and negative at positive VS, indicating that the 
central protrusion drops below the surface plane at VS ≳ 0 V. The magnitude of dH/dC is always 
below unity, reflecting the sombrero or depression shape. Notably, the experiment at highest 
coverage, 0.09 ML, has significantly higher values of all three quantities, compared with the 
lower coverages of 0.01 - 0.03 ML. The higher value of dH/dC indicates that the sombrero shape 
is less distinct at higher coverage. The average dimensions, over the range -3.0 V < VS < -1.0 V, 







Figure 2. STM images at different sample bias VS, for 0.03 ML of S on Ag(100). Rows (a) and 
(b) represent two separate experiments, but each row shows a single area. In (a), each image size 
is 11 x 11 nm2 (the white scale bar is 2.2 nm), and I = 1.1 nA. In (b), each image size is 5 x 5 
nm2, and I = 1.1 nA. Profiles in Row (c) correspond to black arrows in (b). The vertical scale bar 
in (c) applies to all profiles. 
 
 Most of the DFT results are presented in Sec.4. However, at this point it is convenient to 
compare the STM results with the true height of the S atom, dZ, calculated from DFT. For 
Ag(100), DFT shows that the S nucleus, in the well-established four-fold hollow site, is 
separated from the surface (100) plane of Ag nuclei by dZ = 0.135 - 0.144 nm, an order of 
magnitude larger than the maximum experimental dH = 0.014 nm. (The range given for dZ 
reflects its variation with supercell size and hence θS. Table SI-1 in the SI demonstrates that dZ 
depends only weakly on θS, but it is slow to converge at low θS.) Hence even the largest, most 
positive experimental value of dH on Ag(100) is only one tenth of the true height, i.e. dH/dZ = 0.1. 






Figure 3. Effects of sample bias VS on S atom dimensions in STM images, at θS = 0.01 - 0.09 
ML and I = 1.1 nA. Four different colors represent four separate experiments. Each data point is 
an average over 15 profiles. Green: θS = 0.01 ML. Red and black: θS = 0.03 ML. Blue: θS = 0.09 
ML. In cases where data points overlap, one is displaced slightly to left or right, to make it 
visible. 
 
4.2 S/Ag(110): STM results 
Our data for S/Ag(110) are not as extensive, but similar features are evident, as 
demonstrated by the pairs of images shown in Fig. 4. A sombrero is clear at the most negative 
voltages, and it converts to a depression at VS > -0.2 V. At voltages where the sombrero is clear 
on Ag(110), average dimensions are dC = 0.013 ± 0.003 nm, and dH = 0.008 ± 0.003 nm. It is 
particularly intriguing that in some images, the dark ring appears as 4 lobes around the central 







Figure 4. STM images of S/Ag(110) at θS = 0.02 ML. In each pair, the same area is imaged. VS is 
given at the top of each panel. I = 0.9 nA for (a), I = 1.1 nA for (b)-(d). 
 
We again compare the experimental dH ~ 0.008 nm with values of dZ predicted from 
DFT. (Table SI-1 gives dZ calculated for different supercells, corresponding to different sulfur 
coverage.) At 0.06 ML, dZ = 0.103 nm from DFT, exceeding the apparent height by a factor of 
16. This resembles the discrepancy noted for S/Ag(100), indicating again the electronic nature of 
the central protrusion. 
 
5. DFT results 
Quantitative comparisons between DFT and experiment must be undertaken with care, 
because of the limitations described in Sec. 2, especially the neglect of the tip density of states in 
DFT and lack of knowledge of the tip-sample separation in experiment. However, some trends 
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can be compared, at least qualitatively, between experiment and simulation. The most important 
is the conversion of sombrero to depression, with increasing VS. To mimic the experimental 
conditions, one should consider this transition as taking place at constant I. The tip-sample 
separation dT is determined by VS and I, i.e. it is not controlled independently. Small values of dT 
are favored by high VS or high I. 
Regarding the current I, it is not possible to estimate this quantity in absolute units, which 
poses another impediment to direct comparison with experiment. Hence we define an arbitrary 
unit in the DFT calculations, but we ensure that this unit is transferable across different 
supercells so it retains its meaning regardless of sample. We have calculated results for a wide 
range of I, 1 x 10-6 < I < 10. In some places in the text we show results at fixed I for illustration, 
choosing I = 1 x 10-3. This choice corresponds to a tip-sample distance dT ≅ 0.5 - 0.8 nm, in the 
range of values expected in experiment. However, the SI tabulates complete sets of results for all 
I.  
 
5.1. S/Ag(100): DFT results  
Effects of changing VS in DFT are shown in Table 3 using a (3√2 x 3√2) supercell (0.06 
ML), with I = 1 x 10-3. Corresponding profiles are given in Fig. 5(a). We also show the simulated 
STM images at this coverage, as a matrix of current and bias voltage in Fig. 6. Focusing first on 
the 4 middle rows for which 1 x 10-4 < I < 1 x 10-1, a general feature emerges: At negative VS, S 
atoms appear as protrusions (shown as bright spots), surrounded by a shallow but definite dark 
ring, i.e. as a sombrero. As voltage increases, the central bright spot (protrusion) gets dimmer 
(lower), and eventually disappears, leaving a depression. The progression from sombrero to 
depression with increasing VS, in DFT, agrees with experiment. 
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The transition is sensitive to I, moving to higher VS with higher I. For I > 1 x 10
-3, no pure 
depression develops within the examined voltage range, -1.5 V < VS < +2.0 V. (The 
corresponding range of dT at I = 1 x 10
-3 is 0.56 to 0.78 nm.) Since low I correlates with high dT 
for fixed VS, this means that the transition is only reproduced in the simulations for dT ≳ 0.5-0.8 
nm.  
For comparison with the data of Fig. 3c, the ratio dH/dC vs. VS, as predicted from DFT, is 
shown in Fig. 7. The same trend is evident both in theory and experiment: At low voltages the 
ratio is constant and positive but less than unity, indicating a sombrero that changes little with VS. 
This is followed by a region where the ratio drops abruptly and approaches -1, corresponding to 
disappearance of the central protrusion. However, the transition in Fig. 7 occurs about 1 eV 
above the experimental transition. It is not clear at present what causes this discrepancy, whether 
it is the STM simulations (e.g. neglect of the tip in the calculations), or certain inadequacies of 
DFT in modeling adsorption of S on Ag(100).  
Regarding absolute values of di, DFT does not agree with experiment here either, perhaps 
for similar reasons. The experimental dH and dC, at negative voltages and lowest coverage, (Fig. 
3b), are smaller by factors of roughly 5 and 9, respectively, than values from DFT with I = 1 x 
10-3. On the other hand, the FWHM of the central protrusion is 0.38 + 0.04 nm in experiment, in 
apparent agreement with DFT, which predicts 0.40 - 0.41 nm under the same conditions as 
above. (Values of FWHM from DFT are given in the SI.)    
Regarding the coverage-dependence of the di parameters, Table 2 shows values predicted 
for 0.04 to 0.25 ML. Here VS is small and fixed, corresponding to integrating partial charge 
density between limits of Ef ± 0.1 eV. Corrugation dC, apparent height dH, and the ratio dH/dC all 
increase as θS increases from 0.056 to 0.25 ML. In Sec. 3.1, the data similarly showed that dH, 
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dC, and dH/dC are all larger for a coverage of 0.09 ML than for 0.01 - 0.03 ML. Essentially, the 
sombrero loses its dark rim, evolving toward a pure protrusion with increasing coverage, in both 
theory and experiment.  
In summary, DFT predicts a sombrero-depression transition for this surface, provided I < 
1x10-3, corresponding to dT ≳ 0.5 to 0.8 nm. The point of transition is about 1 eV higher than 
experiment, however, and DFT fails to reproduce vertical dimensions. The lateral dimension, i.e. 
the FWHM of the central protrusion, agrees well between theory and experiment. DFT also 
reproduces qualitative changes in the sombrero shape with increasing θS.  
 
Table 2. Coverage dependence of dT, dC, dH, (all in nm), and dH/dC, for I = 1 x 10
-3 (in arbitrary 
units). Values for other I are given in Table SI-2 of the SI; trends are similar. In these 
calculations, VS is fixed and low, with partial charge density integrated over Ef ± 0.1 eV. 
Averaged over L = 7 to 12 as described in Sec. 2.2.4.  
 
Supercell Coverage, ML dT dC dH dH/dC 
(5x5) 0.040 0.541 0.062 0.053 0.85 
(3√2 x 3√2)R45o 0.056 0.538 0.060 0.046 0.77 
(4x4) 0.063 0.537 0.066 0.058 0.88 
(2√2 x 2√2)R45o 0.125 0.534 0.066 0.060 0.91 







Table 3. S/Ag(100) with a (3√2 x 3√2)𝑅45° supercell (0.056 ML) and I = 1 x 10-3. Effects of 
bias VS (in V) on dT, dC, dH (all in nm), and on dH/dC. Averaged over L = 7 to 12 as described in 
Sec. 2.2.4. Results for other values of I are given in Table SI-4 of the SI. 
 
VS, (V) dT dC dH dH/dC 
-1.5 0.588 0.082 0.073 0.89 
-1.0 0.581 0.076 0.067 0.88 
-0.5 0.562 0.070 0.061 0.87 
0.5 0.596 0.038 0.026 0.68 
1.0 0.649 0.023 0.005 0.02 
1.5 0.714 0.026 -0.017 -0.65 
2.0 0.784 0.026 -0.024 -0.92 
 
 
Figure 5. Simulated STM line scans at I = 1 x 10-3. Averaged over L = 7 to 12. (a) S/Ag(100) in 
a (3√2 x 3√2)R45° supercell, line scan along [011].  (b) S/Ag(110) in a (4√2 x 4√2) supercell, 





Figure 6. Simulated STM images of S/Ag(100) in (3√2  x 3√2)R45° supercells, with various 
bias voltage and current. Each image is obtained from averaging DFT calculations with slab 
thickness from L = 7 to 12. The images at the bottom row with I = 1 x 10-5 are dominated by 
artifacts due to the finite energy cutoff E = 600 eV of the plane wave basis set. 
 
 
Figure 7.  DFT-derived values of dH/dC vs. VS at I = 1 x 10-3. Circles represent S/Ag(100) in a 




5.2. S/Ag(110): DFT results 
Fig. 8 presents the results for S/Ag(110), which again shows a transition with increasing 
VS. Here, 4 dark lobes first develop around a central protrusion with increasing VS. The lobes 
merge as the protrusion shrinks, forming a rounded-rectangle shape. The transition shifts to 
higher VS with increasing I, just as for S/Ag(100). This indicates again that small I (large dT) is 
necessary to reproduce the transition fully. Values of di are tabulated in the SI, and representative 
profiles in Fig. 5(b).  
 
 
Figure 8. Simulated STM images of S/Ag(110) in (4 x 4) supercells (0.06 ML), with various VS 
and I. Each image is obtained by averaging DFT calculations from L = 7 to 12, as described in 
Sec. 2.2.4. 
 
The existence of a transition from sombrero to depression, at least at low I < 1 x 10-3, 
reproduces experimental observation. Furthermore, the 4 dark lobes around the central 
protrusion, in Fig. 8, resemble the 4 dark lobes observed in experiment in Fig. 4(c,d).  
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Finally, in experiment the transition from sombrero to depression occurs at higher VS on 
(110) than (100). However, this feature is not reproduced by DFT, which instead shows that the 
transition occurs at about the same VS on the two surfaces.  
 
5.3. S/Ag(111): DFT results 
Although there are no experimental data for S/Ag(111), it is enlightening to examine the 
DFT results. Fig. 9 shows the simulated STM images; corresponding values of di are tabulated in 
Table SI-6 of the SI, and profiles are shown in Fig. 5(c). At low VS and low I, dH/dC = 1, 
indicating a pure protrusion. For other values of VS and I, dH/dC < 1, indicating a sombrero. 
However, S/Ag(111) shows a fundamental difference from the (100) and (110) surfaces: No 
transition from sombrero to depression occurs. This is true for all values of I, indicating that the 
absence of transition is independent of dT at least within the range investigated. The protrusion 
never even dips below the surface plane, i.e. dH > 0 for all simulated images. 
While data are unavailable for S/Ag(111), some information is available for S/Au(111). 
There, at low coverage, S atoms are also imaged as sombreros, but no transition to a depression 
occurs over -2 V < VS < +2 V.
44-45 In fact, as predicted for Ag(111), the central protrusion never 





Figure 9.  Simulated STM images of S/Ag(111) in a (4 x 4) supercell (0.06 ML), with various 
bias voltage and current. Each image is obtained by averaging DFT calculations with slab 
thickness from L = 7 to 12 as described in Sec. 2.2.4. 
 
6. Discussion 
Lowest currents, corresponding to largest sample-tip separations dT, give best agreement 
with experimental data, judging by the existence of the sombrero-to-depression transition within 
a reasonable voltage range. Best agreement for Ag(100) and Ag(110) is for I < 10-3 in the 
arbitrary units defined herein for DFT, which corresponds to dT ≳ 0.5-0.8 nm.  
As mentioned in Sec. 2, STM images of adsorbates were first treated theoretically by 
Lang21-22 using the jellium model. Whether the adsorbate appears as a protrusion or depression 
depends on the way the adsorbate affects the local density of states. For S, the 3p peak lies more 
than 2 eV below the Fermi level, and thus contributes less to the tunneling current than more 
electropositive adsorbates such as Na at low bias. Furthermore, about 1 eV above the Fermi 
level, the presence of S reduces the density of states, which leads to S appearing as a depression 
at higher positive bias in Lang’s model. 
Results of Lang are in remarkable agreement with our STM experiments of S/Ag(100) 
and S/Ag(110), despite using a crude jellium model for the substrate. The subject was revisited 
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by Sautet23 using Pt(111) as the substrate and studied theoretically with a tight-binding model. 
The tunneling current was quite usefully decomposed into through-surface and through-
adsorbate contributions. The presence of an adsorbate generally caused a depression in the 
through-surface contribution by blocking interactions between the tip and the surface. This was 
counteracted by the through-adsorbate contribution. Whether the final image was a depression or 
a protrusion depended on the competition between the two components. In general, the through-
surface depression was wider and flatter, and the through-adsorbate was narrower, thus 
explaining why a ring of depression can appear around a bright spot. 
However, none of these treatments dealt with the effect of surface orientations. To gain 
more insight into the resulting STM images for S on different Ag surfaces, Fig. 10 shows the 
partial charge density 0.7 nm above the top layer of the substrate, along a line passing through 
the S adsorbate. We define a quantity that is proportional to the tunneling conduction in the 
extended Tersoff-Hamann method [cf. Eq. (6)]   
   𝜎 = 𝑉−1 ∫ 𝑑𝐸𝜌𝑆(𝑹𝑇; 𝐸)
𝐸𝐹+𝑉
𝐸𝐹
    (7) 
 
Following Sautet,23 the tunneling conductance can be separated into through-adsorbate 
and through-surface parts, the former being more important when the tip is directly above the 
adsorbate, while the latter dominates when the tip is far removed, laterally, from the adsorbate 
(|x| > 0.4 nm). The through-adsorbate component behaves very similarly for Ag(100) and 
Ag(111), increasing from 1.1(1.6) x 10-7 to 3.8(4.4) x 10-7 eÅ-3V-1 as the tunneling bias increases 
from -1.5 V to 2.0 V for Ag(100) and Ag(111). On the other hand, the through-surface 
contributions behave quite differently. For Ag(100), it increases from 1.3 x 10-8 to 4.4 x 10-7. For 
Ag(111), it increases from 1.1 x 10-8 to 1.9 x 10-7. Thus for Ag(100), the bare metal surface has a 
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higher charge density above the Fermi level, resulting in the S appearing first as a sombrero, then 
a depression as bias voltage increases. For Ag(111), the through-surface contribution never 
increases above that of the through-adsorbate contribution, thus S always appears as a protrusion 
in the range of bias investigated. However, a dark ring does appear around |x| ≈ 0.4 nm. For 
S/Ag(110), the situation resembles S/Ag(100), especially at higher voltage, such that S appears 
as a depression at high VS.  
 
 
Figure 10.  Conductance at 0.7 nm above the surface, near a S atom on different Ag surfaces, at 
different VS. (a) S/Ag(100), (3√2 𝑥 3√2)𝑅45° supercell.  (b) S/Ag(110), (4x4) supercell. (c) 




Figure 11. (a) Average conductance σ at 0.7 nm above the clean surface of Ag(100), Ag(110), 
and Ag(111) as a function of VS. (b) σ directly above the S adsorbate (dotted lines) and far away 
from the adsorbate (solid lines). In both panels, blue represents (100), red (110), and black (111). 
 
It can be instructive to plot σ as a function of VS. Figure 11(a) shows average σ values 0.7 
nm above the surface (top layer Ag ions) as a function of VS for the clean Ag(100), Ag(110), 
and Ag(111) surfaces. For negative VS, curves for different orientations are very similar. As VS 
increases, σ for Ag(100) and Ag(110) increases much more quickly than for Ag(111). 
With the adsorption of sulfur, σ further away from the adsorbate behaves similarly to the 
clean surface, albeit with a lower density reflecting charge transfer from the metal to S. Those 
are shown as solid lines in Fig. 11(b). Directly above S, σ is more strongly influenced by the 
adsorbate, as shown by the dashed lines. Here, at VS < 0.5 V, the bias dependence is minimal, 
with σ smallest for S/Ag(110), and largest for S/Ag(111). The order is likely due the heights of 
the S nucleus on different surfaces, which is lowest on the open (110) and highest on the dense 
(111). As VS increases, σ above an adsorbed S also increases, but on Ag(100) and Ag(110), it 
increases less quickly than σ far from the adsorbed S, so that the STM images for S adsorbates 
change toward depressions. For S/Ag(111), σ directly above the S adsorbate is always larger than 
σ far from the S atom.  
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Further insights can be obtained from inspecting the local density of states of the top 
layer atoms on the Ag(100) and Ag(111) surfaces. In the ground state, Ag atoms have 4d105s1 
electronic configuration. On Ag(100), the unoccupied s orbital (LUMO) has a peak around 3.0 
eV above the Fermi level. For Ag(111), the s-like LUMO has a peak nearly 5.0 eV above the 
Fermi level. Thus at moderate voltage, tunneling to the empty states is much easier on the (100) 
than the (111) surface. For Ag(110), the s orbital seems to split into two peaks around 2 eV and 5 
eV above the Fermi level. The presence of the lower state leads to an expectation that the (110) 
will resemble (100) more than (111), as observed. 
Finally, it is interesting that our observations for S/Ag(100) are analogous to those for 
O/Ag(100), where the O adatom also transforms from a sombrero to a depression in STM 
images, at 0.5 V < VS < 0.7 V.
7 Using a Green’s function approach to model this behavior, the 
authors found that the O 2pz orbital has a rather low localized density of states at and around the 
Fermi level, but this is countered by a strong resonance between this orbital and the s orbital of 
the metal. Our present work does not contradict this interpretation, which may apply to S 
adatoms as well (with the O 2pz orbital replaced by the S 3pz). However, our work shows that an 
additional factor—through-surface tunneling—is essential to consider. It is this component that 
has the larger voltage dependence, rather than the through-adsorbate component. 
 
7. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have reported that S atoms on Ag(100) and Ag(110) exhibit a transition 
from sombrero to depression with increasing bias voltage, VS. Using a modified version of the 
Lang-Tersoff-Hamann method to simulate STM images, we have shown that atomistic DFT can 
reproduce both the shapes and the transition between them, provided that the tunneling current is 
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relatively low, corresponding to realistic tip-sample separations. Achieving these conditions in 
the calculations requires sufficiently large separation (vacuum) between slabs, together with high 
energy cutoff, to ensure appropriate exponential decay of electron density into vacuum. We also 
predict that an analogous transition is not expected for S atoms on Ag(111) surfaces. 
Unfortunately, experimental data is not accessible for S/Ag(111), but a related system, 
S/Au(111), does exhibit the predicted behavior.  
Following Sautet,23 we have analyzed the results in terms of the through-surface 
conductance, which defines the metallic surface height in STM, and through-adsorbate 
conductance, which defines the apparent height at a point directly above the adsorbate. We have 
shown that both heights increase with increasing VS, but the first increases much faster than the 
second on Ag(100) and Ag(110), and this accounts for the observed transition on these two 
surfaces. On Ag(111), the two levels increase at comparable rates, so there is no transition. It is 
thus important to take into account the through-surface contribution when interpreting voltage-
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10. Appendix 1: Coverage dependence of S/Ag(100) 
Appendix 1.1: Bias dependence of central protrusion features at different S coverages 
The experimental sulfur coverages are: 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.09, 0.12, and 0.23 ML. 
Bias dependence of the central protrusion was examined at 0.01 ML, 0.03 ML (2 separate 
experiments for 0.03 ML), 0.09 ML, and 0.23 ML. Between 0.01 to 0.09 ML, sulfur adatoms 
exhibits a bias dependence that has been mentioned here in the chapter. To summarize, sulfur 
adatoms appear as sombreros (a bright round protrusion with a dark ring around the protrusion), 
when VS < +0.5 V and transition to a depression as the VS becomes greater than +0.5 V. The 
protrusion-depression transition occurs at all experimental coverages between 0.01 - 0.09 ML. 
The dark ring around the central protrusion is also affected by sulfur coverage. As the 
sulfur coverage increases, the dark ring around the central protrusion starts to diminish. This can 
be easily seen in the dC-dH measurement in Fig. A1.1. dC-dH measures the magnitude in height 
between terraces and the base of the sombrero, when the central protrusion is above the surface 
plane. The more pronounced the sombrero, the larger the dC-dH measurement. Fig. A1.1 
compares the height of the sombrero around the central protrusion at the two separate coverages, 
0.01 and 0.09 ML. Each line profiles in Fig A1.1b correspond to the protrusion in the image 
above it in Fig. A1.1a that has an arrow drawn across it. When compared at the same VS, the 
height of the sombrero (dC-dH) is consistently larger for protrusions at 0.01 ML S than at 0.09 
ML S, within the range -3 to 0.5 V shown in Fig. A1.1c. Between -0.5 < VS < 1 V, the protrusion 
is below the surface plane, thus the dC-dH measurement will no longer represent the height of the 
dark ring defined by Fig. 1 but the height of the protrusion. These observations are consistent 




Figure A1.1. (a) STM images at two different coverages, 0.01 ML (Left, I  = 1,1 nA, VS = -1.1 
V), and 0.09 ML (right, I = 1.1 nA, VS = -1.1 V). Both images are 15 x 15 nm
2. (b) Line profile 
for S adatoms with dc and dh measurements drawn on each line profile. Location of the line 
profile correspond to black arrows in the images above each graph. (c) Effects of sample bias VS 
on sombrero height in STM images, at θS = 0.01 (green) and 0.09 (blue) ML and I = 1.1 nA. 
 
At 0.23 ML, sulfur atoms are arranged in p(2x2) domains, with many of the domains 
having missing sulfur atoms within them. At 0.23 ML S, sulfur adatoms only appear as 
protrusion at all experimental biases (-3.0 V to +3.0 V), though it hard to see the protrusions at 
+3 V. Within our experimental bias range, we observed no protrusion-depression transition. As 
the bias increases from +0.1 V < VS < +1.0 V, the location of the missing sulfur atoms starts to 
appear as bright spots. As VS increase from +1.0 to +3.0 V, the spots continue to get brighter and 
larger (Fig A1.2). Between +2.0 V < Vs < +3.0 V, the space between two different p(2x2) 
domains also appear as bright spots. It is unknown what causes the location of the missing S 
atoms in the p(2x2) to appear as bright large features in the STM under positive VS. 
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Figure A1.2. Sequential STM images ranging from -3 V to + 3 V at 0.23 ML. All images are of 
the same area with the corresponding Vs above each image. Images are 8 x 8 nm2 and I = 2.5 nA. 
 
Appendix 1.2: Coverage dependence of sulfur adatoms on terraces 
Fig. A1.3 shows a series of STM images of S adatoms on the terrace of a Ag(100) 
substrate at different sulfur coverages. At 0.01 ML, sulfur adatoms are mostly isolated with little 
to no local ordering. It is common to observe in the STM images at all experimental coverages, 
regions that have higher density of S adatoms (green circle in Fig. A1.3a, Fig. A1.3c) and 
regions that have a lower density of S adatoms (blue circle in Fig. A1.3a, Fig. A1.3c). This could 
be due to some attraction between S adatoms. At 0.03 ML, S adatoms start to exhibit local 
ordering. Approximately half of the sulfur adatoms start forming small chains of two sulfur 
atoms that are separated by 2a (Fig. A1.3b). The sulfur atom chains form in both crystallographic 
directions. Experimental observations are similar for 0.05 ML, where majority of sulfur adatoms 
are either isolated or form two sulfur adatom long chains (Fig. A1.3c). As the coverage 






Figure A1.3. STM images of sulfur on Ag(100) at multiple coverages (a) 0.01 ML, (b) 0.03 ML, 
(c) 0.05 ML, (d) 0.09 ML), (e) 0.12 ML. Green circles represent higher density of S atoms vs 
blue circles representing lower density of S atom. Green and Blue circles are the same size. Blue 
arrows in image (d) and (e) show the location of local p(2x2) ordering of sulfur atoms. All 
images are 15x15 nm2, I = 1.1 nA, VS = -1.0 V. 
 
As the sulfur coverage approaches 0.10 ML, we start observing longer sulfur adatom 
chains. Majority of the chains are 2 sulfur atoms long at θS < 0.12 ML, but there is a substantial 
increase in the population of chains with lengths greater than 3 sulfur atoms between 0.05 and 
0.09 ML (Fig A1.4). Most sulfur adatoms at 0.09 and 0.12 ML are incorporated into S adatom 
(Fig. A1.3). Small local p(2x2) consisting of only 4 sulfur atoms also start to form at 0.09 ML 
(arrow in Fig A1.3d). At 0.12 ML, almost all S atoms are in some ordered configuration, either 
chains or p(2x2). Fig A1.4 compares the density of various chain length, ranging from 2 sulfur 
atoms to 6 sulfur atoms. It is observed that as the coverage increases, the density for all various 
chain lengths increase. These results are to be expected. As the coverage increases to 0.25 ML, 
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Fig. A1.4. Distribution of S atom chain lengths at multiple sulfur coverages. 
 
Appendix 1.3: Coverage dependence of sulfur adatoms on step edges 
 It has been previously observed that adsorbed sulfur on Ag islands on Ag(100) can 
destabilize the Ag islands and lead to an acceleration in coarsening of the islands.46 The 
acceleration of coarsening was dependent on the sulfur coverage. Between 0.034 to 0.12 ML, the 
coarsening rate of the islands remained relatively unchanged (~0.003 nm2/s). Between 
approximately 0.15 ML to 0.21 ML, an enhancement of the coarsening rate was observed (about 
a 6x enhancement). This acceleration of coarsening was attributed to the formation of a linear 
AgS2 complex. The proposed mechanism for the formation of the complex is a pair of sulfur 
atoms are located next to each other at a step edge with a step edge atom in between them, one 
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sulfur atom is on the upper terrace and the other is on the lower terrace. A AgS2 cluster then 
detaches from the step edge and acts as a mobile mass carrier. For the proposed mechanism, the 
two sulfur atoms should have a planar distance of 0.457 nm. Fig A1.5 shows a diagram of the 
location of sulfur atoms in the proposed mechanism and the planar distance calculation. 
 
 
Figure A1.5. Diagram of the sulfur atom locations based on the proposed mechanism for 
complex formation.46 Gray, green, and purple circles represent Ag substrate atom. Purple layer 
represents the upper terrace and green layer represents the lower terrace. Yellow and red circles 
represent S atoms at the step edge with yellow circle being on the top terrace and red circle being 
on the bottom terrace. Calculations to determine to the planar distance between the two S atoms 
is shown to the right of the diagram. 
 
Due to contrast issues in topographic images of step edges, it is hard to visible see the S 
atom located on the lower terrace next to the step edge. It is easier to observe sulfur atoms at step 
edges in derivative images. Experimental data shows little to no step decoration of sulfur atoms 
in the coverage range of 0.01 to 0.05 ML (Fig. A1.6).  
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Figure A1.6. STM images of step edges at multiple sulfur coverages with corresponding 
derivative image under each topographic image. The top and bottom terraces have been labelled 
in each derivative image. (a) 0.01 ML, I = 1.1 nA, VS = -1.1 V. Image is 20 x 20 nm
2. (b) 0.03 
ML, I = 1.1 nA, VS = -1.1 V. Image is 17 x 17 nm
2. (c) 0.05 ML, I = 1.1 nA, VS = -1.1 V. Image 
is 15 x 15 nm2. 
  
At 0.09 ML, there is more visible sulfur at the step edges, but the steps are still mostly 
bare. There is a small amount of local ordering of sulfur atoms that decorate the step edge, 
forming S adatoms chains separated by 2a (blue circle in Fig A1.7). Sulfur atoms also readily 
occupy kink sites along the step edge (green circles in Fig A1.7b). There is a difference between 
the S/Ag(100) and S/Cu(100) systems at step edges. Close to 0.10 ML S, steps are only partially 




Figure A1.7. STM images of step edges at 0.09 ML S. Top images are topographic with 
correspond derivative image below. Chains of sulfur atom separated by 2a are circled in blue. 
Green circles are sulfur atoms at kink sites along the step edge. Both images are 15x15 nm2  (a) 
Step edge along the [0 1 1] direction. I = 1.1 nA, VS = -1.1 V. (b) Step edge along the [0 -1 1] 
direction. I = 2.5 nA, VS = -1.1 V. 
 
At 0.12 ML, it is observed that sulfur atoms start occupying sites at the step edge on the 
upper and lower terrace. The step edges are still only partially decoration and don’t become fully 
decorated until 0.23 ML. 0.12 ML is the only experimental coverage below 0.23 ML, where S 
atom “pairs” are observed to have planer distance close to 0.457 nm. Pairs are defined as, a S 
atom on the upper terrace and a S atom on the lower terrace that have a planar distance between 
0.43 - 0.50 nm. In the STM images, the sulfur atom on the upper terrace appears fully circular 
while the sulfur atom on the bottom terrace appears as a distorted circle or even a semicircular. 
Example of these S atom pairs are circled in black in Fig. A1.8b. The planar distance of these 
pairs is 0.48 + 0.02 nm. Also shown in Fig. A1.8b are examples of sulfur atoms at the step edge 
where the sulfur atoms on the upper and lower terrace both appear circular in the STM images 
(yellow ovals). The planar distance of the S atoms in the yellow ovals is closer to 0.80 nm. The 
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observation that S adatom pairs at step edges start to occur around 0.12 ML, support the 
proposed mechanism for the acceleration in Ag island coarsening on Ag(100) and is congruent 
with the sulfur coverage dependence of the coarsening rate. 
 
 
Fig A1.8. (a) Topographic image of step edges at 0.12 ML S. (b) Derivative image 
corresponding to image a. Sulfur atom pair that have a planar distance close to 0.46 nm are 
circled in black. Sulfur atoms that are close to each other at step edge and both appear circular 
are circled in yellow. Text explains the significance of these sulfur atom pairs. Both images are 
12 x 12 nm2, I = 2.4 nA, VS = -1.1 V. 
  
11. Appendix 2: STM tunneling conditions 













File Name Notes 
Fig. 2a 11 x 11 1.1 -3 20170803 m31   
      -2 20170803 m29   
      -1 20170803 m27   
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File Name Notes 
      -0.5 20170803 m34   
      0.5 20170803 m39   
      1 20170803 m40   
      2 20170803 m42   
      3 20170803 m44   
Fig. 2b 5 x 5 1.1 -3 20170807 m37 Cropped 
      -2 20170807 m38 Cropped 
      -1 20170807 m39 Cropped 
      -0.1 20170807 m40 Cropped 
      0.1 20170807 m41 Cropped 
      1 20170807 m42 Cropped 
      2 20170807 m43 Cropped 
      3 20170807 m44 Cropped 
Fig. 4a 17 x 17 0.9 -1.4 20160703 m71   
      1.4 20160703 m72   
Fig. 4b 8.3 x 8.3 1.1 -1.2 20160604 m24   
      1.2 20160604 m25   
Fig. 4c 2.5 x 2.5 1.1 -2.3 20160802 m105 Cropped 
      -0.3 20160802 m108 Cropped 
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File Name Notes 
Fig. 4d 2 x 2 1.1 -1.1 20160604 m51 FFT, Cropped 
Fig. A1.1a 
left 
15 x15 1.1 -1.1 20170809 m42 Cropped 
Fig. A1.1a 
Right 
15 x 15 1.1 -1.1 20170809 m102 Cropped 
Fig. A1.2 8 x8  2.5 3 20170814 m167   
      2.5 20170814 m166   
      2 20170814 m165   
      1.5 20170814 m164   
      1 20170814 m163   
      0.5 20170814 m162   
      -0.5 20170814 m159   
      -1 20170814 m150   
      -1.5 20170814 m151   
      -2 20170814 m152   
      -2.5 20170814 m153   
      -3 20170814 m154   
Fig. A1.3a 15 x 15 1.1 -1 20170809 m41 Cropped 
Fig. A1.3b 15 x 15 1.1 -1 20170807 m39   
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Fig. A1.3c 15 x 15 1.1 -1 20170812 m92 Cropped 
Fig. A1.3d 15 x 15 1.1 -1 20170809 m102 Cropped 
Fig. A1.3e 15 x 15 1.1 -1 20170812 m143   
Fig. A1.6a 20 x 20 1.1 -1.1 20170809 m46   
Fig. A1.6b 17 x 17 1.1 -1.1 20170807 m47   
Fig. A1.6c 15 x 15 1.1 -1.1 20170812 m74   
Fig. A1.7a 15 x 15 1.1 -1.1 20170809 m89 Cropped 
Fig. A1.7b 15 x 15 2.5 -1.1 20170809 m74 Cropped 
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1. Abstract 
Adsorbed sulfur has been explored on Ag(110) surface at two different coverages, 0.02 and 0.25 
monolayers. At the lower coverage, only sulfur adatoms are present. At the higher coverage, 
there are additional bright features which we identify as linear, independent AgS2 complexes. 
This identification is based upon density functional theory (DFT) and its comparison with 
experimental observations including bias dependence and separation between complexes. DFT 
also predicts the absence of AgS2 complexes at low coverage, and the development of AgS2 
complexes around a coverage of 0.25 monolayers of sulfur, as is experimentally observed. This 
is the first example of an isolated linear sulfur-metal-sulfur complex. 
 
2. Introduction 
Silver is an important industrial catalyst that plays a role in reactions such as epoxidation 
of ethylene,1-4 dehydrogenation of methanol,5-8 and oxidation of CO.9-11 Because of this, the 
interactions of oxygen with silver substrates or supported silver nanoparticles have been studied 
extensively.12-19 While sulfur has not received as much attention as oxygen, many studies have 
examined sulfur-containing molecules on silver surfaces due to the widely known tarnishing of 
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silver by sulfur containing vapors in the atmosphere.20-22 Also, sulfur is a known poisoning agent 
for many metal catalysts,23,24 so it is important to understand the effects that adsorbed sulfur can 
have on metal nanoparticles. 
Sulfur is also known as an important adsorbate in terms of affecting the stability of 
nanoparticles, i.e. increasing their susceptibility to coarsening. Previous coarsening studies of 
adsorbed sulfur on coinage metals surfaces have shown that even trace amounts of sulfur lead to 
a dramatic destabilization of metal nanoislands on the surface.25-27 There is mounting evidence 
that supports the reason for the accelerated destabilization of the metal islands as being the 
formation of mobile surface mass carriers.28,29 The mass carriers are proposed to be metal sulfur 
complexes. For the coinage metal surfaces, metal-sulfur complexes were observed with low-
temperature STM on Cu(111),28 Ag(111),29 and Au(100)30 with structures proposed for each of 
the complexes. A common motif observed in these metal-sulfur complex structures is a linear 
sulfur-metal-sulfur unit, although that unit does not exist—or at least, has not been observed—
independently from the larger complexes. In this paper, we will show for the first time that it can 
be isolated and observed directly, when sulfur is adsorbed on the Ag(110) surface. 
 A related system, sulfur on Cu(110), has been studied at sub-monolayer sulfur coverages. 
It was found that S adatoms coexist with possible CuxSy clusters.
31 No detailed structures of 
these clusters have been proposed and the clusters were imaged at 77K, leading to the cluster 
appearing streaky or fuzzy in STM images due to the cluster being semi-mobile on the surface.  
In another related system, it has been demonstrated using low-temperature STM, that oxygen on 
Ag(110) can produce a variety of features.32,33 Two of these features contain a linear O-Ag-O 
structure. One feature is a zigzag chain of -O-Ag-O-Ag-O- aligned along the [1 -1 0] direction.32 
The zigzag chain is composed of silver atoms within a row of the substrate being partially 
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displaced vertically and the oxygen occupying three-fold hollow sites along the substrate rows. 
The chain can be regarded as oxygen atoms densely decorating a pre-existing row of Ag atoms. 
The second feature is an isolated, linear O-Ag-O unit, where the central Ag atom is embedded in 
(but slightly displaced from) a pre-existing row of Ag atoms.33 It was proposed that the 
embedded complex can detach from its lateral surroundings and become “free,” hence aiding in 
the creation of surface vacancies. These “free” AgO2 complexes may serve as the building 
blocks of the Ag(110)-O-(2x1) added row reconstruction.33 However, they were not observed 
directly. In this paper we will show that there are some similarities but also major differences 
between AgO2 complexes and AgS2 complexes on this surface.  
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental and 
computational methods. Section 3 presents the results, and Section 4 is a discussion. Auxiliary 
information is given in the Supplemental Information.  
 
3. Methods 
3.1 Experimental details 
More detailed description of experimental conditions are provided elsewhere.34 To 
summarize, a single Ag(110) crystal was cleaned via Ar+ sputtering and annealing cycles. S2 
(gas) was exposed with the sample held at room temperature by an electrochemical evaporator 
that has been described in previous studies.28,30,34-36 Sulfur coverage (θS), in units of monolayers, 
was determined by counting protrusions in STM images in a given area (individual S adatoms 
associated with small protrusions and the brighter and larger protrusion with 2 S), and taking the 
ratio of S atoms to the number of Ag atoms in the Ag(110) surface plane. 
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The primary experimental technique is low temperature STM, imaging at 5K. The XY 
(in-plane) piezoelectrics were calibrated against the p(1x1) of the clean Ag(110) substrate; 
consequently, lengths measured along the [1 -1 0] direction were multiplied by a factor of 1.1. 
There was no significant distortion in the [1 0 0] direction. All dimensions are reported 
accordingly, though the STM images themselves remain unadjusted. The Z (vertical) calibration 
was checked using step heights, and agreement with the expected bulk value was within 1.4%.  
All tunneling voltages, VS, are given as sample bias. 
 
3.2 Computational details 
3.2.1 Energetics  
Energetics were assessed by methods similar to those employed in earlier work.30,37-39 
Briefly, DFT calculations were performed using the plane-wave based VASP code40 with 
standard PAW potentials41 optimized for the PBE method42,43 that were distributed with versions 
5.2 and higher. The energy cutoff was 280 eV. Gamma centered k-point grids that correspond 
approximately to (24x17x1) for primitive (1x1) cells were used.  All atoms in a slab were 
allowed to relax except the bottom layer. Energies were averaged over values for slabs in a range 
of thicknesses, L = 7 to 12 (in layers), to mitigate quantum size effects44 which are strong on 
Ag(110).45 Error bars in graphs, and parentheses in numerical values, show estimated 
uncertainties due to different slab thicknesses unless otherwise stated. 
 The relative stability of species that (potentially) incorporate both S and Ag, such as 
complexes and reconstructions, must reflect the energetic cost of providing both. The chemical 
potential per S atom, µS, serves this purpose, where µS is defined as:  
 
  µS = [E(AgmSn + slab) - E(slab) - m µAg]/n - E(S2,g)/2   (1) 
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Here E is energy, while µAg is the chemical potential of Ag in the bulk metal (at 0 K), which 
equals the bulk cohesive energy and serves as the energy reference point for the metal. If bulk 
and surface are equilibrated, µAg also equals the binding energy of a Ag atom at a kink site.
46 The 
energy of the triplet state of the gas-phase dimer, E(S2,g), serves as the energy reference point for 
S. Choosing gas-phase S2 reduces the significant ambiguity and error that would arise in the 
calculation of the self-energy of an atom using DFT.  Since a positive µS thus defined means the 
system is unstable towards associative desorption of S2, it is also more physically relevant. The 
integers m and n are the number of Ag and S atoms in the complex, respectively. When m=0, µS 
is simply the adsorption energy of the S adatom.  
 
3.2.2 Simulating STM images  
Elsewhere,34 we have described the modified Tersoff-Hamann method47,48 used to 
generate simulated STM images using DFT. For purposes of comparison with experimental data, 
two main parameters are the tunneling current I, and the bias voltage VS, which together fix the 
gap between tip and sample. In the simulations, I can only be expressed in arbitrary units, but a 
low current of I = 1 x 10-3 a.u. corresponds to a realistic gap of 0.5-0.8 nm, whereas larger I 
correspond to smaller, less realistic gaps. In turn, achieving low I places certain demands on the 
calculations. The vacuum between slabs must be large and the energy cutoff must be high, to 
ensure appropriate exponential decay of electron density into vacuum. In this work we use 600 
eV and 2.1 nm for image simulation, respectively. For image simulation, we also average over 
various values of L = 7 to 12. 
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4. Experimental and computational results 
4.1 Sulfur adatoms at very low coverage  
At low sulfur coverage, only sulfur adatoms are observed. They are illustrated in Fig. 1 
for θS  = 0.02 ML, where each bright spot surrounded by a dark ring (sombrero) corresponds to a 
sulfur atom. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the central protrusion, at negative VS, 
is 0.31 ± 0.04 nm, which compares favorably with sizes of single sulfur adatoms measured under 
comparable conditions on Ag(100),34 Cu(100),35 and Au(111)36 where the FWHM ranges from 
0.34 to 0.38 nm. Furthermore, as has been reported previously,34 the central protrusion in these 
features disappears with increasing VS, leaving only a dark depression at sufficiently positive VS. 
The reason for this was clarified from DFT;34 in short, the change in appearance is caused by 
different rates of change in through-surface and through-adsorbate conductances49 as VS 
increases. This transition from protrusion to depression with increasing VS is thus expected for 
sulfur adatoms on Ag(110), from DFT. Finally, the preferred adsorption site of the sulfur adatom 
is the two-fold hollow site, in the trough, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. DFT shows that this is favored 
over other high-symmetry sites, based upon the values of chemical potential μS given in Fig. 2. 
Sulfur is known to occupy this site on other structurally-similar surfaces: Cu(110),50 Ni(110),51,52 
and Rh(110).53 Later, we will show that DFT also predicts that sulfur adatoms are more stable 
than sulfur complexes at low coverages θS ≲ 0.25 ML, hence reinforcing the conclusion that 




Figure 1. STM image of 0.02 ML S on Ag(110). I = 1.0 nA, VS = -1.2 V. 
 
 
Figure 2. Models of S adatoms in p(2x2) superstructures at 3 different high-symmetry sites on 
Ag(110), with associated chemical potentials µS (in eV) from DFT. White large circles represent 
Ag atoms in the surface plane, yellow small circles show S adatoms. (a) Two-fold hollow site. 
(b) Long bridge site. (c) Short bridge site. (d) On-top site. 
 
4.2 Coexisting bright features and S adatoms at 0.25 ML  
At a higher sulfur coverage of 0.25 ML, two types of features coexist in the STM images, 
as shown in Fig. 3. The smaller and more prevalent species are identified as S adatoms based on 
the characteristics of the central protrusion at VS = -1V. At this VS, the size of the protrusions 
matches the size of S adatoms identified at 0.02 ML. Unlike S adatoms at 0.02 ML S, where the 
adatoms switch from sombreros to depressions as VS changes from negative to positive, at 0.25 
ML the S adatoms stay as sombreros but with a reduction in height (Figure 3b). This is consistent 
with the prediction from DFT and previous observations with STM, showing that the bias-





Figure 3. STM images and corresponding line profiles of two types of features, at θS = 0.25, and 
VS = -1.2 V and +1.2 V. The location of the line profiles for S adatoms correspond to the white 
arrows in each image, while the location of the line profiles for AgS2 complexes correspond to 
the black arrows in each image. (b) corresponds to the line profiles of S adatoms at two different 
values of VS, and (c) corresponds to the line profile of AgS2 complexes at two different values of 
VS. Tunneling current at both voltages is I = 0.9 nA. The S adatoms appear compressed in the [1 -
1 0] direction, which is an experimental artifact.  
 
Sulfur adatoms exhibit local ordering at θS = 0.25 ML. Approximately half the S adatoms 
exist in small chains that are 2-5 S atoms long in the [1 -1 0] direction [Figure 4a, ovals]. The 
spacing between S adatoms in a chain is 0.44 + 0.02 nm, which is 2a1 (2x larger than the 
experimental unit cell length in the [1 -1 0] direction, a1 is 0.22 nm experimentally). In some 





Figure 4. STM image showing two types of features, at θS = 0.25. The ovals in panel (a) show 
chains of S adatoms separated by 2a1. Ovals in panel (b) show regions with local p(2x2) order of 
S adatoms. Ovals in (c) show individual bright features, identified as AgS2 complexes. Tunneling 
conditions (I, VS) are: (a) 0.9 nA, -1.2 V; (b) 0.9 nA, -1.2 V; (c) 1.0 nA, -1.0 V. 
 
The second feature existing at this coverage is brighter and larger than a S adatom. Two 
examples are encircled in Fig. 4c. It is common to find these features grouped into chains, 2-7 
units long, along the [1 -1 0] direction. Their bias dependence clearly distinguishes these features 
from S adatoms. As shown in Fig. 3c, the height of the bright features does not change with VS, 
remaining constant at 0.025 ± 0.003 nm, in contrast to the behavior of the S adatom features 
shown in Fig. 3b. The bright features do show a more subtle bias dependence, such that as the 
sign of VS is switched, the shape changes from being oval-shaped, elongated in the [1 -1 0] 
direction, to being more circular. This can be seen in Fig. 5, and also Fig. 3a. The FWHM of the 
complexes at negative VS is 0.63 + 0.03 nm in the [1 -1 0] direction and 0.43 + 0.02 nm in the [0 
0 1] direction. The FWHM bears out the rounder nature of the complexes at positive VS, where 
the two values are 0.46 + 0.03 nm, and 0.48 + 0.03 nm, respectively. Even the smallest of these 





Figure 5. Bias dependence of the shape of the bright features, identified as AgS2 complexes. 
Tunneling conditions (I, VS) are (a) 1.0 nA, -1.0 V; (b) 0.9 nA, -1.2 V, (c) 0.9 nA, -1.2 V. 
 
In addition, the bright features exhibit different short-range order. The separation within 
the bright chains is 0.66 + 0.03 nm, which is 3a1, rather than the 2a1 spacing that is common 
between S adatoms.  
Finally, the bright chains are often collinear with chains of S adatoms. This indicates that 
the bright features are centered above the troughs, like the S adatoms in Fig. 2a.  
To summarize, the bright features differ from S adatoms in three major respects: Size, 
response to VS, and spacing within chains. Based on the following information, these bright 
features are identified as AgS2 complexes.  
 
4.3 Identification of AgS2 complexes from DFT  
All DFT calculations described below were done with the PBE functional unless noted 
otherwise.  
We have calculated the chemical potential of sulfur, μS, for many configurations of S and 
Ag atoms on the Ag(110) surface. It is convenient to show the results as μS vs. 1/θS , as in Fig. 6. 
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With this choice of axes, we connect selected phases of the system by linear segments to form a 
convex hull of chemisorbed phases. More detail about the construction of the convex hull is 
given in the SI. This μS vs. 1/θS construction allows the chemisorbed phase composition at any 
coverage to be predicted from the well-known lever rule of thermodynamics, i.e. the solid lines 
can be treated as tie-lines. The main phases at θS < 0.5 are the c(2x2) with θS = 0.5, and the 
p(2x2) with θS = 0.25. It can be seen that the coverage dependence of the adsorption energy is 
very small (< 0.02 eV), for θS < 0.25. The stability of the p(2x2) phase is consistent with the 
STM observations above.  
 
 
Figure 6. Coverage dependence of the chemical potential of S adatoms and S complexes on 
unreconstructed Ag(110). The solid line segments comprise the convex hull for the chemisorbed 
phases.  Red dots show µS of most-stable AgS2 complexes in two-fold hollow sites, like those in 




DFT also reveals the nature of the bright features. Among the complexes and 
reconstructions considered, the best fit to the experimental data is given by AgS2 complexes, 
where each complex is linear and aligned with the [1 -1 0] direction. The most stable 
configuration of such a complex has the Ag atom in each AgS2 unit above a two-fold hollow site 
and separated by 3a1 from its neighbor, as shown in Fig. 7a and 7b.  The separation of 3a1 agrees 
exactly with experiment. Furthermore, the most stable phases have the AgS2 complexes arranged 
in simple rectangular patterns, rather than staggered. This also fits the experimental observation. 
The chemical potentials of such simple AgS2 phases are shown by the red circles in Fig. 8, 
relative to the baseline of chemisorbed phases established in Fig. 6. At low coverage, the AgS2 
phase is slightly less stable than the S adatom phase, but close to θS = 0.25, it crosses over and 
becomes more stable than the S adatom phase. This is due mainly to variation in μS for the S 
adatom phases, since values for AgS2 phases are nearly constant. This crossover also agrees very 
well with experiment, which shows coexistence of these two phases at θS = 0.25. At higher 
coverage, µS of both AgS2 and chemisorbed phases rises sharply, but the value for AgS2 remains 
below the chemisorbed baseline, predicting that AgS2 complexes should be observed. We 





Figure 7. Schematics of AgS2 complexes with multiple configurations and coverages. In panels 
(a)-(h), AgS2 complexes reside within the trough as seen in side view (a), and occupy two-fold 
hollow sites as shown in the top-down view. In panel (i), AgS2 resides on top of substrate rows 
as seen in side view, and occupies short bridge sites as shown in the top-down view. Beneath 
each configuration is the chemical potential of sulfur (µS), with the chemical potential difference 
of the complex relative to the S adatom baseline (∆µS) in parentheses. Coverages, supercell 
vectors, chemical potentials, and slab thicknesses are given in Supplementary Information (Table 
SI-2). Yellow circles are sulfur atoms, blue circles are additional Ag atoms, white circles are 
topmost atoms of the Ag(110) substrate, and gray circles are Ag atoms in lower layers (darker 
gray indicates a deeper location).  
 
Further evidence comes from examining the bias dependence using DFT. Results are 
shown in Fig. 8 for different values of I and VS. As noted in Sec. 2, a value of I ≅ 0.001 a.u. 
should correspond to realistic experimental conditions. Two conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 
8. First, the AgS2 complex appears as a protrusion under all conditions, consistent with 
experimental data (Fig. 3c). The apparent height of the complex ranges from 0.077 to 0.055 nm 
as VS increases from -1.5 to 2.0 V. Second, the shape is elongated at negative voltage, but 
becomes rounder as bias voltage increases. This also agrees with experimental data (Fig. 3a and 
Fig. 5b, 5c).  
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In summary, the stability, periodicity, and bias dependence in STM images all confirm 
that the bright features are AgS2 complexes. It is noteworthy that these are discrete complexes, 
i.e. they do not share Ag or S atoms. Their discreteness is also demonstrated by the fact that 
individual complexes exist that are not part of a chain, as in the circles of Fig. 4c.   
 
 
Figure 8. Bias dependence of AgS2 complexes, simulated using DFT for a (3 x 2) supercell with 
AgS2 complexes at the two-fold hollow site, and using PBE. Results are averaged over Ag(110) 
slab thicknesses L = 7 to 12. The schematic in the lower left show the corresponding ion 
positions. Each column represents a fixed bias voltage VS, and each row represents fixed 
tunneling current I, in arbitrary units. 
 
4.4 Stability of other phases from DFT  
Some other phases are also quite stable, from DFT. Most notable are those where zigzag 
chains of S adatoms decorate the sides of linear rows of Ag atoms. Two simple examples of 
zigzag chains are shown in Fig. 9a.b. These are fundamentally different than the linear rows of 
AgS2 complexes shown in Fig. 7, since in the former case the AgS2 complexes are independent, 
whereas in the latter case the zigzag chains consist of concatenated AgS2 units, i.e. AgS2 units 
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sharing S atoms. Many more zigzag configurations have been considered. Illustrations and 
details of these DFT calculations are given in Table SI-3. The two structures in Fig. 9a,b are 
similar except that in Fig. 9a, top rows of Ag atoms are in two-fold hollow sites, i.e. bulk-
terminated sites. Consequently, S adatoms are in quasi-three-fold hollow sites. In Fig. 9b, top 
rows of Ag atoms occupy long bridge sites, which puts S adatoms in quasi-four-fold hollow 
sites. Despite the less-favorable coordination of the Ag atom, µS is much lower for the latter 
configuration than the former. This must be due to the more favorable bonding of S at a four-fold 
hollow site, which is well-known.54,55 The most stable zigzag phases all have Ag atoms in long 
bridge sites and S adatoms in quasi-four-fold hollow sites. Values of μS for the most stable 
zigzag phases are shown as black squares in Fig. 6. They are significantly more stable than the 
adatom phases or the AgS2 complex phases. However, they all have periodicity 2a1, which 
precludes them from consideration based on the experimental data.  
Zigzag chains with a periodicity of 3a1 are also considered because that is the periodicity 
seen in the experimental data. Schematics are shown as insets in Fig. 10 (Larger schematics are 
shown as Fig. VI and Fig. VII in SI). These zigzag structure of Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b are 
significantly less stable than the discrete AgS2 complex phase (by 0.13 eV and 0.08 eV 
respectively, at fixed coverage of 0.33 ML using PBE). The zigzag structure of Fig. 10b is 
metastable and reconstructs at a larger slab thickness. What mainly excludes these zigzag chains 
is the DFT simulated STM images (Fig. 10). The DFT simulated STM images of these zigzag 





Figure 9. Top and side views of two possible configurations of zigzag Ag-S chains. Values of µS 
(in eV) are shown, calculated from DFT using PBE. The value in parentheses is the difference 
from baseline, (∆µS). (a) Top rows of Ag atoms are in two-fold hollow sites with S adatoms in 
quasi-three-fold hollow sites. (b) Top row of Ag atoms occupy long bridge sites with S adatoms 
in quasi-four-fold hollow sites. 
 
 
Figure 10. (a) DFT simulated STM images of a zigzag Ag-S chain configuration with a 
periodicity of 3a1. Schematic of configuration is shown in insert. (b) DFT simulated STM images 
of a different zigzag Ag-S chain configuration with a periodicity of 3a1. Figure 10a and Figure 
10b configurations, coverages, supercell vectors, chemical potentials and slab thickness are given 
in Table SI-3 as Figure VI and Figure VII respectively. 
 
4.5 Consideration of the functional in DFT  
The absence of zigzag chains in experiment, yet their significantly higher stability in DFT 
(relative to the observed species, discrete AgS2 complexes), poses a quandary. On one hand, one 
might argue that the DFT predicts equilibrium phases, and perhaps the surface is not equilibrated 
in experiment. In particular, phases which incorporate extra Ag adatoms (as do the zigzag 
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phases) might be blocked by energetic barriers. We reject this argument, however, on the basis 
that the discrete AgS2 species also involves incorporation of extra Ag, and this species is clearly 
observed. The other possibility is that the DFT is flawed. To examine this more carefully we 
perform additional DFT calculations using other functionals: RPBE,56 optB88-vdW,57,58 meta-
GGA SCAN,59 and SCAN+rVV1060 functionals (Table 1). Since all three structures--p(2x2) of S 
adatoms, AgS2 complexes, zigzag Ag-S chains--are compared at the same sulfur coverage of 
0.25 ML S in Table 1, we can directly compare their relative stabilities using the difference in 
chemical potential (∆µS) relative to the (2x2) phase. For discrete AgS2 complexes, all functionals 
predict a positive ∆µS, ranging from 0.01 to 0.05 eV.  There is much wider variation in ∆µS for 
the zigzag chains, where it ranges from -0.2 to + 0.02 eV (although in no case is the zigzag chain 
predicted to be less stable than AgS2 complexes, i.e. no functional gives a result that is 
compatible with experiment). This wider variation in ∆µS indicates that there are relatively large 
errors in DFT at the GGA level for the prediction of zigzag structure stability, which could 
explain the absence of zigzag structures in experimental observations.    
 
Table 1. Comparison of various structures at 0.25 ML of sulfur, using different exchange-
correlation approximations in DFT calculations. All numbers are chemical potentials of sulfur in 
units of eV. ∆µS (X) is the different in chemical potentials for S between structure X and the 
(2x2)-S structure. A negative value indicates that it is more stable than the (2x2)-S structure. 
Results are obtained from averaging calculations with L = 7 to 12. 
 







PBE -1.408 -1.380 -1.489 0.028 -0.081 




Table 1. Continued 







optB88-vdw -1.623 -1.587 -1.635 0.036 -0.012 
SCAN -1.614 -1.574 -1.629 0.040 -0.015 
SCAN+rVV10 -1.774 -1.722 -1.752 0.053 0.022 
 
5. Discussion 
 In this paper we have reported experimental and theoretical evidence of a discrete AgS2 
complex on Ag(110). These complexes coexist with atomic sulfur at 0.25 monolayers, but they 
are very distinctive from atomic sulfur.  
 It is interesting to compare these observations with others introduced in Sec. 1. First, as 
noted there, we have previously identified sulfur-metal complexes on surfaces of Ag(111), 
Cu(111), and Au(100), at extremely low sulfur coverages (< 0.01 ML). The present observation 
is distinctive in the sense that it is the first observation of the independent MS2 complex. In the 
previous studies, the MS2 subunit was identified as a component of the larger complex, but it was 
not observed independently.  
 Second, O/Ag(110) and S/Ag(110) systems show some similarities but also differences. 
The obvious similarity is the report of AgO2 and AgS2 complexes. However, a major difference 
is in the source of the Ag atoms. In AgO2, the source is the Ag atoms in the Ag rows, and 
formation of the complex leads to vacancies in the rows. In the present work, the Ag rows are 
unperturbed and the Ag atoms in the AgS2 complex must come from the two-dimensional Ag 
adatom gas (and, ultimately, from the Ag step edges). Another difference is in the experimental 
ability to isolate the discrete complex (unattached to other complexes or embedded in Ag rows). 
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The discrete AgO2 complex was not observed directly (though its existence was inferred from 
the observation of Ag vacancies and the development of the added-row reconstruction.) Instead, 
the complex was only observed directly in its embedded form, wherein it can be regarded as two 
chemisorbed oxygen atoms adjacent to a somewhat-displaced Ag atom within a Ag row. In the 
present work, the AgS2 complex can be isolated and observed. The AgS2 complex is not 
embedded but resides above the surface plane within the troughs of the substrate (Fig. 7). A final 
point of comparison arises from the zig-zag chains. These are clearly observed in the O/Ag(110) 
system, again embedded within the surface, where they can be regarded as oxygen atoms densely 
decorating the sides of pre-existing Ag rows. We do not observe such features in the S/Ag(110) 
system. Despite these differences, the common evidence that AgO2 and AgS2 complexes can 
form on the Ag(110) surface is very interesting, and may have broader ramifications, especially 
for interpreting mass transport. Specifically, it has been observed that both oxygen and sulfur can 
strongly accelerate coarsening on many coinage metal surfaces.26-31 While M3S3 is a strong 
candidate on the (111) surfaces, MS2 and MO2 are reasonable candidates for (110) and (100) 
surfaces. Indeed, AgS2 was implicated (but never observed directly) in enhanced coarsening on 
Ag(100).25 The present work, in which AgS2 is observed directly, lends credence to its existence 
on other surfaces.  
Finally, it is interesting to comment on the strengths and weaknesses of the PBE 
functional in DFT as revealed by the present analysis. Considering only the discrete AgS2 
complex phase and the chemisorbed phases, DFT does remarkably well. It predicts that the 
chemisorbed phase alone will be observed with increasing coverage until 0.25 ML, and then the 
complex phase will emerge. This is exactly what is observed in the experiment. However, DFT 
with PBE breaks down when considering the relative stability of the concatenated zigzag phases; 
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it predicts that these should be observed in experiment even at very low coverages (Fig. 6)—
displacing the chemisorbed phases--but the zigzag structure is not observed at all. The relative 
stability of the zigzag phases is more sensitive to the functional than is the relative stability of the 
discrete complex phase, suggesting that DFT does not treat the zigzag phases accurately at the 
level of PBE. The reasons for this are not fully understood but may be related to underestimation 
of the Ag bulk cohesive energy in PBE.  
 
6. Conclusion 
In summary, adsorbed sulfur has been explored on Ag(110) surface at two different 
coverages, 0.02 and 0.25 ML. At 0.02 ML S, only sulfur adatoms are present. At 0.25 ML S, 
there is coexistence of sulfur adatoms and bright features. Sulfur adatoms exhibit local ordering 
in forms of short chains with sulfur adatoms separated by 2a1, or small local p(2x2). The bright 
features also form short chains but are separated by 3a1. These bright features are determined to 
be linear AgS2 complexes from DFT. Experimental observations, such as bias dependence and 
separation of complexes, agree well with DFT prediction. DFT also predicts the absence of AgS2 
complexes at 0.02 ML, and the coexistence of S adatoms and AgS2 complexes at 0.25 ML of 
sulfur, which is experimentally observed. Other phases are determined to be more stable than S 
adatoms and AgS2 complexes, mainly zigzag Ag-S chains with a periodicity of 2a1, but are not 
considered to be the bright features due to periodicity mismatch. This is the first example of an 
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9. Appendix 1: Experimental measurements of sulfur induced reconstruction of Ag(110) at 
an unknown sulfur coverage 
 
We observed a reconstruction of the surface at an unknown sulfur coverage. The sulfur 
coverage is greater than 0.25 ML S. The reconstruction exhibits multiple unique rows along the 
[1 -1 0] direction (Figure A1.1).  
 
 
Figure A1.1. STM image of sulfur induced reconstruction with unit cell drawn as the black 
rectangle. Image is 10.5 x 10.5 nm2, I = 0.7 nA, VS = -1.1 V. 
 
Within the unit cell of the reconstruction there are six rows, with the dimensions of the 
reconstruction being (3a1 x 11a2). The unit cell is drawn in Fig. A1.1. It is interesting to note the 
3a1 is the average separation of the AgS2 complexes at 0.25 ML S. The reconstruction has a 
wave-like nature along the [0 0 1] direction which can be seen by examining the baseline in line 
profiles in Fig. A1.2. 
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Figure A1.2. STM image of reconstruction with line profile drawn across the [0 0 1] direction. 
Line profile shows wave-like feature of reconstruction. 
 
In Fig. A1.3, there are colored arrows on each row at the bottom of the STM image 
corresponding solely to that row for identification purposes. Line profiles are shown for each 
row in Fig.A1.3. FWHM of the protrusion were measured along the [1 -1 0] direction. The first 
row (row that has the black arrow in Fig. A1.3) is composed of large circular bright protrusions 
that are separated by 0.64 + 0.01 nm. The FWHM of these protrusions is 0.27 + 0.02, and the 
height is 0.007 + 0.001 nm. This first row (black arrow) is at the maximum height of the wave-
like feature that is along the [0 0 1] direction, thus appearing brightest in the STM image. The 
second row (row that has the blue arrow in Fig. A1.3) is composed of small bright protrusions at 
a higher density than the protrusions in the first row. Approximately half of the second row 
protrusions appear circular, while the other half are elongated appearing as ovals in the STM 
images. These small highly dense protrusions have a spacing of 0.32 + 0.02 nm. The FWHM of 
these protrusions is 0.17 + 0.02 nm, with a height of 0.002 + 0.001 nm. The third row (row that 
has the red arrow in Fig. A1.3), comprises of small circular protrusions separated at a distance of 
0.66 + 0.02 nm. The FWHM of the protrusions within the third row is 0.17 + 0.01 nm, and the 
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height is 0.003 + 0.001. The background of the third row (red arrow) appears to be similar to a 
sawtooth pattern, with the circular protrusion at the end of each “tooth”. The fourth row (row that 
has the green arrow in Fig. A1.3), contains small circular protrusions that are separated by 0.64 + 
0.02 nm. The FWHM and height of these protrusions is 0.24 + 0.02 nm and 0.006 + 0.001 nm 
respectively. These circular protrusions appear to be the least bright of all the protrusion in all 
the rows, which is due to row 4 (green arrow) being at the minimum of the reconstruction’s 
wave-like nature that is along the [0 0 1] direction. The fifth row (row that has the purple arrow 
in Fig. A1.3), contains small round protrusions that are separated at a distance 0.33 + 0.01 nm. 
The protrusions FWHM is 0.18 + 0.02 nm, and the height is 0.002 + 0.001. The sixth and last 
row (row that has the gray arrow in Fig. A1.3), appears to be made up of dimers. The inter-dimer 
spacing (distance (a) in gray line profile in Fig. A1.3) is 0.64 + 0.02 nm, while the intra-dimer 
spacing (distance (b) in gray line profile in Fig. A1.3) is 0.26 + 0.02nm. Each dimer is made of 
two circular protrusion. The FWHM of these protrusions is 0.12 + 0.02 nm, while the height is 




Figure. A1.3. Line profiles of individual rows of the reconstruction. The color of the line profile 
corresponds to the row that contains the same colored arrow in the STM image.  
  
Table A1.1. Table contains the spacing, FWHM, and height of the protrusions for each row. The 
spacing for row 6, is the inter-dimer spacing. 
 
 
Spacing within row 
(nm) 
FWHM (nm) Height (nm) 
Spacing between 
row (nm) 
[0 0 1] direction 
Row 1 (black) 0.64 + 0.01 (3a1) 0.27 + 0.02 0.007 + 0.001 0.78 + 0.02 (1.9a2) 
Row 2 (blue) 0.32 + 0.02 (1.5a1) 0.17 + 0.02 0.002 + 0.001 0.75 + 0.01 (1.9a2) 
Row 3 (red) 0.66 + 0.02 (3a1) 0.17 + 0.01 0.003 + 0.001 0.73 + 0.03 (1.8a2) 
Row 4 (green) 0.64 + 0.02 (3a1) 0.24 + 0.02 0.006 + 0.001 0.73 + 0.02 (1.8a2) 
Row 5 (purple) 0.33 + 0.01 (1.5a1) 0.18 + 0.02 0.002 + 0.001 0.78 + 0.02 (1.9a2) 
Row 6 (gray) 0.64 + 0.02 (3a1) 0.12 + 0.02 0.001 + 0.0005 0.73 + 0.02 (1.8a2) 
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Row 2 (blue arrow) and row 5 (purple arrow) have extremely similar protrusion spacing 
(1.5a1), density, and FWHM but the shape of the protrusions in row 2 (blue arrow) appear more 
elongated in nature while the protrusions in row 5 are more circular. The non-circular protrusions 
in row 2 are elongated in the [0 0 1] direction, and the elongation is mostly like due to a tip effect 
because some of the protrusions in the same row appear circular. Three of the six rows (1, 3, 4; 
black, red, and green arrows respectively) and the inter-dimer spacing of row 6 (gray arrow, 
distance (a)) have a similar spacing close to 0.66 nm, the same spacing of the complexes that 
formed at 0.25 ML S, which a 3a1 separation. The protrusions in row 1 (black arrow) and row 4 
(green arrow), have similar spacing, FWHM, and height. The contrast of the brightness between 
the protrusions in the two rows (row 1 protrusions are considerably brighter than protrusions in 
row 4) is due to the reconstruction wave-like nature along the [0 0 1] direction. Row 1 
protrusions are at the crest of the wave while row 4 protrusions are at the trough. The protrusions 
in all the rows are smaller in height and FWHM than S adatoms and AgS2 complexes. Only the 
FWHM of the protrusions in row 1 and row 4 are similar to FWHM of S adatoms previously 
reported. The height of S adatoms and AgS2 complexes are 0.013 nm and 0.025 nm respectively, 
while the protrusions within all the rows of the reconstruction are less than 0.007 nm (Table 
A1.1). 
 
10. Appendix 2: Step edges of Ag(110) at 0.02 and 0.25 ML S 
At a very low coverage of sulfur, step edges were experimentally observed to be faceted 
and aligned along the [1 -1 0] direction [Fig. A2.1]. The step edges show little to no sulfur 




Figure A2.1. STM image of Ag(110) step edges at 0.02 ML S. Both top images are topographic 
images with the correspond derivative image of the same area underneath. Tunneling conditions 
for the left-hand image is I = 1.0 nA, VS = 1.2 V, and I = 1.0 nA, VS = -1.4 V for the right-hand 
image. 
 
  Two types of step edges that were observed in STM images at 0.25 ML S, shown in Fig. 
A2.2. Step along the [1 -1 0] direction are faceted and show almost no sulfur decoration (Fig. 
A2.2a), similar to the observations of step edges at the lower S coverage. Steps were observed to 
be also aligned along the [1 -1 1] direction the higher coverage. The step edges along the [1 -1 1] 
direction show heavy decoration as seen in Fig. A2.2b. It is easiest to observe step decoration in 
a derivatized images due to contrast issues associated with step edges in topographic images. 




Figure A2.2. STM images of step edges in two directions at 0.25 ML S. (a) Step edges in the [1 -
1 0] direction and (b) Step edges in the [1 -1 1] direction. Derivative images of the exact same 
area are next to every topographic image. 
 
For a (110) substrate of a fcc metal, step edges along the [1 -1 0] direction offer a three-
fold hollow site as the highest coordination location for an adsorbate. This is illustrated by the 
black triangle in Fig. A2.3a. In contrast, step edges along the [1 -1 1] direction have a pseudo 
four-fold hollow site (black rectangle on Fig. A2.4a), similar in structure to the face of a fcc 
(110) plane. Step edges along the [1 -1 1] direction would allow an adsorbates to be more 
coordinated compared to the [1 -1 0] step edge.  
 
 
Figure A2.3. Cartoon schematic of a [1 -1 0] step edge of a (110) substrate. Blue circles 
represent the bottom most layer of the substrate; orange circles represent substrate atoms in the 
second layer, while green circles represent substrate atoms in the top layer. The step edge is 
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between the green and orange row of substrate atoms (a) Top down view of step, with the three-




Figure A2.4. Cartoon schematic of a [1 -1 1] step edge of a (110) substrate. Blue circles 
represent the bottom most layer of the substrate; orange circles represent substrate atoms in the 
second layer, while green circles represent substrate atoms in the top layer. The step edge is 
between the green and orange row of substrate atoms (a) Top down view of step, with the two-
fold hollow site illistrated by the black rectangle. (b) side view of step edge. 
 
 
11. Appendix 3: c(4x2) DFT consideration 
 Da-Jiang Liu also performed DFT calculation using different functionals for the c(4x2) 
phase. Table A3.1 is the same as Table 1 that is presented in the paper but now includes the 
c(4x2) phase. The refined functionals predict ∆µS for the c(4x2) phase to be 0.05 to 0.10 eV 
higher than the value PBE predicted. Together with the observation that the c(4x2) phase 
involves large change in population of surface Ag atoms, this justifies the lack of observations of 








Table A3.1. Comparison of various structures (now including c(4x2)) at 0.25 ML of sulfur, 
using different exchange-correlation approximations in DFT calculations. All numbers are 
chemical potentials of sulfur in units of eV. ∆µS (X) is the different in chemical potentials for S 
between structure X and the (2x2)-S structure. A negative value indicates that it is more stable 
than the (2x2)-S structure. Results are obtained from averaging calculations with L = 7 to 12. 
 










PBE -1.408 -1.380 -1.490 -1.504 0.028 -0.082 -0.096 
optB88-vdw -1.623 -1.594 -1.634 -1.615 0.029 -0.011 0.008 
SCAN -1.614 -1.633 -1.633 -1.663 0.028 -0.019 -0.049 
SCAN+rVV10 -1.774 -1.722 -1.752 -1.779 0.053 0.022 -0.004 
 
 
12. Appendix 4: STM tunneling conditions 













File Name Notes 
Fig. 1 10 x 10 1.0 -1.2 20160604 m28 Cropped  
Fig. 3a  10 x 10  0.9  -1.2 20160630 m30 Cropped 
 
10 x 10 0.9 -1.2 20160630 m31  Cropped 
Fig. 4a 15 x 15 0.9 -1.2 20160630 m38 Cropped 
Fig. 4b 10 x 10 0.9 -1.2 20160630 m34   
Fig. 4c 10 x 10 1.0 -1.0 20160630 m43  Cropped 
Fig. 5a 10 x 10 1.0  -1.0 20160630 m43  Cropped 
Fig. 5b 10 x 10 0.9 -1.2 20160630 m30 Cropped  
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File Name Notes 
Fig. 5c 10 x 10 0.9 -1.2 20160630 m331 Cropped 
Fig. A1.1  10.5 x 10.5  0.7  -1.1 20160627 m60  
Fig. A2.1 
left  
8 x 8 1.0  1.2 20160604 m22  
 Fig. A2.1 
right 
10 x 10 1.0 -1.4 20160703 m82  
Fig. A2.2a 
top 
15 x 15  0.9  -1.2 20160630 m37 Cropped 
Fig. A2.2a 
bottom 
15 x 15  0.9  -1.2 20160630 m38  
Fig. A2.2b 
top 
15 x 15  0.6  -1.1 20160630 m85 Cropped 
Fig. A2.2b 
bottom 
15 x 15  1.1  -1.1 20160630 m88 Cropped 
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1. Abstract 
The coarsening of Au monolayer and second layer islands on Au(111) at 300K was examined 
with scanning tunneling microscopy. We monitored Au monolayer islands on Au(111) for 
approximately 40 hour in which we observed a few island decayed but the majority of the islands 
were stable. A comparison of the experimentally observed island decay with boundary value 
problem theoretical results show good agreement. The experimental decay of a second layer 




Thermal deactivation of nanoparticles is a great concern in the field of catalysis, as it 
leads to a loss in catalytic activity.1-4 Generally, loss of catalytic activity at high temperatures is 
due to the coarsening of the particles.5-11 Coarsening (also called sintering or ripening) is 
observed by the decrease in the number of clusters and an increase in their mean size over time. 
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The phenomena is driven by the reduction of the free energy cost associated with the cluster’s 
edges and interface regions. There are two coarsening mechanism the clusters can undergo, 
Smoluchowski and Ostwald. Smoluchowski ripening (SR) mechanism involves a coalescence of 
two clusters merging upon contact while Otswald ripening (OR), the more common of the two, 
involves a transfer of material from smaller clusters to larger clusters via mobile mass carriers. 
For homoepitaxial 2D systems without any additives, the mobile mass carrier is typically a single 
atom that diffuses across the surface.  
Coarsening kinetics for a 2D system can be analyzed by monitoring the decrease in the 
number of islands with respect to time. This approach is ideal for large terraces, where step edges 
have little impact on the destabilization of the island. For narrow terraces, where islands would 
be commonly located next step edges, this approach is not ideal. An alternative way to examine 
the kinetics is to consider how individual island area changes with respect to time. The decay of 
metal islands on a metal surface, which can occur on the time scale of second to days, can be 
monitored in real time with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).12-16 It is possible for systems 
to have three-dimensional island growth before the completion of the first layer, known as 
Volmer-Weber growth mode. Growth of Ag pyramids on Ag(111) at low temperatures is a 
common example.17-19 The nucleation and also decay of second and higher layers depends on a 
key energetic parameter, the Ehrlich-Schwoebel (ES) barrier.20 The ES barrier is the addition 
energy barrier that opposes diffusion of atoms over a step edge. High ES barriers will favor 3D 
growth and a slow decay of higher layer islands. 
Gold has a wide range of applications from catalysis21-23 to medical imaging.24-27 These 
applications commonly require a dispersion of Au clusters, thus there is an importance to 
examine how Au clusters coarsen over time. Our system is homoepitaxial Au islands on Au(111) 
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without any additives. Additives have been shown the accelerate the coarsening of metal islands 
on other coinage metal system.15-16, 28-30 Peale et. al. examined the stability of vacancy islands 
and Au islands on Au(111) with STM in ultra-high vacuum, and determined that the both were 
extremely stable.16 They determined that the vacancy island decay upper limit was 0.18 nm2/min, 
but did not report any decay rates for adatom islands. They determined adatom islands were 
stable under UHV conditions, though they only monitored the surface for 12.5 hours.  
Here we examine how Au islands on Au(111) coarsen by monitoring the surface for 
approximately 40 hours and also compare the results with numerical values determined by a 
theoretical model. We also examine second layer island decay and determine the ES barrier 
using a similar theoretical model. The paper is organized as follows. Experiment and theoretical 
details are provided in Sec. 2. Experimental and theoretical results are presented in Sec. 3, with a 
discussion and conclusion in Sec. 4. 
 
3. Methods 
3.1 Experimental details 
All experiments were carried out in a stainless-steel ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber 
with a base pressure of 2 x 10-10 Torr, equipped with an Omicron variable temperature STM 
(VT-STM). A single crystal of Au(111) was cleaned via Ar+ sputtering (IS = 8 – 12 µA, 2 kV, 5 - 
10 min) and annealing (500K, 10 - 15 min) cycles. These cycles were carried out until no 
impurities were detected by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). 0.3 ML of Au was deposited 
(Flux = 5 mML/s, 800 V, 1 min) onto the sample via an Omicron EFM3 UHV metal evaporator 
with the sample held at room temperature. Au island coverage was determined using WsXM 
software, in which terrace images were flooded to give the proportion covered by islands.  
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The XY (in-plane) piezoelectrics were calibrated against the (7x7)-Si(111) 
reconstruction, with correction factors of 0.272 and 0.465 for X and Y respectively. The Z 
(vertical) calibration was checked using step heights of Au(111). The experimental step height is 
0.47 + 0.02 nm, which is 2.2x larger than the accepted literature value.31 Any reported height 
measurements have been corrected. Typical tunneling current (I) was 1.0 nA, with sample biases, 
VS, of 1.0 V. The tip was PtIr, and was cleaned via pulsing to |VS | = 5 - 10 V for several minutes 
to hours over the Au surface till the Au(111) herringbone reconstruction was easily imaged over 
multiple images. A drift correction in the MATRIX software was enabled so one area could be 
imaged repeatedly over many hours. 
 
3.2 Computational details  
3.2.1 Monolayer island diffusion 
All theoretical work was done by King C. Lai. A shrinking circular island was considered 
with a radius R, with a density of diffusing adatoms (ρ) around the island. Adatoms diffuse 
between the step edges of the shrinking island and a circular boundary with radius LC, centered at 
the shrinking island. The later boundary is a coarse-grained representation of larger islands 
shown in Fig. 1. 
  
 
Figure 1. Schematics of the adatom diffuses between the shrinking island with radius R, and a 
circular boundary LC, from the center of the island. 
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To determine the rate of change of the size of the islands, we started with the diffusion 
equation of ρ,12, 32  
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡
= −𝛁 ⋅ 𝑱 = 𝐷𝑇𝐷∇
2𝜌 , (1) 
 
and solved the boundary value problem (BVP), ρ(r) for steady-state is ∂ρ/∂t = 0, the time 
evolution of the shrinking island, R(t) is related to ρ(r) 
𝜕𝑅
𝜕𝑡
= −𝐽 = 𝐷𝑇𝐷∇𝜌│𝑅 . (2) 
 
The boundary conditions depend on whether the system is in a terrace diffusion (TD limited) or 
adhesion limited (AD limited) regime.33 For monolayer TD limited system, the rate of change of 























where DTD is terrace diffusion coefficient of adatoms, ?̃? is step energy per unit of length of the 
island edge, Ω is area per adatom, RC is the average radius of island,  𝜙 is the coverage of island 
on the substrate, ρeq(∞) is the density of adatoms around a straight edge (radius of curvature→∞) 
determined by Gibbs-Thomson relation.34 R(t) is numerically solved, with experimental initial 
sizes R(t=0). 
 
3.2.2 Second layer island diffusion 
Coarsening of a bilayer system is described by similar approach but with a different 
boundary condition. Adatoms diffuse between the step edge of the shrinking second layer island, 
with radius R, and a circular boundary of the step edge of the bottom layer with radius RC 
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centered at the shrinking second layer island. Due to the non-negligible Ehrlich-Schwoebel 
barrier (ES barrier, δ), the boundary condition is AD limited instead of TD limited coarsening. A 
schematic of the bilayer system is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Figure 2. Schematic of the adatom diffusion between the shrinking bilayer island with radius R, 
and a circular boundary of the step edge of the bottom layer with RC. The adatom must overcome 
ES barrier in this intralayer process. 
  



























where Lδ is the attachment length at the step edge and defined as 𝐿𝛿 = 𝑎(𝑒
(𝛿/(𝑘𝐵𝑇)) − 1), and a 
is the lattice constant of gold. The second layer island was calculated with an initial area A(t = 0) 
= 170 nm2, which was provided from experiments (Fig. 7), and the first layer with constant area 
of 1085.75 nm2. 
 
3.2.3 Atomistic Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulations 
Atomistic kinetic Monte Carlos (KMC) were implemented with an ES barrier of δ = 
0.11183 eV. The determination of the ES barrier is described in Sec. 3.2. The energy barrier for 
an adatom to hop to the nearest neighbor empty site is listed as follows: the TD energy barrier is 
ETD – Ei(+δ), where ETD is the terrace diffusion barrier of a single adatom without initial lateral 
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NN, which in turn makes ETD = 0.125 eV; Ei is the bonding energy to the nearest neighbor in the 
same layer; +δ is applied when intralayer process is involved. The periphery diffusion barrier is 
EPD – (Ei – Ef)/2, EPD is the periphery diffusion barrier of an adatom without change in lateral 
coordination, in which EPD = 0.35 eV; Ei(f) = -nφ with φ being NN binding energy. Due to 




4.1 Experimental results 
4.1.1 Monolayer islands 
Fig 3. shows a sequence of STM images of Au islands on Au(111) from t = 40 to t = 
2384 min, where the time represent the number of minutes since Au deposition. The majority of 
island consist of monolayer heights with a few islands that would be classified as a second layer 
island. Second layer island decay is discussed in Sec. 3.1.2. Initial island areas have a large 
distribution, between 10 – 1800 nm2. Islands are categorized into three sizes: small (0 - 400 
nm2), medium (600 - 1000 nm2), and large (1400+ nm2). It is observed that throughout the 2384 
min, some islands undergo reshaping into a more preferred equilibrium structure. The 




Figure 3. Sequence of STM image of Au islands on Au(111) substrate from t = 0 min to t = 2384 
min. Colored circles in the STM image are around islands that fully decay. All images are 200 x 
200 nm2, I = 1.0 nA, VS = 1.0 V. 
 
Throughout the experimental time period, five islands were observed to fully decay with 
all of them being classified as small islands (colored circles in Fig. 3). The island circled in black 
does fully decay, but due to tip drift the entire island was not imaged therefore no measurements 
were taken of that island. All the islands decay via Ostwald ripening, observed by the gradual 
decreasing of the island area over time. For the four islands circled in multiple colors, three of 
the islands are located next to a step edge, while the island circled in gray is further away from 
step edge and surrounded by substantially larger islands. The islands decay over time in a non-
linear fashion as shown in Fig. 4. The color in Fig. 4 corresponds to the island that is encircled 
by the same color in Fig. 3. Island area slowly decreases for approximately 65% of the total time 
it takes the island to decay, then the decay rate rapidly accelerates. The initial decay rate of the 




Figure 4. Decay pattern of the four small island that are circled in Fig. 3. The color in Fig. 4 
corresponds to of the island that is encircled by the same color in Fig. 3 
 
All of the small islands fully decay in the experimental time period, while the majority of 
medium sized islands show no decay. Six islands are classified as medium islands, with only one 
of the islands partially decaying. The medium sized island that shows area decay is circled in 
blue in Fig. 5, and is located next to a step edge. The island would have fully decayed if the 
experiment was held for a longer time period. Fig. 5 provides evidence for terrace diffusion (TD) 
limited OR. The island circled in blue appears stable, until the island next to it circled in green 
completely disappears. When the smaller island circled in green disappears, the decay rate of the 
island circled in blue accelerates. The decay rate of the blue island is non-linear and depends on 
its local environment, a signature of TD-limited kinetics.29 Fig. 6 compares two similar sized 
islands at different locations, one right next to the step edge and the other further away from the 
step edge and is surrounded by multiple islands of a similar size. The island next to the step edge 
(blue circle) exhibits area decay, while the island further away (black circle) shows a slight 
increase in area. Islands next to step edges are expected to decay more rapidly due to a step edge 
being an atomic sink. This is another example of TD-limited kinetics as the island decay shows a 
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sensitivity to the local environment. TD-limited coarsening kinetics have been reported 
experimentally for clean homoepitaxial island on Cu(111) and Ag(111).13, 29, 36  
The medium sized island decays in a non-linear fashion, similar to small islands, but the 
island area is initially relatively stable for approximately 44% of the measured time, instead of 
slowly decaying. Once the island starts to decay, the decay appears linear. The decay rate is 0.39 
nm2/min, similar to the accelerated decay rate of the smaller islands. Only one island is classified 
as a large island and it is observed to reshape into a more equilibrium shape and exhibits no area 
decay over the experimental time period.  
 
 
Figure 5. Island area vs. time for two separate islands. The dashed line shows the point in time 
the island circled in green has almost completely disappeared, after which the larger island 





Figure 6. (a) STM image of Au islands on Au(111) at t = 252 min. (b) Island area vs time 
comparing two islands of similar size. The black line corresponds to the island that is circled in 
black in Fig. 6a, and the blue line corresponds to the island that is circled in blue in Fig. 6a. 
  
4.1.2 Second layer island 
A separate experiment was conducted to examine the decay of second layer islands. Fig. 
7 shows a sequence of STM images of a second layer island that was imaged from t = 47 to t = 
1303 min. The second layer island with an initial area of 170 nm2, is located slightly off center of 
the first layer island. The first layer island is initially 9.3x larger than the second layer island, and 
has an initial area of 1358 nm2 which increase to 1602 nm2 over the experimental time period. 
The difference is larger than the total area of the second layer island. The local environment of 
the first layer island is unknown. It could be next to smaller islands that it can absorb mass from, 
which would explain for the excess observed. It was observed that the second layer island slowly 
decays via Ostwald ripening. The second island decay rate is non-linear, similar to monolayer 
island decay. As the second layer island decays, there is a mass transfer from the second layer to 
the first layer. The second layer island area remains relatively unchanged for approximately 37% 




Figure 7. Sequence of STM images of second layer island decaying over the course of 1303 min. 
Image area 67 x 67 nm2, I = 1.0 nA, VS = 1.0 V. 
 
Fig. 8 compares the decay of a monolayer island (red line) vs. a second layer island (blue 
line) of a similar size. The monolayer island has a more uniform local environment as the island 
is not located next to a step edge but is surround by larger islands. The monolayer island fully 
decays in 928 minutes, while the bilayer island fully decays in 1303 minutes. A second layer 
island is excepted to decay more slowly than a monolayer island due to the ES barrier. 
 
 
Figure 8. Island area vs time examining the decay of similar sized monolayer island (red) and 
second layer island (blue). 
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4.2 Theoretical results 
4.2.1 Diffusion of monolayer and bilayer islands 
 R(t) from Eq. 3 was numerically solved with initial sizes R(t=0), RC, and LC describing 
the circled islands in Fig. 3. Fig. 9 compares the numerical calculated (solid lines) decay of 
islands with the experimental data (dashed lines).  The result from the BVP matches well 
quantitatively for two of the islands. The discrepancy between the numerical result and 
experimental comes from the assumption of isotropic circular shape of boundary islands and the 
choice of prefactor of the diffusion coefficient, DTD. The islands circled in blue and yellow are 
adjacent to a step edge compared to the island circled in green, also next to a step edge but is 
slightly further away, and the island circled in gray which is much further away from the step 
edge and surrounded by larger islands. The quantitative agreement between numerical analysis 
and experimental observations for the island circled in green and gray is because their local 
environments are close to the theoretical model (theoretical model shown in Fig. 1). 
 
 
Figure 9. Comparison between BVP results (solid line) and experiment (dashed line). The color 
of the line corresponds to the island in Fig.3 with the same color. 
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The decay of the bilayer layer island was numerically calculated using Eq. 4 for four 
different ES barriers ranging from, 0.10783 to 0.11832 eV. The numerical calculated results all 
exhibit non-linear decay similar to the experimental results. The largest ES barrier predicted the 
longest shrinking time with the smallest ES barrier predicting the smallest shrinking time, all 
starting from the same initial island area of 170 nm2 at t = 0 min. The numerical results of 
varying ES barriers were compared to experimental observation, and it was determined that the 
ES barrier of 0.11183 eV matched the best as seen in Fig. 10. This value is only slightly lower 
than ES barriers presented in the literature. Previously calculated ES barrier values for Au(111) 
range from 0.13 to 0.19 eV.37 The values were calculated for different mechanism and step types.  
 
 
Figure 10. Comparison between experimental second layer decay vs BVP results using multiple 
ES barriers. 
 
4.2.2 Atomistic kinetic Monte Carlo simulation 
We then moved on to implement an atomistic kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation 
with the same ES barrier of 0.11183 eV. Due to the limited simulation efficiency, the simulation 
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was conducted at T = 600K and with the second layer island’s initial area set at 100 nm2. We 
then compared with the BVP numerical results at the same temperature and initial island area. 
The results are shown in Fig. 11.  
 
 
Figure 11. KMC simulations compared with BVP numerical results both at 600 K. 
 
5. Discussion and conclusion 
We examined how Au islands decay on a Au(111) surface. At 300K, we observe only a 
few small islands decay over the span of the experiment (36hr 44min), with the majority of the 
Au islands showing no area decay. This shows that Au islands are extremely stable at 300K in 
UHV, similar to the observations of Peale and coworkers.16 Au island on Au(111) decay more 
slowly compared to Ag island and Cu islands on Ag(111) and Cu(111) respectively. Morgenstern 
et. al. observed a 113 nm2 Ag islands situated alone decay within 21 minutes on Ag(111) while 
we observed a similar size Au island on Au(111), located next to a step edge took almost 500 
minutes to decay.13 Icking-Konert et. al observed that Cu islands around 300 nm2 decayed within 
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12 hours.36 Our results are closer to the Cu(111) system than the Ag(111) system, but island 
formation is different between the Cu(111) and Ag(111) studies. Cu islands were formed by the 
deposition of Cu on the surface, similar to our experiment, while Ag islands were formed by tip 
contact to the surface or were left over from Ar+ sputtering. If the tip was not fully clean, 
adsorbates from the tip may have aided in the decay of the Ag island, explaining the dramatic 
different in time scales between Au(111) and Ag(111). The apparent stability of the Au islands 
could also be due to a larger Au adatom diffusion barrier on the herringbone reconstruction 
compared to the bulk terminated surface. All three systems decay via Ostwald ripening and in a 
non-linear fashion with respect to time. 
When comparing experimental observations with theoretical numerical results, there is 
good agreement between the two. The discrepancy in monolayer island coarsening (Fig. 9) is due 
to the islands being located next to a step edge. The mean radius of the islands surrounding the 
decaying island needs to be determined for the theoretical model, which is impossible for islands 
next to step edges, thus we approximated the surrounding area to be 10,000x larger of the 
shrinking area. The discrepancy most likely arises from this approximation. The ES barrier of 
0.11 eV for Au(111) best fit the experimental data, and is slightly lower (0.02 eV) than 
previously calculated ES barriers for Au(111), but is reasonable close. There is also a small 
discrepancy between the BVP numerical analysis and the KMC at 600K. The discrepancy is 
caused by the choice of φ value (NN binding energy), but the shrinking timescale of BVP and 
KMC simulation matches very well despite that. This confirms that BVP description captures the 
essential features of the AD limited coarsening mechanism. 
In summary, we examined the coarsening of Au islands on Au(111) at 300K in UHV, and 
observed the majority of the Au island are stable for at least 40 hours. We compared the 
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experimental island decay to the results from BVP and observed good agreement. From 
experiment and theoretical BVP results, we also determined the experimental Ehrlich-Schwoebel 
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8. Appendix 1: Values used in BVP numerical calculations 
Multiple terms in the Eq.3 and Eq.4 are composed of multiple variables. Below are those 


















?̃? = 𝜙 ≈ 𝐸form/3  
 
Where v is the vibrational attempt frequency, ETD is the terrace diffusion energy, Eform is the 
adatom formation energy, and 𝜙 is the experimental coverage. 
Values from DFT: (DFT was done by Yong Han) 
  
Eform = 0.78480764 eV (Note: value used in was 0.02 eV lower) 
 
 v = 1013 s-1 
 
 ETD = 0.125 eV 
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9. Appendix 2: STM tunneling conditions 













File Name Notes 
Fig. 1 200 x 200 1.0 1.0 20180220 m58 t = 40 min 
      
 
20180220 m111  t = 252 min 
      
 
20180220 m173 t = 500 min 
      
 
20180220 m236 t = 752 min 
    
  
20180220 m286 t = 952 min 
      
 
20180220 m323 t = 1100 min  
      
 
20180220 m398 t = 1400 min  
      
 
20180220 m473 t = 1700 min  
    20180220 m548 t = 2000 min 
    20180220 m644 t = 2384 min 
Fig. 6a  200 x 200  1.0  1.0 20180820 m111  
Fig. 7  67 x 67  1.0  1.0 20180315 m3 t = 47 min 
    20180315 m35 t = 175 min 
       20180315 m80 t = 355 min 
      20180315 m112 t = 483 min 
       20180315 m144 t = 611 min 
       20180315 m192 t = 803 min 
   
 20180315 m224 t = 931 min  
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File Name Notes 
       20180315 m256 t = 1059 min 
   
 20180315 m292 t = 1203 min 
       20180315 m317 t = 1303 min  
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1. Abstract 
Sulfur accelerates the coarsening of Au islands on Au(111) at 300K. This effect was observed 
over a sulfur coverage range from a few hundredths of a monolayer all the way to 0.31 ML. The 
coarsening rate is enhanced by about a factor of 10 in the presence of sulfur. However, this effect 
is orders of magnitude smaller than seen in the S/Ag/Ag(111) and S/Cu/Cu(111) systems, and is 
observed over a much larger range of experimental coverages. Above 0.33 ML, where sulfur 
induced corrosion of the substrate and a AuS quasi-rectangular 2D phase forms, the islands 
appear to be stabilized and exhibit no decay. The acceleration in coarsening could be due either 
to lower diffusion barriers on unreconstructed Au(111) or to the formation of Au-S complexes 
which aid in mass transport. 
 
2. Introduction 
Sulfur has been extensively studied on gold due to the uniquely strong bond that has been 
observed to form between them. Much of that attention has been focused on self-assembled 
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monolayers (SAMs) of thiols an dithiols.1-8 There are numerous applications of SAMs in 
nanotechnology and device fabrication, ranging from corrosion prevention9-11 and catalysis,12-15 
to biosensors for the detection of cancer.16-18 Along with thiols, atomic sulfur has been studied on 
Au(111) at sub-monolayer coverages to examine sulfur-gold interactions without any 
interactions between the alkane tail and the substrate. It is well established that low sub-
monolayer coverages of sulfur lift the herringbone reconstruction of clean Au(111) restoring the 
bulk terminated surface.19-22 As sulfur coverage increases to 0.33 ML a (√3 x √3)R30°overlayer 
is observed by low energy electron diffraction (LEED). The (√3 x √3)R30° overlayer is not able 
to be observed with STM at room temperature due to the S atoms are too mobile to be imaged.21  
To our knowledge, there have been no publications examining the effects of sulfur on the 
stability of Au islands on a Au(111) surface. Three different S/Au(111) publications are pertinent 
to this study. 
First is a STM study of sulfur on Au(111) at 77K by Kurokawa et al.23 The study reported 
a variety of features on unreconstructed regions of Au(111). They reported a coexistence of 
sulfur adatoms and Au3S3 complexes at an unknown sulfur coverage. Remnants of the 
herringbone were still present indicating the study was conducted at a low sulfur coverage (< 0.1 
ML S). The second is a STM study of sulfur on Au(111) at 5K by Walen et al.19 Walen and 
coworkers reported only sulfur adatoms were present at low sulfur coverages (< 0.1 ML S). The 
sulfur atoms formed short √3 R30° rows on unreconstructed Au(111). It is likely that the 
experimental parameters such as S flux and cooling rate differed between these two studies. 
The third study is a STM study of sulfur on Au(111) at room temperature and at multiple 
sub-monolayer coverages by Biener et al.21 Biener and coworkers were not the first to observe 
surface corrosion induced by sulfur, but they did provide a focus on the dynamics of the surface 
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that was affected by Au-S interactions. One observation was that a sulfur coverage of 0.1 ML 
completely lifted the herringbone reconstruction. As the sulfur coverage increased to 0.33 ML, a 
(√3 x √3)R30°adlayer formed which they observed with LEED. At coverages above 0.33 ML, 
sulfur induced corrosion of the surface was observed by surface pitting. The pitting of the 
Au(111) aided the formation of a sponge-like quasi-rectangular 2D AuS overlayer, which 
reached surface saturation at 0.6 ML S thus protecting the surface from any further corrosion. 
They observed no step edge etching which they claimed was due to step edge passivation by AuS 
species. Upon annealing at 450 K, the sponge-like quasi-rectangular AuS phase transformed into 
a well ordered rectangular 2D AuS phase with 1:1 stoichiometry. The evidence of pitting 
suggests that the Au-S bond is relatively strong to compensate for removal of an Au atom from 
the surface. Biener and coworkers proposed that the formation of gold-sulfur clusters were 
responsible for the mass transport of Au atoms from the substrate into the 2D AuS phase.  
This paper is the first study of the effects of adsorbed atomic sulfur on Au islands on 
Au(111). Previous studies have examined similar systems for the other two coinage metals, Cu 
and Ag. In 2004, Lang et. al. observed that trace amounts of sulfur led to an enhanced 
destabilization of Cu islands on a Cu(111) surface.24 Cu islands that were stable for hours on a 
clean Cu(111) surface, and decayed within minutes at sulfur coverages as low as 0.014 ML S. 
The enhancement of Cu island coarsening by sulfur was reported to be several orders of 
magnitude. The enhancement was proposed to be due to the formation of Cu-S complexes that 
were responsible for mass transport. In 2015, Walen et. al. using LT-STM at 5K, found features 
that were identified as Cu2S3 complexes after adsorption of sulfur on Cu(111).
25 The Cu2S3 
complex was proposed to play a role in the accelerated coarsening of the Cu island after sulfur 
deposition. Similarly in 2009, Shen et al. observed that trace amount of sulfur also led to a 
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enhanced destabilization of Ag islands on a Ag(111) surface.26 It was observed that the 
acceleration in coarsening occurred after the sulfur coverage was greater than a critical coverage 
that corresponded to the saturation of the step edges. The enhancement in the coarsening rate was 
estimated to be at least three orders of magnitude, from zero to 0.035 ML S. AgS2 and Ag3S3 
complexes were proposed to play a role in mass transport of the system. In 2013 using LT-STM, 
Russell et al. observed a large Ag16S13 complex on Ag(111) at 5K.27 A common motif in the 
complex was a AgS2 unit. 
This paper is organized as follows. Experiment details are provided in Sec. 2. 
Experimental results are provided in Sec. 3, with a discussion in Sec. 4. 
 
3. Methods 
3.1 Experimental details 
Detailed experimental cleaning conditions of the Au(111) crystal are described in 
Chapter IV. To summarize, a single Au(111) crystal was cleaned via Ar+ sputtering and 
annealing cycles. The sample was cleaned until no impurities were detected by Auger Electron 
Spectroscopy (AES). Another cleaning cycle was preformed after AES to remove any possible 
contaminants that AES could have deposited on the surface. For each experiment, 0.3 ML of Au 
was deposited on Au(111) (Flux = 5 mML/s, 1 min), which was held at room temperature and 
was sequentially imaged with a STM to determine that an adequate density of islands formed on 
the surface. STM was conducted at room temperature and was carried out in a stainless-steel 
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure of 2 x 10-10 Torr.  
The sample was then exposed to S2 (gas) via a solid-state electrochemical cell,
28-30 with 
the sample held at room temperature and was sequentially imaged with STM. Approximately 
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twenty minutes passed between sulfur deposition and acquisition of the first STM image. After 
each experiment, Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) was used on the sample from 30-500 eV, 
and the S152/Au79 AES intensity ratio was measured and converted to a sulfur coverage by a 
calibration curve, in units of monolayers. The S152/Au79 AES signal calibration curve is 
described in this chapter in Appendix 1. The AES electron energy beam was set at 3 kV. STM 
piezoelectric calibrations are described in Sec. 2 of Chapter IV. Typical tunneling current (I) was 
1.0 nA, with sample bias VS = 1.0 V.  
 
4. Results 
4.1 0.016, 0.024, and 0.064 ML sulfur 
Fig. 1 shows a series of STM images at multiple θS and different times, with preadsorbed 
0.3 ML Au. For all three sulfur coverages, the sulfur flux is between 0.13 and 0.20 mML/s. 
Columns (a), (b), and (c) are three different experiments. Column (a) shows a sequence of STM 
images after sulfur adsorption of 0.016 ML S. Most islands shapes are distorted hexagons, 
verging on circular. It is observed throughout the experiment that two islands decay via Ostwald 
ripening (OR), and are circled in black and green in Fig. 1a. Both island area decay rates appear 
linear (Fig. 2a), which is different from sulfur-free coarsening which was observed to have non-
linear decay behavior (discussed in Chapter IV). The island circled in green is next to a larger 
island that is labelled A. Island A and the island circled in green have initial areas of 981 nm2 
and 77 nm2 respectively. Over the course of the experimental time period, island A’s area 
increases by 85 nm2, which is slightly larger than the total area of the island circled in green. 
This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that island A is also surrounded by multiple islands 
smaller in size from which it can also absorb mass. The average decay rate of the islands at 0.016 
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ML S is 3.2 + 0.37 nm2/min. When compared to the maximum rate for clean coarsening (0.34 
nm2/min), there is 9x enhancement at 0.016 ML. It is interesting to note that there is an island 
labelled B that has an area of 470 nm2 (approximately 5x larger than the islands that decay), 
which is located right next to a step edge and does not undergo any measurable coarsening, 
contrary to expectation. Step edges act as atom sinks, and thus it is expected that islands located 
next to step edges will decay more quickly than islands on terraces that are further away from a 
step edge. However, in the experiment we only observed the location for approximately 30 
minutes which may be too brief to observe any coarsening of islands that size, even those next to 
step edges.  
 
Figure 1. STM images showing Au island coarsening at multiple sulfur coverages at room 
temperature. Column (a): 0.012 ML sulfur on Au/Au(111); 105, 114, 123, 132 min after sulfur 
deposition (272, 281, 290, 299 min after Au deposition). All images 300 x 300 nm2, I = 1.3 nA, 
VS = -1.5 V. Column (b): 0.024 ML sulfur on Au/Au(111); 77, 93, 130, 166 min after sulfur 
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deposition (255, 271, 308, 344 min after Au deposition). All images are 150 x 150 nm2, I = 1.0 
nA, VS = 1.0 V. Column (c): 0.064 ML sulfur on Au/Au(111); 35, 43, 50, 115 min after sulfur 
deposition (233, 241, 248, 313 min after Au deposition). All images are 150 x 150 nm2, I = 1.0 
nA, VS = 1.0 V. 
 
 Column (b) shows a sequence of STM images after sulfur adsorption of 0.024 ML. There 
are seven islands present in the initial STM image. The island in the top left corner of the initial 
STM image drifts out of view and was not monitored throughout the experiment. All six islands 
are located on an upper terrace located right next to a step edge. The six islands are observed to 
fully decay via OR. The island area decay appears to be linear as shown in Fig. 2b, which is 
similar to the observations at 0.016 ML S. The decay rate was determined to be 3.4 + 1.0 
nm2/min which is similar to the rate at 0.016 ML S. When compared to the maximum rate for 
sulfur free clean coarsening (0.34 nm2/min), there is 10x enhancement. Tip resolution was not 
optimal during the experiment, leading to a broadening of the outer edges of many of the islands 
and steps in STM images, along with streakiness in certain parts of the image. Column (c) shows 
a progression of STM images after sulfur adsorption at 0.064 ML S. Six islands are monitored 
throughout the experiment, with all the islands being located on an upper terrace located next a 
step edge. Five of the six islands are observed to fully decay via OR. The island that does not 
fully decay is considerably larger than the other islands, and does decrease in area from 410 nm2 
to 318 nm2 over the experimental time period. Just like the other two sulfur coarsening 
experiments mentioned, the islands decay linearly with a decay rate of 5.4 + 0.9 nm2/min which 
is larger than the rates for the lower sulfur coverages (Fig. 2c). This is a 16x enhancement when 
compared to the maximum rate for sulfur free coarsening. The colored lines in Fig. 2c 




Figure 2. Island area vs. time (time after sulfur deposition) at three different sulfur coverages. (a) 
θS = 0.016 ML S, green line corresponds to measurements of the island in the green circle in Fig. 
1a, similar for the black line. (b) θS = 0.024 ML S, (c) θS = 0.024 ML S, the colored lines 
correspond to measurements of the islands in Fig. 1c encircled by the same color. Breaks in the 
lines mean the island drifted out of view, and therefore no area measurement was taken at that 
time period. 
 
4.2 0.11 ML sulfur 
 Fig. 3 shows a sequence of STM images of the same area of Au islands on Au(111) at 
0.11 ML S. Thirteen islands on multiple terraces are monitored over the experimental time 
period from t = 24 min to 190 min, where t is the time the image was taken after sulfur 
deposition. Many images appear streaky, possibly due to contaminants being dragged by the tip 
across the surface. Though out the experiment, the islands appear as heavily distorted 
circles/ovals and are slowly reshaping into a more preferred equilibrium shape. Five of the 
thirteen islands exhibit area decay while the remaining eight islands appear stable. The islands 
that do decay are the smallest islands in the STM images and are located either next to step edges 
or are surrounded by larger islands. Fig. 4a shows island area vs. time for all the islands present, 
with Fig. 4b showing the same data for only the islands that coarsened. One island (circled in 
yellow) does not fully decay, but does show a strong decrease in area as time progresses. The 
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colored lines in Fig. 4a. and Fig. 4b correspond to the islands in the same encircled color in Fig. 
3b. The black lines in Fig. 4a correspond to islands that showed no area decay. 
 
 
Figure 3. Sequence of STM images of Au islands on Au(111) coarsening from t = 24 to 190 min 
at 0.11 ML S. The area measurements of the islands in the colored circles in the second STM 
image correspond to the colored lines in Fig. 4. Time above each image corresponds to the time 





Figure 4. (a) Island area vs. time (time after sulfur deposition) at 0.11 ML S. Black lines 
correspond to islands that showed no decay; colored lines correspond to islands that do decay 
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and are circled in the same color in Fig. 3. (b) Same data except only for islands that coarsened. 
Breaks in the lines mean the island drifted out of view, and therefore no area measurement was 
taken at that time period 
 
 It is observed in Fig. 4b that the island area decays linearly, just like previous 
experiments at lower sulfur coverages. The island decay rate at 0.11 ML S is 1.6 + 0.6 nm2/min, 
which is considerably lower than the decay rates for the lower sulfur coverages. The 0.11 ML S 
decay rate is half that of the 0.016 ML S which was the slowest of the lower sulfur coverages, 
but is still larger than the sulfur-free, clean coarsening rate. There is a 5x enhancement in 
coarsening when compared to the sulfur-free coarsening. The reduction in the coarsening rate 
compared to the lower sulfur coverages is unexpected. It is unknown what caused the decrease in 
the coarsening rate, but there is a possibility of a bifurcation in the rate of the coarsening and we 
are only able to image the islands that are decay at a slower rate. If there is a bifurcation in the 
decay rate, the islands that decay at the quicker rate could already have fully decayed before 
imaging commenced.  
 
4.3 0.31 ML sulfur 
 Fig. 5 shows a sequence of STM images at 0.31 ML S. An X is placed on top of the same 
island in each image for reference since there are differences between each image. The images 
start 35 minutes after sulfur deposition. Initially there are five islands that are present on the 
terrace and pitting of the terrace is observed. The steps edges appear heavily serrated in the 
initial image which indicates sulfur etching of the Au step edges. All five islands can be 
observed in Fig. 5b. Four islands fully decay within 60 minutes from sulfur deposition via OR. 
Island area vs. time (Fig. 6) was examined for the four islands and it was observed that all four 
islands decay in a linear fashion. Due to drift in the STM, not all islands are present in each 
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image which causes the breaks in the lines in Fig. 6. The color of the data points in Fig. 6 
corresponds to the color of the circles in Fig 5. The island at the top of the image in Fig. 5b 
appears not to decay but gets incorporated into the adjoining step edge. 
 The decay rate of the four islands range between 4.0 to 8.0 nm2/min, with an average of 
5.9 + 1.4 nm2/min. When compared to the maximum rate for clean coarsening (0.34 nm2/min), 
there is 17x enhancement at 0.31 ML. 
   
 
Figure 5. Sequence of STM images showing decay of islands and etching of step edges at 0.33 
ML S. The colors of the circles in Fig. 5b correspond to the colors of lines in Fig. 6. Each image 




Figure 6. Island area vs time (time after sulfur deposition) at 0.31 ML for the four islands in Fig. 
5. The colored lines correspond to measurements of the islands in Fig. 5b encircled by the same 
colors. Breaks in the lines mean the island drifted out of view, and therefore no area 
measurement was taken at that time period. 
 
 At the same time the islands are decaying, the step edges of the substrate are undergoing 
dynamic etching. As time progresses, more of each step edge is etched away. Fig. 7 shows a 
sequence of STM images of the step edges after all the islands have decayed. An X is placed in 
each image at the same point for reference. The step edges initially appear heavily serrated due 
to etching and undergo large changes in a short period of time. One step edge in particular 
combines with another step edge forming a terrace, reflecting extensive mass transport. The 
bottom left quadrant of each image in Fig. 7 shows the terrace formation. During the initial 




Figure 7. Sequence of STM images showing dynamic etching of the step edges. The X in each 
image corresponds to the same spot for reference. Time above each image corresponds to the 
time the images was taken after sulfur deposition. All images are 150 x 150 nm2, I = 1.0 nA, VS = 
1.0 V. 
 
While step edges are undergoing extensive changes, a section of a terrace is separated 
and forms an isolated island. This is observed in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b in the upper right quadrant 
in the STM images, and the island is circled in black in Fig. 8. The newly formed island 
undergoes decay via OR. The island decay rate is 63 nm2/min, which is approximately 10x larger 





Figure 8. Sequence of STM images of the Au(111) substrate at 0.33 ML. The newly formed 
island is encircled in black in (a), (b), and (c). Time above each image corresponds to the time 
the image was taken after sulfur deposition. All images are 150 x 150 nm2, with I = 1.0 nA, VS = 
1.0 V. (e) Decay of the newly formed island with the equation of the linear best fit line and R2 
value. 
 
 The experimental coverage is slightly lower than the sulfur coverage where Biener and 
coworkers observed substrate pitting.21 The presence of etched step edges suggests that sulfur is 
readily taking Au adatoms from the step edge and transporting the mass to other locations 
instead of passivating the step edge. Formation of adatoms by detachment from a kink site at a 
step edge is more energetically favorable than adatom formation that originated from the terrace, 
therefore etching of the step edges is expected to occur before corrosion of the substrate.  
 
4.4 0.56 ML sulfur 
To determine how sulfur induced corrosion may affect the coarsening of metal islands, a 
high coverage of sulfur was deposited on the surface. It is observed that sulfur does accelerate 
coarsening of the islands as shown in Sec. 3.1 – Sec. 3.3 relative to sulfur free coarsening, 
therefore the flux of the sulfur evaporator is important. An extremely low flux could lead to the 
complete decay of all the islands before corrosion is induced and before observation begins. To 
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increase the sulfur flux, the evaporator filament was heated hotter and a higher cell bias was 
applied. The flux of the sulfur evaporator was 1.9 mML/s, which is approximately 10x higher 
than the flux used for the experiments in Sec. 3.1. Fig. 9 compares the surface before and after 
sulfur deposition. Initially, the surface is clean with multiple islands on each terrace. The steps 
are irregular in shape with large growth protruding out from them. This is due to deposited Au 
atoms diffusing to the step edges instead of nucleating and forming islands. After sulfur 




Figure 9. STM images of Au(111) surface before and after deposition of 0.56 ML S. Both 
images are 200 x 200 nm2. I = 1.0 nA, and VS = -1.2 V Left image: Au islands on Au(111). Right 
image: Sulfur induced pitting of the islands and terraces of the Au(111) surface. 
  
Fig. 10 shows a sequence of STM images of the heavily pitted surface from t = 85 to t = 
1938 min, where the time represents the number of minutes that the image was taken after S 
deposition. There is a small amount of drift between each image which is why the location of 
islands within the image appear to change. The small bright features that appear in the latter 
images are contaminants that were dropped from the tip. It is observed that the islands did not 
decay throughout the experimental time period. Island area remains relatively constant as shown 
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in Fig. 11. Using the slowest accelerated experimental decay rate, 1.6 nm2/min, a 150 nm2 island 
would be expected to decay in 94 minutes, and about a 1000 minutes for sulfur free coarsening. 
We would expect the islands to decay over the interval of observation, instead we observe a 
stabilization of the islands. 
 
 
Figure 10. Sequence of STM images showing a sulfur induced pitted surface undergoing no 
coarsening of the islands. The time above each image corresponds to the time the image was 






Figure 11. Island area vs time showing the islands in Fig. 10 undergo relative no area change.  
 
As previously mentioned, the formation of the quasi-rectangular 2D gold-sulfide phase 
passivates the surface from further corrosion.20-22 Biener and coworkers observed that the surface 
was saturated with the 2D Au-S phase at 0.6 ML S, which uniformly covers both the vacancies 
and the terrace.21 The experimental coverage is close to the saturation coverage, therefore there is 
a possibility that the islands, terraces, and vacancies are all coverage by the Au-S phase. No 
high-resolution images were taken of the pitted islands. If the Au islands are covered by the Au-
S phase, the formation and diffusion of Au adatoms on the surface could be inhibited as the Au 
adatom would diffuse on the pitted Au(111) surface underneath the Au-S phase. Another 
possibility is the Au islands are not covered by the Au-S phase, but the surface and vacancies 
are. The Au-S phase could have a higher Au adatom diffusion barrier than the clean Au(111) 
surface leading to an enhancement in the stability of the islands.  
 
5. Discussion 
5.1 Comparison with sulfur-free coarsening of Au/Au(111) 
The experimental data clearly show that sulfur accelerates the coarsening of Au islands 
on a Au(111) surface under 0.31 ML S. Fig. 11 plots all the OR decay rates of the preadsorbed 
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Au islands at the different experimental sulfur coverages, which shows that the decay rate 
changes from 0.34 nm2/min at zero ML to 5.9 nm2/min at 0.31 ML. The enhancement of 
coarsening ranges from 5 to 17x relative to sulfur-free coarsening of Au islands, which allows us 
to say that the enhancement is approximately one order of magnitude. There are two possible 
explanations for the acceleration of the decay rate of the islands. First, at these low coverages 
below 0.1 ML, sulfur will partially lift the herringbone reconstruction restoring the bulk 
terminated (111) surface. The bulk terminated (111) surface could have a lower Au adatom 
diffusion barrier compared to the herringbone reconstruction, hence the lifting of the herringbone 
reconstruction would accelerate the rate of decay of the Au islands. The herringbone 
reconstruction was not observed in any of the experiments, but probably still exists at our lowest 
experimental sulfur coverages.  The first three sulfur coverages are below 0.1 ML, the coverage 
that Biener and coworkers observed the herringbone being completely lifted.21 The absence of 
the herringbone in the STM images is most likely due to poor tip resolution. Another possible 
explanation for the acceleration in the decay rate could be due to the formation of Au-S 
complexes, in which the Au-S complexes act as mass transport agents. One possible complex is a 
Au3S3 trimer. Kurokawa and coworkers observed features on Au(111) that were interpreted to be 
Au3S3 complexes at 77K.
23 Previous DFT work has examined the formation of AuS2, Au2S3, 
Au3S3, and Au3S4 complexes on Au(111) at 0.25 ML in which the formation energy of the 
previously mention complexes were determined to be between 0.14 – 0.46 eV.31-32 Au4S4 was 
also consider which had a formation energy of -0.24 eV. The Au-S complexes previously 
mention all have lower formation energies than a Au adatom (0.65 eV),32 so the observed 
acceleration in the coarsening rate being accreted to the formation of Au-S complexes is 
justified. The Au-S complexes, except Au4S4, have moderately large formation energies 
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compared to the same complexes for Cu(111) and Ag(111), so the population of these Au-S 
complexes would be expected to be fairly low at 300K compared to Cu-S and Ag-S complexes. 
Au4S4 complex is the only favorable Au-S complex on Au(111) but if we compare MS2 and 
M2S3 for all three system, Au-S is not competitive. MS2 and M2S3 complexes are most likely 
responsible for the acceleration in coarsening of Cu and Ag islands, thus if these complexes also 
play a role in the Au(111) system the enhancement in the coarsening rate of metal island should 
be smaller for Au(111) compared to Cu(111) and Ag(111), which is experimentally observed.  It 
is interesting to note that there is little difference in the average coarsening rates at 0.064 and 
0.33 ML S. If coarsening acceleration was due to a lower Au adatoms diffusion barrier for bulk 
terminated Au(111), then we would expect that coarsening rates not to significantly change for 
sulfur coverages of 0.1 ML or greater. The etching of the step edge and extremely quick decay 
rate of the newly formed island at 0.31 ML suggest that formation of Au-S complexes is more 
likely playing a role in Au mass transport. None of this explains the reduction in the coarsening 
rate at 0.11 ML S, which we experimentally observed. 
The decay of the island area with respect to time is linear when adsorbed sulfur is 
present, which is different from the clean Au coarsening which was observed to have non-linear 
area decay with respect to time (Chapter IV). Non-linear decrease in area with respect to time 
and/or a sensitivity to the island’s local environment is typically associated with terrace diffusion 
(TD) limited decay, while a linear decrease in the island’s area with time and/or insensitivity to 
local environment is usually associated with attachment-detachment (AD) limited decay.33 The 
change in the behavior from non-linear to linear has been observed in other coinage metals 
systems when an additive is introduced to the system;24, 26 possible origins of such behavior of 
systems with additives are mention in Ref.26.  
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Figure 11. Au island decay rate at different sulfur coverages on Au(111). Each filled circle is an 
average value for each experiment with error bars. The open square at zero sulfur coverage is the 
average fastest decay rate of Au island in the absence of sulfur (0.34 nm2/min).  
 
5.2 Comparison with accelerated coarsening of S/Ag/Ag(111) 
Above a critical sulfur coverage, 0.007 ML, sulfur rapidly accelerates the decay of Ag 
islands on Ag(111).26 The critical coverage corresponded to the saturation of the step edges. 
Sulfur saturates the step edge before the terrace because the step edge presents pseudo-4fh sites, 
while the terrace present 3-fh sites which are less-favorable. We do not observe a critical 
coverage as our lowest experimental coverage of 0.016 ML already shows an acceleration in the 
decay rate of the islands. There is a possibility that our system does have a critical coverage that 
corresponds to step saturation which is less than 0.016 ML.  
First, it is important to compare the sulfur free coarsening of the islands for both systems. 
For two islands of similar sizes, around 200 nm2, the Au(111) system took 40x longer for the 
island to decay compared to the Ag(111) system. Because of this large difference in decay time, 
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we compared the enhancement that sulfur has on each system. The magnitude of the 
enhancement in coarsening rate is considerably larger for S/Ag/Ag(111) than for S/Au/Au(111). 
Sulfur enhancement for S/Au/Au(111) is estimated to be an order a magnitude, while for 
S/Ag/Ag(111) it was observed to be at least three orders of magnitude. We also observe that the 
S/Au/Au(111) enhancement occurs over a much wider sulfur coverage, zero to 0.31 ML S, 
compared with the S/Ag/Ag(111) system which occurred from zero to 0.014 ML. The large 
difference in enhancement is easy to observe by comparing the two systems at two widely 
different sulfur coverages, 0.035 ML for Ag(111) and 0.31 ML for Au(111). For S/Au/Au(111), 
all preadsorbed islands were under 100 nm2 and decayed within 60 minutes (3600 sec) of sulfur 
deposition. For S/Ag/Ag(111), 0.035 ML of sulfur was deposited while scanning and was 
complete at approximately 25% through image acquisition. A few islands were still visible in the 
initial quarter of the image which was during the sulfur deposition, and after sulfur deposition 
was complete, all the islands had decayed before the image was acquired which took place in 
200 seconds. Multiple islands were initially present that had areas larger than 600 nm2 that fully 
decayed in under 45 second. AgS2 was proposed to play a role in the enhanced acceleration of 
coarsening, which is the unit that comprises part of the Ag16S13 complex observed with LT-STM. 
As mentioned in Sec. 4.1, an Au-S complexes would have a low population at 300 K compared 
to AgS2 on Ag(111) which would explain the difference in the enhancement between the two 
systems.  
 
5.3 Comparison with accelerated coarsening of O/Au/Au(111) 
Peale et. al. examined how atmospheric adsorbates affect mass flow of Au islands on 
Au(111).34 They performed STM in atmosphere and examined the decay of Au islands on a 
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Au(111) surface. It was observed that there was an accelerated decay of Au islands on Au(111) 
after exposure to air, most likely due to oxygen (but possibly also related to water or 
hydrocarbons). They examined the decay of island area with respect to time and observed that it 
decayed linearly with a rate of 0.1 atoms/sec. In comparison with our system the range of 




In summary, we find that sulfur accelerates the coarsening of Au islands on Au(111) at 
300 K. The enhancement in the coarsening rate is approximately an order of magnitude over the 
experimental sulfur coverage range of 0.016 to 0.31 ML. Along with island destabilization, we 
observed dramatic mass transport of the substrate at 0.31 ML evidenced by extreme etching of 
the step edges. The enhancement in the coarsening is most likely due to the formation of Au-S 
complexes. At 0.56 ML S, where the surface is pitted and covered by a Au-S phase, we observed 
a stabilization of the islands.  
When compared to the other two coinage metal (111) surfaces, Cu and Ag, sulfur exerts a 
much weaker affect on the rate of coarsening of the island. The enhancement of the decay rate 
for S/Au/Au(111) is an order of magnitude while for S/Cu/Cu(111) (higher T) the enhancement 
is approximately 2.5 orders of magnitude and at least 3 orders of magnitude for S/Ag/Ag(111). 
This is most likely due to a lower population density of Au-S complexes compared to Ag-S and 
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9. Appendix 1: Sulfur coverage calibration 
It has been observed that sulfur coverages above 0.33 ML induce pitting of the Au(111) 
surface.20 To determine the sulfur coverage, a calibration curve was created using the intensities 
of the S152 and Au79 peaks. A small amount of sulfur was deposited on the Au(111) surface and 
imaged with STM. This process was continued until surface pitting was observed in the STM 
images. Once pitting was observed in the STM, an AES spectrum was taken from 30-500 eV. 
The S152 intensity of the pitted surfaces was set to correspond to 0.34 ML of sulfur. The absolute 
sulfur coverage could have been higher than 0.34 ML, due to surface pitting occurring at any 
sulfur coverage above 0.33 ML. Each coverage presented in the paper is a close approximation 
to the absolute coverage.  
There is a Au150 peak that overlaps with the S152 peak in the AES spectrum. To determine 
the intensity of pure sulfur, the 152 eV intensity from the Au150 peak must be subtracted from the 
S152 intensity for all experiments. The Au79 peak was normalized between experiments for direct 
comparison of the S152 peak intensity. The corrected S152 intensity was then entered in the 
calibration curve equation to determine the corresponding S coverage. The calibration curve 
equation is 
𝜃𝑆(ML) = 0.00028x 
 
where x is the corrected S152 peak intensity in units of μV. Fig. A1.1 shows the sulfur calibration 




Figure A1.1. Sulfur calibration curve that was used to determine all experimental sulfur 
coverages. 
 
10. Appendix 2: STM tunneling conditions 













File Name Notes 
Fig. 1a 300 x 300 1.3 -1.5 20170509 m19   
      -1.5 20170509 m21   
      -1.5 20170509 m23   
      -1.5 20170509 m25   
Fig. 1b  150 x 150  1.0  1.0 20180919 m29   
      1.0 20180919 m33   
      1.0 20180819 m43   
      1.0 20180819 m52   
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File Name Notes 
Fig. 1c 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20180926 m3  
      1.0 20180926 m5  
      1.0 20180926 m7  
      1.0 20180926 m25  
      0.1 20170807 m41  
 Fig. 3 200 x 200  1.0  -1.2 20181121 m3  
      -1.2 20181121 m6  
      -1.2 20181121 m9  
   
-1.2 20181121 m12   
      -1.2 20181121 m21   
   
-1.2 20181121 m24   
      -1.2 20181121 m39   
   
-1.2 20181121 m47 
 
Fig. 5a  150 x 105 1.0 1.0 20190208 m9 
 
Fig. 5b 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m11 
 
Fig. 5c 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m12  
Fig. 5d 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m13  
Fig. 5e 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m14   
Fig. 5f 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m15   
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File Name Notes 
Fig. 7a 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m13   
Fig. 7b 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m15   
Fig. 7c 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m16   
Fig. 7d 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m18   
Fig. 7e 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m20   
Fig. 7f 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m21   
Fig. 7g 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m23   
Fig. 7h 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m24   
Fig. 7i 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m25   
Fig. 8a 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m18   
Fig. 8b 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m 20 
 
Fig. 8c 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m 21   
Fig. 8d 150 x 150 1.0 1.0 20190208 m22 
 
Fig. 9 left 200 x 200 1.0 -1.2 20181204 m3 
 
Fig. 9 right 200 x 200 1.0 -1.2 20181204 m18   
Fig. 10a 200 x 200 1.0 -1.2 20181204 m18   
Fig. 10b 200 x 200 1.0 -1.2 20181204 m150   
Fig. 10c 200 x 200 1.0 -1.2 20181204 m250   
Fig. 10d 200 x 200 1.0 -1.2 20181204 m350 
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File Name Notes 
Fig. 10e 200 x 200 1.0 -1.2 20181204 m450 
 




CHAPTER 6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
We used scanning tunneling microscopy and density functional theory to investigate 
sulfur-silver interactions on two low-index faces of silver and the effects that sulfur has on Au 
islands on Au(111), all at sub-monolayer coverages of sulfur.  
 We studied sulfur on Ag(100) from 0.01 to 0.23 ML S at 5K in UHV. The only species 
present on the surface was determined to be sulfur adatoms, based on bias dependence 
observations and protrusion measurements being similar to S adatoms on other coinage metal 
surface. This result is similar to the S/Cu(100) system. Step edges start to become decorated by S 
atoms at a coverage around 0.12 ML, an observation that supports the proposed mechanism for 
the acceleration in coarsening of S/Ag/Ag(100). We also studied sulfur on Ag(110) at two 
different coverages, 0.02 and 0.25 ML. At 0.02 ML S, only one feature was present and was 
determined to be S adatoms based on bias dependence observations and protrusion 
measurements. At 0.25 ML S, two types of features were observed. The first and more prevalent 
feature were S adatoms. The second type of feature was determined to be a AgS2 complex from 
STM and DFT. DFT predicts the absence of AgS2 at 0.02 ML and a coexistence of S adatoms 
and AgS2 complexes at 0.25 ML, which was experimentally observed. DFT work was done by 
Dr. Da-Jiang Liu. 
 We also examined the effects that sulfur had on coinage metal transport. It was observed 
that sulfur accelerated the coarsening of Au islands on Au(111). All Au islands decayed via 
Ostwald ripening with and without additive sulfur. From zero to 0.31 ML, the coarsening rate is 
enhanced by an order of magnitude. We observed a stabilization of Au islands at 0.56 S, where 
the surface was heavily pitted and was most likely covered by a Au-S phase. The acceleration in 
coarsening is most likely due to the formation of gold sulfur complexes, which would have a low 
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population density at 300K. This low population density of complexes leads to the coarsening 
acceleration being much smaller for S/Au/Au(111) compared with S/Ag/Ag(111), which would 
have a higher density of Ag-S complexes. The results presented here, support the previous 




APPENDIX 1. REVIEW OF SULFUR ON COINAGE METAL SURFACES 
 
The purpose of Appendix 1 is to provide a limited and narrow review of sulfur on 
coinage metal surfaces. It has been proposed that metal-sulfur complexes aid in the acceleration 
of mass transport of metal islands. The studies that are of interest are low-temperature scanning 
tunneling microscopy (LT-STM) studies of sulfur on coinage metal surfaces at low sulfur 




Walen et. al. examined sulfur on Cu(100) at multiple coverages, all below 0.1 ML and at 
5K.1 At all coverages, only one feature was observed and was identified as sulfur adatoms. There 
was no evidences of Cu-S complexes on the Cu(100) surface. DFT results showed Cu adatoms 
were more stable than copper-sulfur complexes on Cu(100). 
To my knowledge, there are no coarsening studies of Cu(100) involving sulfur. 
 
1.2 Cu(110) 
We examined sulfur on Cu(110) at a low sulfur coverage, 0.006 ML S, using LT-STM at 
5K reported in Appendix II. The only feature on the surface that was observed was identified as 
sulfur adatoms. The crystal though was heavily contaminated leading to discrepancies in 
observations between experiments. Durrbeck et. al. also examined sulfur on Cu(110) but at a 
higher coverage of 0.05 ML and at 77K.2 They reported two features on the surface which they 
identified as sulfur adatoms and copper-sulfur clusters. The study was done at 77K leading to the 
cluster appearing fuzzy and streaky in the STM images due to the cluster being semi-mobile. As 
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the sulfur coverage increases, morphological changes of the step edges were observed, which 
was reported to be due to mass transport of Cu atoms via Cu-S clusters. 
To my knowledge, there are no coarsening studies of Cu(110) involving sulfur. 
 
1.3 Cu(111) 
Ling et. al. investigated the effects of sulfur on Cu island on Cu(111) at trace amount of 
sulfur.3 Cu islands that were stable for hours decayed within minutes at sulfur coverages as low 
as 0.014 ML. The enhancement in the coarsening rate was proposed to be due to the formation of 
Cu3S3 complexes. 
Walen et. al. investigated sulfur on Cu(111) using LT-STM at 5K and at low sulfur 
coverages (< 0.1 ML).4 They observed a unique heart shaped feature which was identified as a 
Cu2S3 complex. The complex is composed of two linear S-Cu-S unit. Using DFT, they showed 
that Cu2S3 was a more important complex in mass transport than Cu3S3. Another feature they 
observed were chains built from Cu2S3 complexes, where the complexes share a sulfur atom 
between them was also observed at low coverages.5 The length of these chains varied depending 
on the location of the chains, i.e. on the terrace or next to a step. Step edges reconstructed at low 
sulfur coverages for both A type and B type. They proposed a mechanism by which the 




Shen et. al. previously observed that adsorbed sulfur on Ag islands on Ag(100) can 
destabilize the Ag islands and lead to an acceleration in coarsening of the islands.6 The 
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acceleration of coarsening was dependent on the sulfur coverage. Between 0.034 to 0.12 ML, the 
coarsening rate of the islands remained relatively unchanged (~0.003 nm2/s). Between 
approximately 0.15 ML to 0.21 ML, an enhancement of the coarsening rate was observed (about 
a 6x enhancement). This acceleration of coarsening was attributed to the formation of a linear 
AgS2 mass carrier complex. The proposed mechanism for the formation of the complex is a pair 
of sulfur atoms are located next to each other at a step edge with a silver step edge atom between 
them, one sulfur atom is on the upper terrace and the other is on the lower terrace. A AgS2 
cluster then detaches from the step edge and acts as a mobile mass carrier. The planar distance 
between the two sulfur atoms at the step edge should be 0.46 nm.  
We reported a LT-STM study of sulfur on Ag(100) from 0.01 to 0.23 ML of sulfur in 
Chapter II that was conducted at 5K. Only one feature was present and was identified as sulfur 
adatoms. Step edges remained relatively bare at low sulfur coverages and started to become 
partially decorated around 0.1 ML S. At 0.12 ML S, we observed sulfur adatoms pairs (one 
sulfur atom on the upper terrace and the other sulfur atom on the lower terrace) that were located 
at step edges that had a planar distance of 0.48 nm.  
 
2.2 Ag(110) 
We reported in Chapter III, a LT-STM study of sulfur on Ag(110) at 5K and at two 
separate coverages, 0.02 and 0.25 ML. At 0.02 ML, only sulfur adatoms were present. At 0.25 
ML, we observed a coexistence of sulfur adatoms and linear AgS2 complexes. DFT predicted the 
absence of AgS2 complexes at 0.02 ML S, and a coexistence of AgS2 complexes and S adatoms 
at 0.25 ML S, which was experimentally observed. 
To my knowledge, there are no coarsening studies of Ag(110) involving sulfur. 
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2.3 Ag(111) 
Shen et. al. previously observed that adsorbed sulfur on Ag islands on Ag(111) above a 
critical coverage can destabilize the Ag islands and lead to an acceleration in coarsening of the 
Ag islands.7 The critical coverage was 0.010 MLS and corresponded to saturation of the step 
edges by sulfur. The enhancement in the coarsening of the Ag islands was estimated to be three 
orders of magnitude compared to sulfur-free coarsening. The formation of silver-sulfur 
complexes were proposed to play a role in the mass transport of the system. These complex 
include AgS2, Ag2S2, Ag2S3, and Ag3S3. 
Russell et. al. investigated sulfur on Ag(111) using LT-STM at 5K and low sulfur 
coverages (< 0.1 ML).8 From STM and DFT, they observed a large features that were identified 
as Ag16S13 complexes. The complex is comprised a central square pyramid with 4 Ag atoms at 
the base and a S atom at the apex. The central pyramid was connect to four lobes, two axial and 




Walen et. al. investigated sulfur on Au(100) at 5K and at sulfur coverages below 0.12 
monolayers.9 They observed that adsorbed sulfur lifted the hexagonal surface reconstruction. 
They identified a set of related gold-sulfur complexes that formed on the unreconstructed Au 
regions. From STM and DFT results, the complexes were identified to be oblong AuS2, 2-vertex 
shape Au2S3, 3-vertex shape Au3S4, and 4-vertex diamond shape with the diamond-shaped Au4S5 
being the predominant complex on the surface. The S-Au-S motif is observed in the AuS2 and 
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Au2S3 complexes. Along with the complexes, p(2x2) sulfur islands were observed to cover the 
unreconstructed Au regions. 
To my knowledge, there are no coarsening studies of Au(100) involving sulfur. 
 
3.2 Au(110) 
Walen et al examined sulfur on Au(110) at 5K and at multiple low coverages, all below 
0.2 ML.10 They observed a coexistence of a c(4x2) reconstruction and chemisorbed sulfur on the 
(1x2) surface. Sulfur atoms adsorbed near the top of the row of the (1x2) surface at pseudo-3-
fold hollow sites. The c(4x2) reconstruction was produced by the rearrangement of Au atoms to 
create a pseudo-4-fold hollow site for the adsorbed sulfur. There was no evidence of gold-sulfur 
complexes on the Au(110) surface at the experimental coverages. 
To my knowledge, there are no coarsening studies of Au(110) involving sulfur. 
 
3.3 Au(111) 
We reported a coarsening study of sulfur on Au islands on Au(111) at multiple coverages 
and at 300K in Chapter VI.  From zero to 0.31 ML S, we observed that sulfur enhanced the Au 
island coarsening rate by an order of magnitude. The enhancement was most likely due to the 
formation of gold-sulfur complexes. The formation energies for MS2, M2S3, and M3S3 (important 
complexes that we believe to be responsible for the acceleration of coarsening) are larger for 
Au(111) compared with Cu(111) and Ag(111). This explains why the enhancement in the 
acceleration of metal island coarsening is smaller for Au(111) compared to Cu(111) and 
Ag(111).  
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Walen et al examined sulfur on Au(111) at 5K at low sulfur coverages (< 0.1 ML S).11 
They reported only sulfur adatoms were present, that formed short √3 R30° rows on 
unreconstructed Au(111). Kurokawa et al also examined sulfur on Au(111) as similar sulfur 
coverages but at 77K.12 They observed a variety of features on unreconstructed regions of 
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APPENDIX 2. ATOMIC SULFUR ON Cu(110) AT LOW SULFUR COVERAGE 
 
1. Introduction 
Copper can play an important role in industry as a catalyst used in the low-temperature 
stage of the water gas shift reaction,1-2 and desulfurization processes that are used in the energy 
sector.3-5 Sulfur is known to poison many metal catalyst,6-8 thus there is an importance to 
examine sulfur-copper interactions. Most studies of sulfur-containing molecules on Cu(110) 
involve SO2 and H2S as the sulfur source.
9-14 It has been observed that adsorbed SO2 on Cu(110) 
can react to form adsorbed sulfur adatoms and SO3, where the sulfur adatoms form large c(2x2) 
domains.13 H2S also decomposes on Cu(110) where both S and HS coexist.
10 One study has 
examined low sub-monolayer sulfur coverages of solely atomic sulfur on Cu(110). 
Durrbeck et. al. examine atomic sulfur on Cu(110) at approximately 0.05 ML S with 
STM.15 It was found that S adatoms coexist with possible CuxSy clusters. The sulfur adatom 
appear as a protrusion with a dark ring surrounding it, and reside in two-fold hollow site between 
the rows of the substrate, which is similar to the observations in the S/Ag(110) system (Chapter 
III). There are no proposed detailed structures of these clusters and the clusters were imaged at 
77K, leading to the cluster appearing streaky or fuzzy in STM images due to the cluster being 
semi-mobile on the surface. As sulfur coverage increases to approximately 0.2 ML, there are 
morphological changes to the step edges, which is reported to be due to the mass transport of Cu 
atoms via Cu-S complexes. A related system, sulfur on Ag(110), has been studied at two 
different sub-monolayer sulfur coverage (Chapter III). It was observed that only atomic sulfur 
was present at 0.02 ML S, and a coexistence of S atoms and AgS2 complexes at 0.25 ML S. 
This appendix is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental methods. 
Section 3 present experimental results of sulfur contamination of the Cu(110) crystal, and the 
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results of two separate experiments of sulfur adatoms on the surface. Section 4 is a discussion 
and comparison to the previously reported sulfur on Cu(110) study. 
 
2. Experimental details 
A single crystal of Cu(110) were cleaned in ultrahigh vacuum via Ar+ sputtering (9 - 12 
μA, 1.5 kV, 10 min) and annealing (720K, 10 min) cycles. Once the crystal was contaminated 
with sulfur in the bulk, the surface was cleaned until there were no large bright features on the 
surface in the STM images. The sample was held at room temperature and exposed to S2(gas). 
The sulfur source was an in situ electrochemical evaporator following the design by Wagner,16 
which has been characterized in detail by Detry et al.17 and Heegemann et al.18 Sulfur coverage 
(θS), in units of monolayers (ML), was taken as the ratio of adsorbed S atoms to the number of 
Cu atoms in the (110) surface plane. It was determined by counting individual S adatoms on the 
surface, not contaminated sulfur in the bulk, in a given area. 
Low temperature STM was the sole experimental technique, with the imaging 
temperature held at 5K. The XY (in-plane) piezoelectric calibration was checked using p(1x1) 
images of the clean substrate for Cu(110). Experimental calibration agreed with reference values 
for Cu(110). The experimental error in the [0 0 1] crystallographic direction was 0.3%, and 0.8% 
in the [1-1 0] direction. The Z (vertical) calibration was checked using step heights, and 
agreement was within 7.1% of the reference value.19 Typical imaging currents (I) range from 




3.1 Contamination of Cu(110) single crystal 
The Cu(110) surface was contaminated by sulfur before any experiments were conducted. 
The process of the contamination of the crystal is described in Appendix III. The sulfur 
contamination is observed by small round protrusions in the surface. Fig. 1. contains derivative 
STM images of the “clean” substrate before contamination and after contamination. It is 
observed in the STM images that the terraces contain many more features after contamination of 
the bulk crystal. The small protrusion exhibit features that are similar to sulfur adatoms on the 
surface. They appear as extremely shallow sombreros when VS < -0.5 V and a depression at VS > 
-0.5 V. Sulfur adatoms on the surface and sulfur atom contaminated in the bulk are 
distinguishable by the height of the protrusions. Sulfur atom contaminants in the bulk crystal 
have an average height of 0.002 + 0.002 nm, which is significantly smaller than sulfur adatoms 
on the surface when compared at VS = -1 V. The FWHM of the sulfur contaminates are slightly 
smaller than sulfur adatoms but the difference is not large enough to be distinguishable from 
sulfur adatoms. After sulfur deposition, two features are observed in STM images (Fig. 2.). The 
more numerous small round sombreros are labelled as sulfur atom contaminants in the bulk, and 




Figure 1. Derivative STM images before and after sulfur contamination. All images are 50 x 50 
nm2. (a) STM images before sulfur contaminations that show few contaminations on surface. 
Top image: I = 1.2 nA, VS = -2.2 V. Bottom image: I = 1.2 nA, VS = -2.2 V. (b) STM images 
after sulfur contamination, show many more features and contaminants in the images. Top 
image: I = 1.0 V, VS = 1.0 V. Bottom image: I = 1.7 nA, VS = 1.6 V.  
 
 
Figure 2. STM image of sulfur on Cu(110). Two features are observed in the STM image, sulfur 
adatoms on the surface, and sulfur atoms in the bulk. Image is 30 x 30 nm2, I = 1.1 nA, VS = -2.5 
V. 
 
3.2 Sulfur adatoms 
At very low sulfur coverage, 0.006 ML, only sulfur adatoms were observed on the 
surface. As previously mentioned, two features were present: the smaller and more numerous 
protrusions and the larger and brighter protrusions. Both features appear as sombreros, where a 
protrusion is surround by a dark ring. The larger and brighter protrusions were identified as 
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sulfur adatoms based on characteristic measurement of the protrusion being similar to sulfur 
adatoms on other coinage metals. The average dimensions of the protrusions are FWHM = 0.38 
+ 0.06 nm, and 0.012 + 0.004 nm for the height. The measurements were taken over multiple VS 
ranging from -1.2 to -0.5 V. The protrusion dimensions are similar to sulfur adatoms identified 
on Ag(100), Ag(110), and Cu(100).20-21 
The bias dependence of sulfur adatoms were examined from two separate experiments. 
Fig. 3 shows a sequence of STM images of sulfur adatoms at different bias voltages from the 
first experiment. Bias voltage ranges from -2.0 V to +1.3 V, where the sulfur adatoms appear 
solely as protrusions. Fig. 4 show FWHM and height measurements of the sulfur adatoms at 
different biases (black dots in Fig. 4). The FWHM slowly decreases from 0.40 nm to 0.28 nm as 
the bias voltage is swept from -2.0 V to +1.3 V. The height of the sulfur adatom protrusion 
appear to be affected by sample bias. As the bias voltage increase -2.0 V to 0.002 V, the height 
of the protrusion increases from 0.003 to 0.013 nm where it reaches the maximum. As the bias 
voltage increases beyond 0.002 V, the height of the protrusions starts rapidly decreasing. 
 
 
Figure 3. STM images from experiment 1 at different sample biases, VS, of S on Cu(110). Each 




Figure 4. Effects of sample bias, VS, on S atom protrusion dimensions in the STM images for 
both experiments. Both experiments are at 0.006 ML. The black points are from experiment 1, 
and red points from experiment 2. 
 
The VS range for experiment 2 is from 0.015 V to 1.4 V. The red points in Fig. 4 
correspond to measurements from the second experiment. The second experiment does show a 
protrusion to depression transition as seen in Fig. 5, which is not observed in experiment 1. 
There appears to be less sulfur contamination in the images from experiment 2. The FWHM of 
the sulfur adatoms from experiment 2 are notably larger within the VS range of 0.015 V to 0.5 V. 
The FWHM for experiment 2 are smaller than experiment 1 between 0.5 V to 1.4 V. The 
protrusion depression transition is observed to occurs at VS = 1.4 V, which is higher than the 
transition biases of other coinage metal surface.20-21 The height of the sulfur adatom protrusion 
are similar for both experiment with the exception that at 1.4 V, where the sulfur adatom 






Figure 5. STM images from experiment 2 at different sample biases, VS, of S on Cu(110). Each 
image is 17 x 17 nm2, with I = 1.2 nA for all image. 
 
4. Discussion 
There are two possible reason for the bias dependence discrepancy between the two 
experiments. The first is that the experiments are at different tunneling conditions. Tunneling 
current, I, for experiment 1 was at 2.7 nA while I for experiment 2 was at a more normal current 
of 1.2 nA. It has been observed from DFT simulated STM image of sulfur adatoms on silver, that 
tunneling current plays a role in how the protrusion may appear in STM images. For a given VS, 
S atom protrusions can have distinct appearances at different I in the DFT simulated STM 
images.20 The simulations are of S on Ag, which is a complementary metal to copper. The 
tunneling currents used in the simulation are orders of magnitude in difference (i.e. 0.1 vs 0.0001 
arbitrary units), not relatively small change in I as seen in the experiments. 
 A more plausible reason for the discrepancy is the sulfur contamination in the bulk Cu 
crystal. In Fig. 3 at VS < -1.0 V, the terrace exhibits many bright and dark regions which in turn 
affects the height of the sulfur adatoms. The dark regions are believed to be areas that have a 
high density of sulfur atom contamination in the bulk, with brighter regions containing a lower 
density. It is unknown how sulfur contamination in the bulk affects the surface electronic states 
of the Cu(110) crystal. With less sulfur contamination as observed in the images from 
experiment 2, there is possibly less interference/change in the surface electronic states of the 
Cu(110), and also possibly less interference/change in the electronic states of the adsorbed sulfur 
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atoms. It is expected for sulfur adatoms to transition to a depression as that has been observed for 
sulfur adatoms on other coinage metals. This protrusion-depression transition does 
experimentally occur in areas of low bulk sulfur contaminations. 
 When compared to Durrbeck and coworkers’ results,15 sulfur adatoms are also present in 
both studies. No complexes were experimentally observed which are claimed to be observed by 
Durrbeck and coworkers. There are two possible reasons for the discrepancy between the two 
results. The first is the large difference in sulfur coverage. The experimental coverage here is at 
0.006 ML, while theirs was as approximately 0.05 ML, almost 10x as large. Another possible 
reason could be due to sulfur contamination. Sulfur contamination of the bulk crystal may have 
affected the formation of complexes.  
 
5. Conclusion 
 Atomic sulfur was studied on Cu(110) at 0.006 ML S, in which only sulfur adatom were 
observed. The crystal was heavily contaminated by sulfur in the bulk crystal, which could have a 
large effect on the system. Both sulfur adatoms and sulfur contamination can appear as 
sombreros with the main distinction between the two is the difference in the height of the central 
protrusion. Sulfur adatoms do exhibit a protrusion-depression transition that occurs around VS = 
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File Name Notes 
Fig. 1a Top 50 x 50 1.2 -2.2 20170707 m6 Derivative 
Fig. 1a Bottom 50 x 50 1.2 -2.2 20170707 m7 Derivative 
Fig. 1b Top 50 x 50 1.7 1.6 20170711 m2 Derivative 
Fig. 1b Bottom 50 x 50 1.7 1.6 20170716 m43 Derivative 
Fig. 2 30 x 30 1.1 -2.5 20170714 m26   
Fig. 3 10.5 x 10.5 2.7 -2 20170715 m60   
      -0.9 20170715 m55   
      -0.3 20170715 m52   
      0.04 20170715 m45   
      0.5 20170715 m40   
      1.3 20170715 m35   
Fig. 5 17 x 17 1.2 0.015 20170716 m133   
      0.05 20170716 m132   
      0.2 20170716 m130   
      0.6 20170716 m128   
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APPENDIX 3. IN SITU SULFUR EVAPORATOR 
 
1. Introduction 
For all experiments, an in situ electrochemical sulfur evaporator was used. The 
electrochemical sulfur evaporator follows the design of Wagner,1 which has been described in 
detail by Detry et al.2 and Heegemann et al.3 The assembly of the evaporator at RIKEN is 
described in Selena Russell’s Ph.D. thesis.4 To summarize, the evaporator was an in situ solid-
state Ag│AgI│Ag2S│Pt cell. The cell was encased by a glass tube with an outlet hole drilled 
into it, and an external W filament wrapped around the glass tube. The cell was heated via the 
filament to ~ 473 K (200 °C), and a potential bias was then applied (0.20-0.25 V).2 Current flows 
from the Ag plates, through the chemical pellets, to the Pt wire which reduces the Ag within the 
Ag2S pellet and create S2(gas) as the primary output. The output of the evaporator was monitored 
via a residual gas analyzer mass spectrometer by examining peaks at 64 and 32 amu. Design and 
assembly of the sulfur evaporator at ISU is similar, except the evaporator at RIKEN was on a 
linear motion arm and the evaporator at ISU was stationary. The sulfur evaporator at RIKEN was 
separated from the preparation chamber by a gate valve and was pumped down via the exchange 
chamber. The location of the sulfur evaporator at ISU is discussed in Sec. 3. Fig. 1 shows a 





Figure 1. Picture of sulfur evaporator cell with components labelled.  
 
2. Issues that emerged with the electrochemical sulfur evaporator 
2.1 Frequent unexplained failures 
 The most common problem experienced with the sulfur evaporator was the failure of new 
chemical pellets in the cell to react. New evaporator materials, chemical pellets and Ag plates, 
were heated to the target temperature and then the potential bias was applied. The result would 
be no gas output from the evaporator. The best way to determine if the cell was “dead” was to 
heat the evaporator slightly hotter and increase the potential bias step-wise up to 0.35 V. If there 
was still no output of S2(gas), the cell was determined to be dead and chemical pellets were 
replaced. This was a frequent problem that occurred both at RIKEN and at ISU. During the first 
RIKEN visit (5/23/16 – 8/2/16) the chemical pellets in the evaporator were replaced a total of 
eight times, with only six successful experiments. One problem that arose from the frequent 
failures of the cell was the loss of time. It took an entire day to replace the chemical pellets, 
pump down the chamber, degas the evaporator, and test the evaporator to determine if it worked 
properly.  
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 It was initially thought that the reason for the failure was due to either the chemicals 
being too old and degraded, or bad contact between components of the cell. To determine if the 
failures arose due to old/degraded chemicals, new AgI and Ag2S chemicals were bought and 
tested with no conclusive results. Many of the newer chemical pellets also failed to initially 
work. To test whether the components of the cell were in poor contact, more compression spring 
were placed in the glass tube to increase the contact between the cell components. This also did 
not decrease the frequency of initially dead cells. Surprisingly, adding multiple Ag plate to the 
cell along with more compression springs, similar to the design of the Se evaporator described in 
Holly Walen’s Ph.D. Thesis,5 made the frequency of dead cells slightly decrease. As an example, 
during my second RIKEN visit, the evaporator cell was replaced thrice due to dead cells, with 
over 13 successful sulfur depositions. Dead cells did still occur, just less frequently. The causes 
of the cell to initially fail and never work are unknown. 
 
2.2 Evaporator failure after multiple successful depositions 
 Another problem that occurred was the sudden failure of the evaporator that was 
previously working. This failure was caused by Ag crystalizing between and within the chemical 
pellets, due to the electrochemical reaction. This is observed visually by silver dendrites in the 
cell, alongside with a cell current reading of ~0.1 A under normal evaporating conditions. 
Typical cell currents during evaporation were ~0.010 A or lower. The increase in cell current is 
due to the current running through the crystalized Ag and not the chemical pellets. The only fix 




2.3 Decrease in S2(gas) output 
 A decrease in S2(gas) output naturally occurs over time if the evaporator is used 
frequently. This is due to the Ag2S pellet being consumed by the electrochemical reaction. To 
increase the output of S2(gas), the cell was heated hotter (temperature unknown), and the 
potential bias was increased to 0.30-0.35 V. S2(gas) was still the primary output gas at the higher 
temperature and bias. Increasing the temperature and potential bias did increase the gas output, 
but eventually the Ag2S pellet were consumed and required replacement of the cell. 
 
2.4 SO2 as primary output 
 As previously mention in Sec. 2.1, new chemicals were bought to determine if the 
frequent failures were caused by old/degraded chemicals. Ag2S was acquired from Sigma 
Aldrich and Salt Lake Metals, and AgI from Sigma Aldrich, Acros, and Alfa Aesar. Chemical 
pellets were prepared from each company but were not initially labelled from which company 
they came from and were tested in the evaporator. Many new pellets also initially failed to react 
just like the older chemicals, but a new problem regarding gas output emerged. If S2 is the 
primary gas, a peak in the mass spectrum should appear at 64 amu and a large increase in the 
intensity of the 32 amu peak compared to the background. During the testing of some new 
chemical pellets, I observed an increase in the 32 amu peak and two large peaks at 64 amu and 




Figure 2. Mass spectrum of sulfur evaporator gas output using a new chemical pellet. Major 
peaks are labelled with corresponding amu. Peaks at 64 and 48 amu corresponds to SO2(gas). 
 
Powder samples of the new chemical were delivered to Dr. Dapeng Jing to determine the 
purity using energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) from a scanning electron microscope 
(SEM). It was determined that the source of the oxygen that reacted in the cell to produce SO2, 
came from the Ag2S chemicals. All AgI chemicals were determined to contain only Ag and I 
(Figure 3). The Ag2S batch from Salt Lake Metals was determined to contain no oxygen from 
EDS. Fig. 4 shows a backscattered electron SEM image of Ag2S powder from Sigma Aldrich, 
where there are three different regions that appear darker. EDS was performed on the dark 
regions and was determined that those regions were composed of Na and O (Figure 5). It was 
concluded the Sigma Aldrich Ag2S batch was contaminated with Na2O, which under normal 
evaporator conditions produced SO2(gas). S2(gas) could also be evaporating too, but it is 
impossible to determine that from the mass spectrum. Ag2S pellets from the Sigma Aldrich batch 




Figure 3. EDS spectrum of AgI samples from multiple suppliers. All peaks correspond to either 




Figure 4. Backscattered electron SEM image of Ag2S from Sigma Aldrich. The dark regions 
correspond to oxygen rich areas, while the lighter area correspond to oxygen free areas. The 




Figure 5. EDS spectrum of Ag2S samples from Sigma Aldrich, showing multiple peaks 
corresponding to Ag, S, Na, and O. Spectrums were taken at the locations marked in Fig. 4. The 
two large peaks correspond to Na and O. 
 
2.5 Cu(110) study 
 During the second Riken visit (7/3/17 - 8/15/17), Cu(110) was the first metal I studied. 
The results of the study are described in Appendix II. On 7/10/17, I moved the evaporator on the 
linear transfer arm toward the sample in UHV to perform a 1.5-minute sulfur deposition. As I 
moved the evaporator toward the sample, I noticed the current in the evaporator cell jumped 
from 0.01A to 0.06A but decreased back to 0.01A in about 10 seconds. I do not fully understand 
why that occurred during that deposition, but the Cu(110) surface was completely flooded with 
what is believed to be sulfur. The amount of sulfur deposited on the sample was so large, that 
even after twenty minutes of sputtering and an annealing cycle (10 min, 738 K), sulfur was 
driven into the bulk contaminating the crystal. Characterization of the sulfur contamination is 
detailed in Appendix II. After that incident, the sulfur evaporator was not moved closer to the 
sample on the transfer arm but was left stationary during depositions. Fig. 6 shows STM images 
at different magnifications of the surface covered with what is believed to be sulfur. 
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Figure 6. STM images of S/Cu(110) at different magnifications where the surface is completely 
covered by sulfur. The coverage of sulfur is unknown. (a) 82 x 82 nm2, I = 3.2 nA, VS = 0.4 V (b) 
300 x 300 nm2, I = 3.2 nA, VS = 0.4 V (c) 500 x 500 nm
2, I = 3.2 nA, VS = 0.4 V 
 
3. Modifications to evaporator 
 Three modifications were made to the evaporator, one was the location of evaporator on 
the chamber, and other two were internal changes. As mentioned in Sec. 2, the sulfur evaporator 
is prone to fail that result in the need for frequent maintenance. Initially the evaporator was 
attached to the STM bell-jar, which allowed the evaporation of sulfur onto the sample in the 
STM stage. This set-up greatly decreased the time between deposition and scanning. The 
problem of having the sulfur evaporator attached to the STM bell-jar is every time the evaporator 
failed, it required a vacuum break of the entire chamber. The time between breaking vacuum, 
fixing the evaporator, to testing the evaporator to determine if it was functioning properly was 
approximately one week. To shorten that time, the evaporator was moved to the main chamber 
with a gate valve separating the evaporator from the chamber. The evaporator was held at UHV 
via a connection to the load-lock which is pumped on by a small turbomolecular pump. If the 
sulfur evaporator needed maintenance, only the load-lock and evaporator would be brought up to 
atmospheric pressure. The turn-around time from fixing the evaporator to testing was only one 
day. The drawback of having the sulfur evaporator on the main chamber is it could take between 
10-30 minutes between deposition and scanning. 
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 The two internal modifications of the sulfur evaporator were minor. The first was 
replacing the ceramic pieces that covered wires with flexible insulating tubing. This allowed for 
easier access to certain parts of the evaporator with less chance of breaking wires or the glass 
tubes during maintenance. The second was the removal of the thermocouple. During the 
maintenance of the sulfur evaporator in 2017, the thermocouple wires broke. The temperature 
calibration of the evaporator was already established, so I decided there was no need to fix the 
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APPENDIX 4. EXPERIMENTAL DATABASE 
 
A centralized experimental database for all of my data is presented here. All experiments 
are recorded in my three laboratory notebooks. Data files are saved on the external hard drive 
currently located in 222 Spedding Hall, file path F:>PS Data 
 
Abbreviations 
Im.  Image 
Dep.  Deposition 
RT.  Room Temperature 






Table 1. Ag(100) Experiments 




8/2/2017 20170802 1-34 
Sputtered 
Fe/Cu(111) 5 - Imaging sputtered Fe/Cu(1110 to determine if ion gun was working. 
8/3/2017 20170803 1-23 Clean surface 5 - Terraces and steps are clean. Steps are fairly straight. 
    
24-59 After S dep 5 0.3 Many protrusions, no large ordered structures but small 2S chains. Im26-44 examines bias dependence. S 
adatoms appear to be grouped close together with bare regions on the terrace. 
    
61-90 After reheated 5 0.3 
 S atoms appear oval shaped for Im63-72. Tip was cleaned on surface in Im74 amd Im75, in which S atoms 
appear circular again after. S adatoms still appear to grouped close together with bare regions on the terrace. 
Step edges are bare 
8/4/2017 20170804 1-11 Clean surface 5 - Surface is still dirty. Small circular pits on terrace. Did more cleaning cycles. 
    12-38 Clean surface 5 - Terraces are clean with no contaminants. Images are very noisy. 
8/5/2017 20170805 1-37 After S dep 5 0.23 
Large domains of p(2x2) with many missing S atoms in the structure. Im15-20 examines bias dependence. Some 
image contain contaminants. 
8/6/2017 20170806 1-18 Clean surface 5 - Step edges are clean, but terraces are still dirty. Did more cleaning cycles. 
    21-54 Clean surface 5 - Both terraces and step edges are clean. Tip is unstable and poor resolution, performed tip conditioning. 
    55-68 Clean surface 5 - Tip is imaging much better, able to easily image terraces and steps. 
8/7/2017 20170807 1-23 After S dep 5 0.3 S adatoms appear to clump together in regions and regions of bare terrace. 
    26-55 After reheated 5 0.3 
S adatoms appear slightly more dispersed but still regions of bare terrace. Im34-44 examines bias dependence. 
Step edges are bare. 









Table 1. Continued 




8/9/2017 20170809 1-30 After S dep 5 0.012 
The sample was placed into the STM from S-deposition in under 2 minutes. S atoms are clumped together into 
order structures of S-chains or local p(2x2). The surface appears slightly dirty. 
    33-63 After RT warming 5 0.012 
The S atoms are much more dispersed more evenly across the terrace. Step edges are still bare. Im58-63 
examines bias dependence. 
    65-81 After another S dep 5 0.09 S atoms start exhibiting more orderering, longer S-chains and a few local p(2x2). 
    83-102 After RT warming 5 0.09 
Warming made no noticeable difference. Step edges are starting to populate step edges. Im91-102 examines 
bias dependence 
8/12/2017 20170812 1-46 Clean surface 5 - Terrace still appears dirty with spots all over it. Unable to fully get surface clean 
    47-69 After S dep 5 0.02 Surface is highly stepped. Able to observe S on the terraces, step edges are bare. 
    70-85 After another S dep 5 0.05 Great resolution. S atoms start exhibiting small S-chains, and small population on the step edges. 
    88-117 After another S dep 5 0.06 Similar observations to previous S dep. There are more contaminants on the surface. 
    122-144 After another S dep 5 0.12 
Almost every S atom is either part of a S-chain or a p(2x2). Step edges are becoming much more heavily 
populated.  
    148-172 After another S dep 5 0.23 









Table 2. Ag(110)  Experiments 
Date Dataset Image # Description T (K) θS (ML) Notes 
5/25/2016 
20160525 
Ag110 1-73 Clean surface 5 - Poor resolution. 
5/28/2016 
20160528 
Ag110 1-29 Clean surface 5 - Poor resolution. Did more tip conditioning. 
5/30/2016 20160530 1-4 Clean surface 5 - Able to image step edges, and terrace appear clean. 
6/1/2016 20160601 1-50 Clean surface 5 - Surface is dirty still. Tried for atomic resolution. Able to image rows that have black spots all over the surface. 
6/2/2016 20160602 1-38 Clean surface 5 - Surface is clean and heavily stepped. 
6/3/2016 20160603 1-26 Clean surface 5 - Surface is dirty with many contaminants on the surface. 
    27-93 After S dep 5 0.25 
Im27-59 are terrible with pratically no resolution of any features. Im60-93 able to observe two features in the 
STM images. Large distortion along the X-axis. 
6/4/2016 20160604 1-11 Clean surface 5 - Terraces are clean and heavily stepped. 
    12-60 After S dep 5 0.02 
No ordering of S atoms. Im24-25, 21-22 examine bias dependence. Double tip in many images. Im41-52 able 
to observe S atoms along with rows of the substrate. Steps are faceted. 
6/21/2016 20160621 1-22 Clean surface 5 - Atomic resolution in Im8-22 
6/22/2016 20160622 1-26 Clean surface 5 - Poor resolution. 
6/26/2016 20160626 1-29 Clean surface 5 - Able to image step edges, poor resolution overall. 
6/27/2016 20160627 1-101 After S dep 5 Unknown Large amount of sulfur.  It appears that the surface has reconstructed. 
6/28/2016 20160628 1-23 Clean surface 5 - Terraces appear clean but with lots of noise in the images. 
    25-99 After S dep 5 Unknown Reconstruction similar to previous reconstruction. Surface is heavily stepped, poor resolution in all images. 
6/29/2016 20160629 1-55 After S dep 5 Unknown Observed the same reconstruction as before. Lots of contaminants at the step edges. 








Table 2. Continued 
Date Dataset Image # Description T (K) θS (ML) Notes 
    21-88 After S dep 5 0.25 
Observations similar to 20160603 but with better resolution. Two species are present with less distortion in 
the images. The larger brighter species form long chains along the (1-1 0) direction.  
7/1/2016 20160701 1-39 Clean surface 5 - Terraces appear dirty with poor image resolution. 
7/3/2016 20160703 1-85 After S dep 5 0.02 No ordering of protrusions with good resolution of protrusions. Steps are faceted and bare. 
7/22/2016 20160722 1-41 Clean surface 5 - Surface is dirty with poor resolution. 
7/25/2016 20160725 1-27 Clean surface 5 - Steps appear heavily dirty with terrible resolution. 
7/26/2016 20160726 1-17 Clean surface 5 - Terrace has some contamination in the surface. Step edges are clean and appear slightly faceted. 
7/27/2016 20160727 1-13 Clean surface 5 - Terrace and step edges are clean. 
    14-57 After S dep 5 Unknown 
An reconstruction is observed. This reconstruction appears slightly different than the previously observed 
reconstruction. 
7/29/2016 20160729 1-18 Clean surface 5 - Surface is highly stepped. 
    19-104 After S dep 5 0.02 
S atom protrusion are observed. Periodic noise is observed in every image. Im50-66, 72-89, 94-104 examine 
bias dependence.  
7/31/2016 20160731 1-36 After S dep 5 Unknown A reconstruction is observed. 
8/1/2016 20160801 1-19 Clean surface 5 - Surface is heavily stepped in which the steps are meandering and clean. Terraces are clean.  
      After S dep   Unknown 
A reconstruction appears to be forming at the step edges. Also areas of the terrace exhibit a reconstruction. 
All images have poor resolution. 
8/2/2016 20160802 1-2 Clean surface 5 - Surface appears to be highly stepped. 
    3-108 After S dep 5 < 0.02 
Very few protrusions. Periodic noise is observed in many images. Im 9-26, 46-48, 55-66, 70-98, 105-108 






Table 3. Cu(110) Experiments 
Date Dataset Image # Description T (K) θS (ML) Notes 
7/5/2017 20170705 1-38 Clean surface 5 - Atomic resolution in multiple images. 
7/6/2017 20170706 1-38 After S dep 5 Trace There appears little to no S on surface. 
7/7/2017 20170707 1-16 Clean surface 5 - Terraces appear slight dirty. Most images are noisy. 
    18-143 After S dep 5 Unknown 
Poor resolution in all image. Im71-99 examine bias dependence. Step edges appear partially decorated. Coverage is 
sub-monolayer. 
7/10/2017 20170710 1-25 After S dep 5 Unknown 
There is so much sulfur that the surface is coverage with laters of sulfur clumps. Did extenive amount of cleaning 
cycles.  
7/11/2017 20170711 1-22 After S dep 5 Unknown Again, massive amount of sulfur where there is layers of clumps of sulfur. Did extensive amount of cleaning cycles. 
7/13/2017 20170713 1-23 Clean surface 5 - Surface has many contaminations in the surface, not on. Bulk crystal might be contaminated with Sulfur. 
7/14/2017 20170714 1-8 Clean surface 5 - Surface is still dirty, with many contaminants in the surface. 
    9-96 After S dep 5 0.006 
There are two features in the images, sulfur adatoms and sulfur in the bulk. Most images have poor resolution. 
Im72-95 are of the same area with the same I,V (fell asleep while scanning). 
7/15/2017 20170715 1-21 Clean surface 5 - Surface still has many contaminants in it. Lots of noise in the images. 
    24-99 After S dep 5 0.006 
There are two features in the images, sulfur adatoms and sulfur in the bulk. Many  large contaminants are on the 
surface. Better resolution in this experiment than the last. Im28-69 examines bias dependnce. 
7/16/2017 20170716 1-38 Clean surface 5 - Surface is still dirty, with many contaminants in the surface. 
    39-76 After S dep 5 0.006 
There are two features in the images, sulfur adatoms and sulfur in the bulk. No S ordering. Im64-74 examines bias 
depemndence. 
    79-156 After S dep 5 0.006 
No noticable increase in sulfur coverage. Still only the two features present. Im94-104, and Im 124-137 examines 
bias dependence. Double tip in many images. 







Table 4. Fe(110) and Pd(111) Experiments 
Date Dataset Image # Description T (K) θS (ML) Notes 
7/21/2016 20160721 Fe110 1-7 Clean surface 5 - Surface is dirty. Poor resolution. 
7/22/2016 20160722 Fe110 1-41 Clean surface 5 - Surface is dirty. Many dark spots observed on the terrace. Poor resolution. 
7/25/2016 20160725 Fe110 1-27 Clean surface 5 - Surface is dirty. Images appear streaky with poor resolution. 
              
              
7/4/2016 20160704 Pd111 1-8 Clean surface 5 - Surface appears extrememly dirty and highly stepped. 







Table 5. Au(111) Experiments 
Date Dataset Image # Description T (K) 
θAu 
(ML) θS (ML) Notes 
2/13/2017 20170213 1-46 After Au dep RT 0.3 - Surface is highly stepped and noisy. No observed steps. 
    48-77 After S dep RT 0.3 0.45 Sulfur induced corrosion of the surface. Pits in the terrace. 
3/9/2017 20170309 1-28 Clean surface RT - - Surface is highly stepped. Able to observe herringbone, but most images have poor 
resolution. 
    30-92 After Au dep RT 0.3 - Only a few island are present on the terrace. Growth from step edge is present. Poor 
resolution in images, with many images not being complete. 
3/10/2017 20170310 1-19 After sputtering RT - - The surface is heavily sputtered. Imaging is poor. 
    20-36 After Au dep RT 0.3 - Able to see an extra layer of gold on non-sputtered locations. Many small island have 
formed. 
3/13/2017 20170313 1-45 Clean surface RT - - Surface is highly stepped with extrememly poor imaging. 
    1-77 After sputtering RT - - Surface is heavily sputtered. Poor resolution. 
3/14/2017 20170314 1-25 
After Au dep on 
sputtered surface 
RT 0.3 - Almost no islands present on surface. Most images poor resolution and are not 
complete. 
3/15/2017 20170315 1-8 After sputtering RT - - 
Surface is sputtered with fewer but larger pits. Able to image the herringbone. 
    9-39 After Au dep RT 0.3 - Very few islands are present on surface. 








1-19 After sputtering RT - - Obtained a few images for day 1 of the experiment. 
4/2/2017 20170402 1-23 1 day after sputtering RT - - 









Table 5. Continued 
Date Dataset Image # Description T (K) 
θAu 
(ML) 








1-13 After sputtering RT - - 
Pits are very small and more numerous than last sputtering experiment. Poor 
resolution. 
4/8/2017 20170408 1-17 Clean surface RT - - Surface is clean with terraces 100 nm wide. Able to observe herringbone. 












1-23 After S dep RT - 0.2 
There is fewer and larger pits. Drift was a problem. Able to observe Smoluchowski 



























1-72 After sputtering RT - - 
Control experiment for vacancy island decay. Im12-30 are of the same area, Im35-72 
are of the same area. 
4/24/2017 20170424 1-32 Clean surface RT - - 
Surface is clean in which I conditioned the tip. Herringbone was clearly visible in most 
images. Im18 is a great image of the herringbone. 







Table 5. Continued 
Date Dataset Image # Description T (K) 
θAu 
(ML) 
θS (ML) Notes 
    23-46 After S dep RT 0.3 - Island density is too low. Resolution if very good in Im32. 












1-37 After S dep RT 0.3 0.05 
Fewer islands are observed, but no observations of coarsening. Interesting "snake-
like" feature in the substrate that avoids the islands. It is unknown what caused these 









1-20 After Au dep RT 0.3 - 





1-34 After S dep RT 0.3 0.016 
Fewer and larger islands are observed after S dep. Observed Oswald ripening of two 
islands. 
2/20/2018 20180220 1-16 Clean surface RT - - Surface appears clean with periodic noise. 
    18-644 After Au dep RT 0.3 - 
Control experiment. Scanned one spot for multiple days and observed Oswald 
ripening. Im 53-644 are from the same spot. Resolution is great, able to observe 
herringbone in most images.  
3/8/2018 20180308 1-18 Clean surface RT - - Surface is clean but imaging is very poor with periodic noise. 
    19-1129 After Au-dep RT 0.3 - 
First attempt to examine second layer decay. Monitored the same spot for 4 days, 
observed only one island decay over time. Periodic noise in every image. Unable to 








Table 5. Continued 
Date Dataset Image # Description T (K) 
θAu 
(ML) 
θS (ML) Notes 
3/15/2018 20180315 1-329 After Au dep RT 0.3 - 
Control experiment to examine second layer decay. Monitored a incomplete bilayer 
island for multiple days. Im3-329 are of the same spot. This experiment can be used 
to examine second layer decay. 
9/19/2018 20180919 1-26 After Au dep RT 0.3 - 
Scanned the same area over try to get the tip cleaner. There is a lot of step growth 
from Au dep. 
    28-62 After S dep RT 0.3 0.024 
Scanned one area and observed mutliple island decay throughout the experiment. 




1-29 Clean surface RT - - 





1-11 After Au dep RT 0.3 - 
Images are steaky . Half the images are incomplete, with three good images that have 




1-57 After S dep RT 0.3 0.064 
Very few island initally. Moniter a single spot and observed Oswald decay. Im4-25 are 
of the same spot. 
11/20/2018 20181120 1-22 After Au dep RT 0.3 - 
Tip need conditioning. Pulsed multiple times on top of each island until tip was 








1-47 After S dep RT 0.3 0.11 









1-14 After Au dep RT 0.3 - 
Suface is highly step with some islands on larger terraces. Island density is slightly 




1-557 After S dep RT 0.3 0.56 
Surface is heavily pitted induced by sulfur. Monitored an single area for days and 







Table 5. Continued 
Date Dataset Image # Description T (K) 
θAu 
(ML) 




1-32 After Au dep RT 0.3 - 
Island density is adequate with terrace at least 80 nm wide, but many images only 




1-49 After S dep RT 0.3 0.33 
Island decay extremely fast. The step edges are heavily etched throughout the 




1-28 Clean surface RT - - 
Terrace and steps are clean. Terrace are around 50 nm wide. Surface is heavily 




1-30 After Au dep RT 0.3 - 
Steps appear serrated, with good island density on the terraces. Many images are 




1-619 After S dep RT 0.3 Unknown 
Scanned a single area that had around 20 islands for  multiple hours. Observed island 
decay via Owsald ripening. During the experiment, my tip dropped something which 
then quickly nucleated an island that grew and absorbed many island around it. The 
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